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instructional, strategies'deriied foll6wing comprehensive diagnosis.
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.

(Cuisenatre Rods), social studies /('Our Working Worlds), sciences,
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Test data are analyzed to reveal the children's-progress in reading,
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CHAPTER I$ .

a

°INTRODUCTION A

le4

Traditional Special Education Moder- Go or No Go? .

..' --A.,

Ili,"' . I! 1 ! 1 1 .Serious questions Mimi( 'the adequacy of on" iraodonno .pecial concalion model have been
? ,

raised Willi increased I. freipleacv" bv s we'll Nitwit lion per mine!. The following statement.. I

express the ciicerns of professional's with current practices ill special (duration:

Studies by Ulattand (4assitry found few significant differences between those child-
____ren in regular classes and those in special classes. Not withstanding the valid criti-

cisms of studies comparing speOal, vs. regular class membership, it has yet to be
demonstrated that the special class offers a better school experience for retarded

i ' children than does regular class placement) (p. 53) I
It

'there has been no reliabl"-evidence produced to indicate that differential benefits.
either social or academic, occur to regular students as a residt.of title-1%11w exclusion
or inclusion of exceptional students in regular classes. However, even if differential
effects vterc found favdring the former-ademocratie philosophy would dictate that
the most justifiable course of action in dealing with exceptionality would lw 11w
altering, of (-1:2;sroom practices whenever possible, rather than the segregation 4
deviant individrials. The ripid,growth of special classes. in the lace of lack of either
supporting evidence or acceptable democratic social philosophy, has but limited
justification.? (p. 373) ,

It is indeed paradoxical that mentally handicapped children having teachers especially
trained, having more money (per capita) spent on their education, and heing enrolled

. in classes with fewer children, and a program designed to provide fof their unique,
needs, should he accomplishing the objectives of their education at the same or lower
level than similar mentally handicapped children who have not had these advantages
and have been forced tojern. ain in the regular grades.3 (p. 66)
We are saying that grouping children/ on. the basis-of medically derived disability labels
has fler praiiiced utility in the schools. Children should be grouped on the basis of
,Ibrie education needs. and these needs may he'defined in any number of ways. The
nntion that simple labels, atiplisd by high status' authorities from outside the'schools.
should .serve as a bastik. for grouping children is basically nothing more than a refusal to
accept respOnsibility for making educational 'decisions. It is educational laziness.4
(p. 19)

4

0

The research cited above documents the concern of leading special eduet .ion professionals about

the adequacy of traditional special education models and supports the argument that pupils ,in

typical special education programs do little, if any better, than similar pupils in regular classes.

Statement of .the Problem

Traditional, sileciail i ovation policies and procedures have been developed from a definition of .

exceptionality. Traditional definitions of exceptionality have been focused on the child and have

beet) concerned with the identification of primary deficits of the child. A representative

definition Of the exceptional child i giv by Dunn:

6(



4 -. , . ___
.

E.ceptionaLpiipil. are du p.,.
(I) 11 ho differ from the aterage to such a degree in pliv sical or pscliologiral eliarac-,.

_ teristies, . .
(2) That .selmol progloe. designed for the majorit N of children do not aff/ord diem

.

opportimii) for all around adjustment and optimum progress, / .

. .\ / , ______----:
(3) 11 ho, therefore, owed special instruction or in stuttees-imeille!.. or

both, to mllete at a. Nel commeitsurate-wit i I eit re!,Lieclive_abilitio-.5

Children classified as (Ace tional scent to be ordered natimillv into specified categoric:: of, .

deviance, usually aeeorditi to a primary handicap. mental relardationospeech. em(tionallt

disturbed, vision or heari g. Once classified, children have befit segregated in special classes on /

the basis of a primary handicap. Thus, trhditional special edu'eation programs have included

classes for the educable mentally retarded, the trainable mentally retarded.- the/ emotionalty
IA..

retanded, visually impaired, auditorially impaired, etc.

The situation is much th;! same in the Bureau for the Handicapped illE11)7 U. S. Office Edura-

Bon. Li kewise,- the" Division of Training Programs of the -BEB has used special education eate-
r

gories for Wilding its finding base.

Purpose of the Project

Title. 111 P. L. 89 -10 funds arc awarded to school districts for the support of innovative educa-

tional projects. Fifteen percent of Title iq funds are all ated to finance exemplary projects for

handicapped children. Much amcern,as indicated abov with traditional. special education

pro j amming and the use of primary disability labels for gro ing of handicapped children ,for

in tructiw. has generated interest in the forthulation of an-expe medtal design for the delivery

f special education services to handicapped pupils.

The purpose of thejroject is the designing of an experimental, mode 'for the delivery of special

education services to handicapped children.

Therefore, the general objectives of the project are as follows:
st

Development ..of an experimental special education model which could he adopted by

schbol system is a major objective.

Identification of skills needed by project staff, designing a pre-service training program,

structuring a -continuous in-service training program, and pro;iding regular monitoring of

instruction to provide teachers with skills necessary to operate ait-experimental model.

3. Development of a plan for the delivery of social work services which could maximize the

full resources of the local public school, the county health department and the minify

welfare department for the highest academie, social, physical, allgd psychological adjustment

of each pupil. Such a plan could serve to dramatically demonstrate the potential benefits to

each pupil because of a close, effective working relationship between three major social

I .

toe
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ser%ire instiiiilionsthe school,, the io,tiniv %vill department. and the ooi%
part milli .

4

A. th.elopmeni of a model eitrri6tlitilillwhicheiwriniis meeting, the particular educational need-

of the handiidapped using individual atul small gruff' in:4)11010u pre<crii)(41 after diagilu-i-
Xof (.)111).; %mai di.ficiIs is a major objective.

. . : .
Develop))) it of a einpreheusiw diagt Ai program for the assessnicni of the medical.

,psyehologieal. prerPtititt-motor, amliolog eat, spei.ch, andeduraiional modaliliesis a major 1 \,. ;

objective. ....

6. Investigation of the question, "Can handicapped children Ire effectively instructed in a claw..,
I where the pupilage not segregatJ according to their primary handicapping condition?"

p

I
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CHAPTER 13

SURVEY OF irrEtinTuRF,

_

.

The need for developmill of new special education models is -upported bv a recent Rublivation

by Reger. Schroeder, and Uschold whii.h recommends a redesign of thetraditional special educa-

Lion self-contained class. The authors present an approach that emphasizes an hh% ifittal".

educational anit-behavioral needs. These men state that: . . .._!-.. 1.--

The label applied to. child serves as a" sanction for administrative action, meanntr,
---

--,...,

placement into a special (lass or into some other special program. The whole procedure
r

tells us nothing about a child- that' we Ilid not already know beealise nothing was added

to our fund of knowledge about the child, and we have no infdrmation about what to.
, do ivith the child after placement changes are made (the justification for comprehen- ),

, sive diagnosis whiefi provides information for group IA individually prescribed

instruction). Moving a child from one classroom to another is. an administrative aion:
it is not an act of understanding or explanation. (p. 16) . .

t

As noted previously, a major objeeliveof the project is the devel)pment
a
of.an experithental

. i .

special education model. . .
-

.n instructional program., designed to serve an individual's particular educational and yehavioral

needs, is usually,not part (Ct. the organizational plan for instruction in the typical classrooms.
. . 1

,,,- .. I

I

1

,promising innovation in or;aVVizing instruction mentioned with increasing frequency is "Prescrip-

tive Teaching." Laurence J. P ter views prescriptive teaching as a pEojess s an

interdisciAlinary approach to di nosis, determines the educational relevance 4f t e child's

disability. and devises teaching stra pies to yield positive 'results. It achieve; t rs through a

methodology based on a scientific formulation which relates the specific eye rls of the educa-

tional program to the diagnostic Lamination. Prescriptive teaching emph izes development of\ -

the areas of major deficits found in air ikFs diagnostic' profile:

Individual and group instruction based on comprehensive diagnos form a base for an adaption,

of prescriptive teaching used in the project..,t

The interrelationship of perceptual -motor achieveme , academic achievement and intelligence_
,

of children is the hypothesis of a study ,by Sk c and Anderson.8 They report that scores orf the

perceptual-motor battery _for all children in the ltudy did correlate significantly- with their

California Test of 1 ntal Maturity and Stanford Achievement Test Scores.

Educators, psv ologists and neurologists today adhere to the theory of the integrity, unity and

interdepe c ence of mind and body. Such authorities as Piaget,9 Ayers.10 Olson,11 Kephart.' 2

anc nse1113 stress the importance of perceptual-motor activity in infancy and childkold for the

development of petcepts and, concepts. Bernstein. a Russian physiologist. has written of the
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biological 411 1 114..111411or ar1 1%11% 4.1 orgaiti-tiv ;14441 111a1 itulor

aelivily **4: prarlirall% I144; 44111% ma% in %,111414 1114. Ilrgailitii in 11 41411% in1crae1- with die

ing emironmeni bid dui arIii1% also (Iperit14.;4441 I hi?. 4.mirmitm.411. :!114.rilig 11%s ill' r4144.1.1 141

Iiailieular 1.4411s. 1 1 (p. 1 1 1)

:Fraittling ac1isilies iu spatial 411,4)riefikehoti 114.14111 will 14.4.14ing Il. pupil 1 41 464441 (.0
, .

ditier4.141 pad:. 1 hi. holy, Mid Olen 10 his (*Mill...411,101). Slra1cgies fur handling -India! problem-
_

are akidneed whenever possible. hrphar1 wriles.:

The early motor or nui.eular responses of the child, which are he earliest behavioral
responses of the organism repw

1
setil 1he. beginning of a long process or development

and learning. ., .To 4.1 large extt-ol, so called higher forms of behavior develop oil 44
..., .

, add have their roots in motor learnitig.1 5 (p. 35)
,.

1 %
Painter has studied the effect of a rhythmIc and`sensory molar activity .program an the_pereep-

... . ' . ,
tual-motor sRati,11 abilities of kindergatten childiiili.1 6 Th'e results of his study demonslrateAliat a

---____

4.

I

systematic program of rhy1hrnictani sensory activity will: (I) affect die kwl of ability 10 -atawa

'human figure, (2) a chorale the ,apparent distortiOn of body image concep1. (3) improve

visual -motor integrity (4) improve sensory motor spatial, performance shills. (3) improve
v

psycholinguistic abilities, and improve the ability to express ideas motoriiall.
.1

The ..researeli"tiled awe supports the use of a balanced, sequentiafprogram of perceptual-
.

motor training in the proPet. Details of tije pereeptualtmotor program developed for I he project

will be presented in anothOr section of this report.

S
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cuArrER III
cFirtinirkiNc: SOME BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

S

of Ca..sid%, Omi, and, Steger cited in Chapter II above re%cals a ver% critical

clallialion of the traditional special education program and identifies die need for eperiniciital,

special educational program models. In de%cloping a new special education program fop the delis-

rry of sjwial education seilires, Lilly achances 110. idea of a -Zero Reject 1I0(14.1 w here On.

special education 'instruction specialist would !wile a training function (training of Ili* regular
elassrora teacher) only as a means of pr4iing ervicesto youth in need of special education
services.17° The model as proposed by Lilly is presented at the Conceptual level and is tail

specific concerning currieullim, teacher eorupetencies,,,or procedures for implementation,
\

The Instructional Program \to developed as a component of this 'Pith. Ill ESE V p Oct .

(grant number 6)901) is antithe ieal 'to the model proposed by Lilly in that the histruclional
Program %lode' is specific with re ard to progratmcontent and procedures for implementation.

Some basic assumptions on whi h the Instructional Program Model is based are as followl:

Segregat on of special education pupils into classes for i

primary disability (classes for\ TNI ENtR, ED, LI); Physica
a

Auditorially Impaired) is an integral element of the traditi

istruction according to their

ly Handicapped, Visually and

)nal special educ4tion model.

.

4. .)

Studies cif academic acliiiement of pupils segregated for instruction by primary disability
show, that Such pupils ds any better, than those handicapped pupils assigned to a

regular class for instruction. Thus, one basic assumption of this project is that plods with

t different primary disabilities can receive instruction in the regular classroom with profit.

The second assumption is ,a corollary of the first. Pupils w th different disabilities (N the

taught certain skills and understandings more efficiently by grouping. them togetbcr for,

instruction.

3. Hue to trwunigneness of their handicaps, some pupils with different disabilities shoubli,be

taught certain skills and understandings through individualized instruction.

I. Ituitifficient diagnostic information regardi g special education pupils has been a continuing

concern of the State Special-Education 0 lice. The fourth assumption is related to this
concern for diagnostic information. A e mprehenstve, diagnostic workup to include
psychological: aeademic,_erceptualmotor, p sii111, speech and hearing, vision, and

summary data is needed to _proserihe instrirtional strategies based ob a com reherisic
diagnosis.
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`1111g1lagr 111'11111 I" 11111111/11 101 1111t4 menially reiaded plijiils. Iti...nits or file 'Illinois

e Te-1 of Psychidingisiie bililies' admini.iered io handicapped pupil. ineliided 1,1 Phis
. .

projeel ay,. revelled 'hal Ole ianguage defil of pupils witi menial reiardainny is a primary
.. .

disiibiliiy.. The bill% ,t,,siiiii_plion is ihai iiIiidily .ir!111rel._sepieillial lanonage-deyelopuliiiii...._____.

program is needed lo !mild communiraiion skills.

6. FISitli:, of the comprehensive diagnostic progfam rotifirm oilier research simlies which -how
I

.
lhal handicapped pupils have perceptual-114)1.)r disabitilies. .The .spill assumption is ilia'

ksequential precepinal-motor component is basic lo the insignetional program.

fie seventh assiimplion is that a balanced program of -instrurtion be prosidyel fur all pro-

jest pupils. Such ,a program of ittssi rue lion would include: perceptual-motor training,
..

language, development, readMg. arithmetic, scienceIseicial studies, behavior mudifiralion..
and fine arts. _

\ .

\ . /
The seven assumptions given above provide the concep lal design for The development Of2lhe

project. Management of the learning problems of pupilS included in 'the prdjeet ha been I-.- en Jased on

a wide range of'ihformation gained from) the comprehensive diagnostie segue ire And on 11w.
....,...

most recent experimental instructional procedures. r

4.4
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I CHAIYIEll IV

IMPLEMENTING:1'11 'DRY/REALITY: THE C1111111C111,11M MODEL

Designing the Curriculum Rased on Diagnosis

1. Re Munk

The 'A csehler Intelligence Test (WIS(:) and the Illinois Tics, of Ps, ehohnguist X Willie-

(ITPA) indicated. as expected, that the children selected for classes wer deficient in

language abilities. Other" deficiencies discovered in the diagnostic proce ure were (I) Made-
,

(pone or no reading ability. (2) visual -motor inode(piary,,, (3) mixed/lateralit). (4) Made-

quate or no handwriting ability, awl (5) inadequate quantitative abilities. Table \ indicates

how the test diagnosis`was related to the instructional program. (See_ page10 )

We; experimented with the following programs

deficiencieS' in,reading, handwriting, spelling, and

(2) Distar Langua*,,Program, (3) Ginn Tutorial

Handwriting), (5) Peabody Language Prograni.s
Science Program. All.programs provided sound instructional procedures and were designed

especially for language disabled children. Some children received instruction in both the

Distar and Ginn programs', others only in one of the Iwo. We discovered. for install-CC. that

some of the children with auditory disabilities benefited from the'Distar program, othrs

did not.

Additional suftplementOry materials of appropriate difficulty levels and comparable

vocabularies were fed into the reading program for independent work. in reading. In

addition, children had access to library books which they frequently checked nut.

The "Distal. Language Program" is designed to build in conceptual language and skills

needed for discussion. reporting, and conversation. It is paced at the right rate for EMH

children but has to be supplemented with other activities for learning disability children.

Spelling is introdued in Level Il of the program.

For the purpose of incorporating more technical concepts into the children's oral language.

the "Work; g World Social Studies Series" and the "HAAS Science Program" were ineor-

to see if they eould help overcome the

oral language: (1) Distar Reading Program.

Program, (4) Write add See (Programmed

(6) Our Working World. and (7) A A AS

porated the first year. Neither program requires reading skills as a basis for acquiring the,

concepts.

The "Handwriting 'Write and See' Program" is programmed instruction developed by B. F.

Skinner. It begins al level I with manuscript writing and makes the r hange-over to cursive

at the end of level 2. The youngster, because of the specially treated paper. can identify his

own handwriting inadequacies and correct them.



INSTRUMEN'T'S

' MILE Al

DIACNOSis

ISC

rrpr
Language

Disability

ENIEDI 1, \ \I

Peabody Language hit

Distar Language
Our Working World
AAAS Science Program
Language-Experience Storie..

Silvaroli

Informal

Reading

Inventory

Reading Disability
I. Sight Vocabulary
2. Oral Reading

s., Neurological

Organization

Tet

Telebinocutar

Informal

Arithmetic

Tests

Visual Motor Inadequacy
. Mixed Laterality

blade /Date fusion
Poor handwriting

Inadequate quantitative
concepts

I

Ginn Tutorial
Distar Reading
SRA Linguistic Series'
Charles. Merrill Skill,Texts
Continentarfress
Reading:Thinking Skills

MobiFvVisual .

Pursuit Exercises
Kephart Chalkboard Exercises
Belgau Exercises
Frostig Visual Perception

Exercises
"Write and See" Handwriting

Program

Cuisenaire Rod



4.

For building 'mathematical language did convepis. Ole ..Coiwilaire Rod logram- a.

included-, Cnisenaire loll colors and length for helping children icou-r

relationships. The roitle concrete material to help the children leartiAbe mi- tior

lira! operation. Children midi normal ahiliR arc gort itHrliction in the !4.Itool.. adopied

arithmetic program. \
Perceptual-1101w 1ctkilic, underwriting the afore.laird instrutional program.. w a. a

program or perceptual-motor actkilies to treat the disabilities that all the children exhibited

in the (liar:pi:Air procedure that eleried than for the cla.s. II was hoped that the incor-

pdralion these aetkilies would increase (he ability of the children to benefit from the

instructional program. kti Nulr a day was devoted In this program. 'PercepKial-molor

activities were made op of: ) cross- pattern mcbiliiv training, (2) visual pursuit training.

(3) halanee training wilt walking boards and balance boards, (4) ocular motility training. ;

and (4 kephart's chalkboard training for grdes motor development. When the children

indi:ated they had mastered the chalkboard work, they were given training in the five areas;

of visual perception defined by Marianne Frostig.

B. 'Scheduling Instruction

With only 12 children in each class, and pith the assistance of the teacher aide, small,gronit

instruction and individual tutoring could be carried on at the same time.

The following was a schedule of a typical day for each of the classes:

8:00 - 8:10 Call roll, lunch money, and devotional

8:10 8:30 Group 1 Reading - Teacher
Group 11 Cont. Press - Aide

8:30 - 8:50 Group II Reading - Teacher
Group I Cont. Press - Aide

8:50 - 9:20 Arithmetic - Teacher
Aide works with Kenneth White on his number

names with the nunther symbols

9:20 - 9:50 Group I Language - Teacher ;
Group II - Peabody Langua Kit Aide

\t1:50 10:30 Recess

10:30 11:30 Exercise Teacher
Frostig - Aide

12:45 I :00 Storytime or rest - Teac or Aidejr
I ;00 I :30 Group 11 Language - Tea( her

'Group I Peabody Lan age Kit Aide

1:30 - 2:00 Handwriting Teacher
Aide works with two at are just learning to write their names

2:00 2:30 londay, Tuesday, & Thursday - Social Studies
Wednesday Art
Friday - Library
(l)nring this time, aide usually does clerical work)

2:30 - 2:40 Clean room and go home

F. 6



Mathematics with Numbers in Colors Cuisenaire Rods

V ( her% iew -- %%hal is it and v,I) was it Ile.yelnped?

The grasping of mathematical concepts is 111)1 the beginning and 1111 of mathematical ability.
Such ability demands besides the understanding of concepts, a knowledge of mathematical
language. 5> mbols. meiliolls, and proofs.
There are Iwo existing theories which define the process that a child may apply in arriving
al an understanding of natural mmillers. Some mathematicians, for example. II. i'ioncare.-
believe that at st filie I )1)ini in learning, the idea of a series of natural numbers become clear
to a child.'Then people believe that the concept of natural numbers is the result of pritilithe
intuition. Others think Ilial certain logical concepts have to be acquired before a grasp of
numbers is possible. This is the view of Magri whose research shows that;: "number is
organized, stage after stage, in close connection with the gradual elaboration of :Talents of
inclusions and systems of asymetrical relations, the sequence of numbers thus resulting from .

an operational synthesis of classification and sedation." Educators differ about the kind of
approach which is hest in developing number concepts in children. When dealing with
instruction in Palmal. numbers, some people think it is best to use a verbal approach to
teach mathematics. The activity approach offers an acceptable approach to concept forma-
tion because it promOtes learninibi doing. Objects should be presented in such a way that
discrimination, abstraction, and grouping are aided: the child must he able to classify .
arrange irk` order and compare. The child's ideas of numbers are built up by using each
number in many situations that involve the learner in the action. The Cuisenaire: mathe-
matics in color program uses the activity approach. Thg Cuisenaire rods consist of tell
different rods, varying in length and color. From these a child may develop almost any
known number concept. The program makes it possible for the child to discover mite
matical relationships.

B. Objectives (What skills are taught?)

1. Le(el: Independent exploration
The pupil can:
a. I, ask questions of the rods by arranging them in special ways and then observes

their answers in terms of the different ways their arrangements are seen.
b. make a fort, a bridge , or any design he wishes (independent exploration).
c. answer questions such as "how many different rod patterns can I make which

have the same length."
d. identify the length and color of rods through tactile observation only.

I

o Level: Independent exploration and directed activities without written notation
The pupil can:
a. deteimine equivalence by color and by length.
b. form a train by putting ends end to end (basic addition facts, but no notation

used). 4

c. make patterns-trains needed to make incomplete patterns complete (basic sub-
traction facts, but no notation needed).

d. demonstrate concepts (shorter, longer, longest, shortest) with the rods.
e. make a staircase (knows the colors nd lengths of rods in-sequence: sedation).
f. identify rods which are complem tits.

A

I_'

a

g. perceive transformations.
h. discriminate odd and even lengths.
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,
: .1.level: Introdildion of %srii ten -igns duo -%mbol- (literal work) \ .,

The pupil ran:
a. identify and use -ign's for addition. for ditkrence and for ukaleure.
b. relate Hier -v iloil. tO)Ic particular color of each rod.
c. %rile -number wilielICV!.. nsibg Idler s%bok for the color..
d.. use Tod:, to find %Anions for munlr .,cutences. ..

e. IIS rods to find equivalences 01 -RA 0.
f. make equations using rods and their lei ter hols for each color.
g. . discover multiples and numerals (511.21't ).

h. use rt to make fraction number sen. 1 ences.
.

4. Level: Number values area assigned to rod
'The pupil cait
a. relate linber names to each colored rod.

- .1). . complete lumen's in writing (1+1= ; 3=1+ : 2-1- ).
c. use ilw rods to multiply (basic multiplication facts) and record findings with

numerals.' i r. t-
o

d. dentnsirate fraction concits (1/2. 1/-1. 1/3.'1/5) with rods and re(:rd using
fractional notation.

, e. can complete patterns such as 544/3 x 3) + 2=
1. can do four operalions'at once 2/3 x (4-1)f 1/3 x (5-2) +2/5 x (3+2)-
g. replicate factor. actor, product relationship with the rods. .
h. perform the above operations with numbers up to 20.
i. make patterns with rods indicating simple division facts:. .
J. can answer questions such as: 17 2 2= , 18 i 15=
k. can make a clock using twelve yellow rods (a dodecagon).
I. tell time the hour, half hour. minute.
m. 'demonstrate inverse operations Using rods.

use parenthesis to 1rtermitic order of operations.
. use rods to illustrate number properties (commutation, association. distribution.

idenlify.'artdAero)..
..

y'

P. use numbers I to 100. .

q. do grouping, selling price and pnifil.
r. perform vertical and horizontal notation.
s, read and write numbers I to 100.
I. do long division with two and three digit divisions.
U. cheek accuracy of operations by casting out nines.

C. Procedures

The "Cnisenaire Rods- are introduced in the following stages: (I) independent exploration,
(2) independent exploration and directed activities with the rods. in which relationships are.
observed without the use of written- mathematical notation, (3) directed activities in which
mathematical notation is introduced and used without assigning number values to the rods
(opportunities for independent exploration are still needed), (4) ditected activ ties in which--
the use of mathematical net is extended and number values are assi d ) the rods.

.
The purpose of Analitaliv ork with the rods is In help pupil§ make their own discoveries
about relationships and to talk freely about what they observe. These discoveries come from
actual experiences and. not from explanations from leachers. Memigization of rules is
avoided. The main effoll is directed towards encouraging the children.to talk in their own
words about what they are doing and what they are observing. Sample activities at each of

---__

the four stages are as follows:
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Cr" li`e construction and imiel1"1 "I4"r"li""
a. C(111(111 of liv color and lo length._

(I) \Mir sVI colurr(l.rfidr find all Ole rods that arc the same color.-
(2) 'el of colored rods Mad all the lal 11:1%(' leu0llu.-

h. Independent exploratnm and direct-y(1 activities without written ilOtill1011-
l\) "Make attrain (ii.two blue rods which IN (liii%airti( hbligth 1(1 the brown

rod."
r. Int oduction of written signs and symbols

In oirtrast 1(1 the traditional method (4-lemiling. operations and their propertie-
are Imbed before they are applied to pf.cific numbers. Notalior should lie
inos«Iiiced as a means of recording; :mind animinieating discoveries. Vol. (bvimple.
the c xprssion "W -C P" is a way 1 saying "If I take a white rod; and then add
the I ,ngth of green. I get a length which is tile same as the length of the purple."

d. Nu ber,values are assigned to the rods
Before discussing-the .signment of number values to the rods..we shall Absils,:
the difference between signs and their values; that is, between a vritten expres-
sion and its meaning. When we Write the -name "Mary" on the bo d, it is dear
that we are not putting Mary on the board. only her name. The me thing
appli5s to numbers and their names. The rods and any symbols we use to repre-
s.-nt them ran serve as names of numbers. However, the rods themselves (in
particular their lengths) have a very important property which ordinary numerals
lack: They have the same properties as numbersk(lengths and numbers are
isomorphic). They' can at the same time represent numbers and sirve as models of
numbers. Thus, the rods can biused in studying arithmetic in much the same way
that traps are used in studying geography. When appropriate' number values are
asst ed to each rod, it will be found that whatever is true of any number is also
true of the rod or combinations of rods whose lengths represent that number.
All the elementary operations of arithmetic (addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division) have their counterpart in operations with the rods. With the
rods it is posSible 'to trice each step in a Mathematical activity and to see how
each step plays its part-This provides a powerful device for the development of
mathematiral understanding., Each arrangement of the rods ii at The same time a
description and a physical model of a mathematical relationship.

D. Experience

W hen a, ptipilreachet, stage four of the Cnisenaire progrant and has mastered the four funda-
mental operations with single digit numlwr, he begins individual instruction on speei
skills using the Continental Pryls arithmetic aterials. Thiis. a pupil has had small group an
individually prescribed instruction in arithmet r. While every pupil demonstrated progress in
math achievement, the level of achievement las been about average' (one month gain for
each month in seh:000).

A.A.A.S. "Science, A Process Approach"

A. Overview --. What,is it and why was it developed?
.

A.A.A.S. stands for the Ahverican Association for the advancement of Science, the pro.
fessional organization to which most practicing scientitNitk belong. Thus, A.A.A.S. is the
voice of the professional scientist. .

IfThese scientists felt a concern that schools nee 1 help in prepsing a program of science
education which would truly reflect the spirit 0 science. It was found.that there was a real.

a

k
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'need for a foundation program to prepare youngsters for the inquiry and discovery 4r. of
science education being de vitk oped in high schools and colleges today.
It was proposed that science iv: presented, as a processa way of finding out. The students
should be prepared to do science ralber than just memori41ng . ts of science.
The process of science was broken down into fourteen stet or ope lions. The behavioral
skills needed) in lack of the. processes were listed from simplest to mos complex. lessotis
were then developed to teach these behavioral skills.
1. Skills lalight

a. SiMple Prinesses
.(1) Observing
(2) Classirying
(3) Using Spaee-Time Ketations
(4) Using Numbers :

(5) Communicating .
,(6) Measuring
(7) Inferring

..7' (8) Predicting
b. integrated Processes (involving one or more of the simple processes)

(1) Formulating Hypotheses
.... -

(2) Controlling Variables 4 .

(3) Interpreting Data
(4) Defining Operationally
(5) Experimenting,

2. The Levels'
A.A.A.S. curriculum is written on levels ranging from kindergarten to sixth grade.

3. Materials Involved
a. Teacher guide for`tich level
b. Each lesson bound separate

`sjc. Material kit for each level 4
B. Objectives

1. Part A .

a. Les on a:.Observing 1 - Perception of Color
(1 The pupils can identify the following colors by sight: yellow, orange, red,

purple, blue, and green. .

(...) The pupil can name'the three principal colors: yellow, red, and blue.
(3) The pupil can identify other colors as being like one of the colors: yellow,

red, and blue.
b. Lesson b: Using Space/Time Relationships ra- Recognizing tinning Shapes

(1). The pupil" can identify and name common two-dimensional shapes, such as
chdes, rectangles, triangles, squares, and ellipses.

(2) The pupil can identify the common two-dimensional shapes in objects in his
environment.

c. Lesson c: Observing 2 - Observing Co b r, Shape, Texture, and Size
(1) The pupil can identify and n me two more characteristics of a sinfle

object from the following: co or, shape, size, and texture.
(2) The pupil can describe a single object on the basis of color, shape, texture,

and size. 1. /
(3) The pupil can construct a classification of objects on the basis of color,

shape, texture, and size.
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d._ Lessoi d: Class' ing I - Classik ing Leaves. \Ills. 111' Shells
) The put eau construct and tlemonsirate the use of a 1.1:1,41.1111 111111 111. Ibc.

object, according to variations 'in a sinerle characieri4n.whirh has been
speitied by someone else.

(2) Th pupil can-cfmstrut and demonstrate ihr toms 0 a classification of ih
0 ruts aecording to variations in a single character, or which be has chosen.

(3) Nhe pupil can describe to others the characteris c he chose for his method
/ of classification..

(4) The 11111H1 ran and 11:11111i words vv! 'eh are used in the ronsiruelion
of 3 1'13S1111';10(111 5.y1+1e111 which is based o a single'elnorarIerisiir.

c. Lesson e: Observing 3 - Miming Tempera e

(I) The pupil can .dislinguish between t very different temperatures vs
the aid of a thermometer.

(2) The pupil' can identify 'and na e temperature ranges using codes on the
thermometer. rol

(:% The pupil can distinguish between the temperature in one place and that in
another, using-Aroded therpometer.

(4) The "pupil ran distinguish'Iwtween the temperahire at one time of day- and
tharat another, Using a coded thermometer.

f. , Lesson I': Using Numbers I Sets and. Their Members
(1) yhe pupil can identify various sets of objectives when given the names or

-""
Lets

of their members.
(2) the pupil can identify a member of a set.
(,/ The pupil can identify a set having only one member.
14) The pupil can identify an empty set.

g. Lesson g: Using Space/Time Relationships 2 - Recognizing Direction
11) The pupil can demonstrate movements up, down, forward, and bark.
(2) The pupil can identify the direction associated with each of these terms with

nipped to himself: up, down, forward, and back.
(3) The pupil can identify the right_And left parts Of the body.
(4) The pupi&ean demonstrate moment in the direction of his right or left.
(5) The pupikean identify the direction associated with his right and left.

h. Lesson h: Using Space/Time Relationships 3 - Observing Movement
(I) The. pupil can identify objects which are moving or not moving.
(2) The pupil can name the direction in which the objects or animals are

movingthat is, up, down, forward, right or left.
(3) The pupil can identify body movements other then those of locomotion-.

moving the eyelid, mating the lower jaw, wrinkling the nose, turning the
head to the left and right.

\.4
i. Lesson i: Observing 4 - PerWption of Sound

(I) The pupil can distinguish one solid as being louder than or softer than,
longer than or shorter than, and higher than or lower than, another sound.

(2) the pupil can state and demonstrate that a soft sound can be heard better
if the source is moved closer to his ear.

(3) The pupil ran identify a sound as being more ,like one of two dissimilar
sounds.

(4) The, pupil can identify objects or events in the environment by the sounds
they Make, 10 demonstrate that sounds can carry messages.

21



j. Cession j: Obsening 5 Obsening Color Changes -

(I ) lir pupil raid and name a colored .ohjert bs comparing ij with a
different kind of object that has the same color.

(2) The pupil can name the Awned change in color after he ha- liken ell smelt
change.

k. Lesson k: Measuring t - Beginning Measnrement -Comparing Lengths

(I) The pupil can dcmonorate the sorting of objects into sets in which all
objects of one set are of equal length.

(2) The pupil can order object by length, trim the shortest to the !lowest.
(3) The 1)1101 can distinguish that one object is the same length as another object

slitiwilw that both are the same lend
I. Lesson I: l slug Numbers '2 - Order Properties

;1 as a third.

(1 ) The pupil can identif% as plink alent twi
of obje14. by pairing each object frog

sets which contain the same number
the first set with, a corresponding

object irom the other set, and with none left over.
(2) The pupil ran identify and name given two sets which are not unaleut.

the set which has
(a) fewer members
(b) moil. members

(3) The pupils can order sets in terms of
(a) t he fewA members
(b) the Most members

Lesson m: Using Space/Time Relationships - Spacing Arrangements
(1) The pupil can construct an arrangement of himself and his classmates, as well

as objeets, in formS of familiar two-dimensional shapes.
(2) The pupil ran eonstruct the two-dimensional shapes formed by a-given

arrangement of objects.
n. Lesson n: Observing 6 Observing Solids Changing to Liquids

(1) The pupil can identify and name the changes which -occur when a 1141
changes to a liquid', including changes in properties such as height, color,
temperature. and shape.

(2) The pupil ran distinguish between solid objects whichtelt and those luch
do not melt. under specified conditions.

o. Lesson 0: Using Spare /Time Relationships--Shapel and Their Components
(I ) The pupil can construct and name the following plane, or to-dimensional'

shapes: triangle, circle, square, rectangle, and ellipse,
(2) The pupil can identify the following three-dimensional shapes: sphere. cube.

cylinder, pyramid, and cone.
(3) The pupil can identify and name the two-dimensional shapes that are

omponents of ,regular three-dimensional shapes,
p. Lesson p: Using 'Numbers 3 - Numerals and Order

(I ) The pupil can identify the order position of any object or event in a
sequence of five objects or events.
The pupil can identify and name the order position of any object or event in
a sequence of five objects or events, nsing the words, first, second, _third,
fourth. and fifth.

(3) The fntpii can demonstrate that the third item in a sequence is between the
second :tml the fourth, the second is between the first and the third, and so
on.

(2)

rs
4
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q. Lesson I /ken iirg 7 - Perception of Odor
(I) The pupil ran dislingitish between objects 110 have ail odor and 11111I'

(ha( do not.
(2) The pupil ran identify groups of objects as similar or different mhos.

r. Lesson r: ()killing 8 - Perception of Taste
(I) The pupil rail distinguish beiwten reriain loud .a1 1s.es as similar to. .0'

different from each other.
(2) 'fill' tastes (hat are sweet. sour. Or sadiy.

s. Lesson s: Classify ing 2 Purpose of Classification
(I) The pupil Ca 11 construct a classification of a set of objects into Iw o or more

groups depending on whether the objects can or cannot be.nsed in a staled

way.
(2) The pupil ran constnict and demonstrate the use of another classifieation of

the same set of objects into new gompsio serve a different slated purpose.
t. Lesson t: Using Numbers 4 - Counting and Numerals

(I ) The-pupil can identify and name the number of members of a set up to
twelve.

(2) The pupil ran order sets which have from one to twelye members.
(3) The pulpit ran identify written numeral with the appropriate imabers of

members-of a set, and the converse.
u. Lesson u: Using Spac /Time'Relatio'nships 6 - Recognizing Time loterYals

(1) The pupil ran distinguish between time intervals by making statements
this: -The period of reading was longer than the period of rest." ,

(2) The pupil can identify and name the day of the week and distinguish the
appropriate numeral on a calendar for a given day.

-(3) The pupil can identify and name the time on the hour. given a dock auld the
position of the hour hand,-by saying: !it is 9 o'clock."

v. V.essoti v: Classifying 3 - classifying Animals
(I) The pupil can distinguish one animal from another. using his senses as the

only source of information.
-"--1 21 The pupil can identify and name how some common animals are similar and

how they arf different.
(3) The pupil can construct and demonstrate the use of a classification of

animals, or pictures of animals, on tree basis of gross physical or behavioral
characteristics.

2. Part 13
Lesson a: Classifying 4 . Observing Living ,and Nonliving Things
t) Theinipit-can identify and name at least one characteristic of living objects.

(2) The- pup0 can construct and demonstrate -the use. of a grouping into living__ _...
and nonliving, objects on the basis of observable characteristics.

b. Lesson b: Using Space/Time Relationships 7 - Symmetry
(t) The pupil can identify objects which have line or plane symmelrf.
(2) The pupil can demonstrate the symmetry of objects by matching their parts.
(3) The Ifupil ran demonstrate that some objects can he folded or cut in Tore

than one way to produce matching halves.
c. Lesson c: Using Space/Time Relationships 8 - The Shapes of Animals

( I) The pupil can desenbe common environmental objects such as animals in
terms of two - and three dimensional shapes.

(2) The pupil ran identify and demonstrate biliteral symmN.try in animals.
4



It' .emu is 'Is ;trailing Linear h.asur,.tuili
( The pi pil ran demonstrate how manv tinie; a measuring stick I an be

Laid en 1-10-cud along, a givelngth 1101 is to be measured.
(2) The tu ran 11111S(iliCr dial when lengths are used In

fill'a11 given 041* the results wilt IN mimrrir.dI differil when
measiring sticks of different lengths are used to measlire a given
(rhjert,

(3) The pipit rail name the results of plea:unuents that are Hof an exact
numb( r stick- lengths: For example. if the ol,0 to hr measured is
bet we ti four and five measuring .ticks. the following expressiei= are
arrepile: "The object is More II:an four slicks": "Four s: irks: and a

'little More"; "Re( wren four and five sticks": or other similar ansWors.
e. Lesson e: Observing 9 - Observation, Using Several of the Senses

(I) The pupil can identify objects. or changes in,objects, by lishig several of
the i4enses.

(2) The .pupil- can identify which sense or senses he used to make his ob-
stslations, by saying, for example, "I smelled it." "I saw it." and so on.

f. Lesson f: Using Numbers Ili - Numbers and the Number
(1) The pupil can identify and name the numerals 0. I, -I. 2. -2. 3. -3. -1.

3. -5. 6, 7. -7, 8, -8, 9, and -9.
(2) The pupil can distinguish between any two positions uu the number

line and name positions by using the number names,
g. Lesson g: Observing 10.- Observing the Weather

(I) The pupil can construct and demonstrate the use of a record of weallier
conditions on a chart, using standard symbols, and name these recorded
symbols.

(2) The pupil can distinguish between the weather ronditions'on two days
by examining the weather chart.

(3) The pupil can distinguish weather conditions from day to day in com-
parative terms such as "hotter or warmer than". "cooler tItirm".
"windier than", or "rlondi.er than", using the data reeorer ou , the.
weather chart: .

.(4) The pupil can name the temperature in degrfes, using a simple
the mometer.

Lesson : Communicating I -- Identifying an Object
(1) T e pupil cans distinguish between collections of information that are

s ffirient to identify an object and those that are not.
(2) he pupil can describe a sufficient number *f properties of an object

so that a second person can,idenlify the object.
i. Les on i:Classifying 5 - Variation in Objects of the Same Kind

LiThe pupil can identify and name variations among bbjects or organisms
which haw many - features in common.

(2) The (pipit can describe features which awommon for each member of
a group. .

Lesson j: Measuring 3 - Comparing Volumng
(I) The pupil. can order containers by volume when relative volumes 'ean be

distinguished by. inspection.
(2) The pupil ran order containers by volume, when ordering is not obvious

by insp(ion. by pouring liquid or a fine1y divIded solid (such as sand)
from one container to anoiller.

F`
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(3) The 111111 110 demonstrate a procedure I )r comparing the ollinle of
rtilllitillerS in terms of unit ohinies`required Ii) tilt Carl) container.

,sI. Lesson k: Using Numbers 6 - Number, 0 Through 99
(1) The pupil can describe Ilic numeral for (en :c: a one on the left and a

zero on the iight ; the one huhratk one .,e1 ta-tell ohjert.. and the zero
oo.ag there -are no wore object'., lie Ainilid he able to gn a similar:

dewription 4,20, 30, and ',,0 on, up through 0.
(2) The pupil can identify and name numbers in the sequence 11 through

99 a successor of 107,20, 30. and NI) on. For example. he should ,la be
that the symbol 11 representsIke stun of 10 and 3.

(31 -The pupil-Ain-tniffie the pre( err,ssor and successor of each number in a
.

sequence. For example, 211 one less than 29, and 32 is one more than
31. He should be able to Ow a similar description for any number
between 0 and 100.

li Lesson I: Measuring 4 - Linear Measurement Using Metric: Units i
/(I,) The pupil can, name three metric units of linear measure--the centi-

A /the decimeter, and ,the meter.
.....

(2) liiiFiliupil can demonstrate bow to scleet the- appropriate metric _, t

measuring sties, when asked to determine the length. °fan object.
(3) The pulpit can n monstrate the procedure for finding the length of an

object. and name the results in whole metric units or as between two
whole number units. . .

(4) The pupil can demon-strafe the approximate length of a cer.timettv. a
decimeter, and meter. , /'

m. Lesson m: Observing II - Observing Some PropertieS of Magnets
(1), The pupil can identify a metal object ,Of any shape or size as a possible

magnet.
(2) The pipit can idedtify objects which are magnets by demonstrating

their effect upon various metals.
n. Lesson n: Measuring 5 - Making Comparisons Using a Balance

(1) The pupil can order objects the weight of which differ appreciabb . by
lifting them land by comparing them on an equal-arm balance.

(2) The pupil' can state- the rule that one.objeet is heavier Than another be-

.- eanse the earith-pidl on-that object is greater than it is on the other.
_.

(3) The pupil can demonstrate how to-compare-the weight'Of small objects
by counting the Dui:0er of arbitrary units, such as paper clips, pins, or
tacks, needed bilalance the objects on an equal-arm balance. ,

(4) The pupil -can describe the results. of his measurements, as in the
following examj e: "The object weighs the same as six paper clips". or

- "The -object we hs more than ten paper clips bui less than elevei
10

paper clips."
o. Lesson o: ( serving 02,- Observing Color' and Color Changes in Plants, -

(1) The upil can -deseribe changes in the color of an object when Idle
ge occurs within, a° short time (a few minutes or less).

(2) The pupil ran identifj,, the observed change in color as being caused by
the addition OfonotheitAibsianee:

P. Lesson p: Communicating 2 =Introduction to Graphing
(1) Tin pupil ran' construe! a bar graph.
(2)., The pupil ran identify and name the number of items represented by

the bars of such a graph.

re
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(3) The pupil can identify the number of items represented 1% -different
bars and distinguish among such expressions as more than. fewer thin.
the same number as. most, aird fewest.

q. Lesson q: zl.sing Space/Time Relationships 9 Shadows
(I) Ili/pupil can identify a three-dimensional object from its twodimen

sional jections.
(2) The pupil ran identify the Iwo- dimensional projections of a gi% en three.

dimensional object.
r. lesson r: Using Numbers 7 - Addition of Positive Numbers

(1) The pupil can construct a new set of objects bY' putting two sets of
objects together-and name the number of members in,the new set orally

(2)

(3)

or in writing.
The pupil can identify and name these written symbols:
(a) -Ts.- as is or equals. and conversely

as plus, and conversely
The pupil can name orally the written statement 2+3=5 as "Two plus
three is five," "The sum of two and three is five." "Two plus three
equals five," or "The sum of two and three equals fire." And reversing
the process, constrict the statement when it is given orally or demon-
strated with objects.

_(4) The pupil can construct and name the sum of any pair of numbers fronj------
0 to 99, the sum of which does not exceed 99. and identify and_uame
the _missing number in a statement like 4+ =7 which has a sum of 9 or

-;- .---lesS.
,-

'S. Lesson s: Using ' Space/Time Relationships 10 - Recognizing and Using
0 Angles, Directions, and Distance

(1) The pupil can identify and name angles. 7-
(2) The pupil candistinguish a right angle from other angles. .

(3) The pupil can identify a "square corner" as an example of a right-angle.
(4) The pupil can state and demonstrate which of two angles isAarger by

super-imposing one angle upon another.
(5) The pupil can demonstrate how to walk or mark off a `designated

\ number of "steps in a specified direction."
t Lesson, t: Using Space/Time Relationships 11 - Time IntervalS

(1) The pupil can distinguish short time intervals involving minute_s or
seconds 'by counting, or by using a time-measuring device rich as a
metronome, pendulum, water clock, or sand glass timer.

(2) The ',pupil can distinguish between observed differences in time
intervals. .

u. Lesson u: Measuring 6 - Ordering Plane Figures by Area
(1) The pupil can order groups of plane figures of various shapes and sizes

\

\ from smallest to largest on the'basis of'area: He will do this by visual
\ comparison, by superimposing one upon the other, and by comparisOn

with some selected unit.
(2) ' The pupil can demonstrate a procedure for finding the area of plane
\ ,figur in terms of some selected unit.

v. Lesson : Observing 13 - Observing* Mold Gardens
(1,) e. pupil can describe the color, shape, and size of a few kinds of

/ molds.

N
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(2) The pupil can identicv from a group those marials that can support
the growth of molds and those that cannot. ,

w. Lesson w : Communicating 3 - Describing, Plisical Changes - 1

(1) The pupil can describe the ph) sisal changes in an object in terms of
such characteristics as color, shape. texture, sound. l'oluiri length: and

surface 'area.
(2) The pupil ran describe any characteristic which remains unchanged

while the object itself is changing.
x. Lesson x: Communicating 4 - Observing Collisions.

(1) The pupil can describe the heavier object as the one, which exerts the

greater force when two objects move at the same speed. -

(2) The pupil can describe the lighter object as the one which will move

farther, given two objects of different weights and the same force
exerted on each.

(3) The pupil can demonstrate a procedure for measuring and recording
changes inthe, position of various objects.

y. Lesson y: Communicating 5 - Describini,Changes in Plants

(1) The pupil can identify and name observed changes in a plant.

(2) The pupil can describe the order in which the observed changes
occurred.

(3) The pupil can lescribe what was done to produce the observed changes.
(4) The pupil can describe the direction of motion and the rate of change

of the motion of the parts of the plant which responded to the
stimulus.

..
. 9 .

z. Lesson z: Measuring 7 . Seeds and Seed Germination
(1) The pupil can demonstrate a proceilurc for determining the increase in

the size of seeds after,they have been soaked in yater.

(2) The pupil can demonstrate that the amount of water available to -the
seed determines whether or not a seed sprouts, anti how quickly

(3) The pupil can construct a table for observations made of seed

growth.
C. Instruction ,

I. Title
a. The process title gives the process to be emphasized.

b. The subject title indicates the content or setting which is used to teach the

process.
2. Objectives

a. The objectives for each lesson are listed.

b. They are statements of what the child is expected to be able to do as a result

of the exercise. -
3. Sequence Chart

a. The Sequence Chart defines a hierarchy of skills for each process.

4. Teacher Information
a. Fl a; ; °nal!

(t) It provides useful background information.
(2) It provides a brief statement of where and how the exercise fits into the

process sequetice.
b. Vocabulary List

(I) It provides a list of new words or special phrases which.are introduced
.........

in that lesson.

.r, -.1
I: (
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(2) The Ilittenh 41011111 be ,Ihte lu mspond In or use these mord:. 61 the
end (4 the exercise.

c. List of Materials Needed
(I) The lists also indicat? whether or not the materials are provided in

special kits of materials for' each level.
5. Introduetion to Exercise,

a. - This -section provides suggestions of ways to -introduce the problem and
,arouse interest in the activities.

6. Instructional Xetivi6es
a. Each activity describes how the teacher and student are to be involved.
b. They are arranged in sequence.
c. Often optional or alternative activities are included, to be userhas the teacher

sees fit.
7. Gen,ralizing Experience

a. This experience relates the newly acquired knowledge and behaviors to a
new situation in a different context.

b. It tests the ability to transfer the process learning.
8. Appraisal Activity

a. This activity provides a way to assess whether or not the objeefil es for that
lesson have been achieved.

9. Competency Measures
a. This is a series of tasks to he performed by a student and observed In the

instructor.
b. It is a means of determining whether the objectives Iline,been achieved by

the individual student.
e. A check sheet is-provided so that the teacher May have a record of each

student's progress.

Our Working World

Lesson I: Getting to Know the Family

Overview:

This unit seeks to show the child what the complete family consists of. how families differ
in various ways, what the names of the various family members are. and family life as a
process that changes from time to time due to certain circumstances.

Ob'eetives:

1. To help children discover that the family fulfills important economic, social, and.
political needs; that home is where we grow up.
a. The adults of the family. who make the home, provide us with food, ( lothing,

and shelter.
b. As a member of the family we learn how to grow up.

(I) We learn .how to work and play.
(2) "W learn how to live with other people and respect them.
(3) We learn how to help and share.
(4) We learn' why rules are necessary, and we learn to obey them.
(5) We learn how to be honest.
(6) We learn what !ow is.
(7) We learn that various members of the family have various titles such as

(Father, Mother, sister, brother, etc.



To help children look on the family and lama:, life as a process oI p at change.
Families grow older: small families grow larger: large families regroup m s natl.
Young families.
Many families move from farm to city. from place to place within the city . from
one city to another, and from one country to another.
Families' wants and range of choice change. depending on family size. age. educa-
tion. occupation. income, tastes. and the level of technology of society .

a.

b.

c.
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Duration of Unit: Two weeks

Learning Activities:

Display various books such as:
A Day with Daddy by Alvin Tresselt
Moving,Day by Helen T. Hilles
A, House for Everyone by Betty Miles
The Growing Story by Ruth Krauss and other similar books !4) introduce the unit.

I. Begin by using flannel board pictures representing various family members such as:
Mother, Father, sister, brother, aunt. uncle. etc. Also put their family name tinder
each. Discuss them each and their place with the family.
To rinfrce the meaning of "Home is where we grow up." the pupils can discuss wh
home is important for a baby. Read "The New 'Baby" b Ruth and.Harold Shane.
After the story, discussions about brothers and sisters can begin. Also abort how safe a
home is. Discuss how a family helps the baby.

3. During art time the children can draw pictures of the varior members and make a

booklet entitled "My Family".
4. Show a filmstrip entitled "houses." Discuss the various types of horses there are. Read

the poem "Houses" by Elsa Jane Werner.77 if the children can remember all the
different types of houses.

5. The children might draw pictures of the houses they live in. Then the might make up
a display entitled "We Live in These Houses" and discuss the kinds of houses in which
people live. Do this during art Wne.

6. After discussing houses have the children work I A "My House". and I B "My House
keeps Me Safe." Evaluate each child's work on pages.

7. Ask: "What do we learn at home that teaches us how to grow up?" After random
answers have children turn to 172.73 in textbook. The pictures are arranged in
sequence to represent working, playing, helping, sharing, making rules, obeying rules,
respecting others, and being honest. Dramatizations of each of these pictures can /-1

reinforce the ideas in the children.
8. The children may want to 'make rules for their "family" at school to follow.
9. To reinforce the idea that technology changes a family wants, read the story "The

Little House" by Virginia Lee Burton. Discuss the various changes of the house,
community. family, etc.

10. Work page IC "The Things That We Want to Change All The Time" in the activity,
book.

Evaluation:
Play portions of the recorded lesson. Before the main ideas are discussed, see if the
children can tell the answers before they hear it on the record. The main ideas covered
are:
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ho are MN raillik?
2. Now do families differ?
3. ,1,,, do families'.'
4. W hat do we haw to learn to grow up?
1. How do families change?
If the students can answer these along with the record. you have a good ealitatioli.

Lesson 2: Families \re \like

Overview:

This unit provides the basic understandings of how families are alike and that everyone is a
producer in some way: and a consumer always.

Objectives:

. To help .pupils discover that every family- - -in fact everyone consumes or uses food.
clothing, and shelter, and that, therefore, they are all consumers.
To help pupils discover that some things are used up or consumed at one hereas

other things may be used or consumed again and again.
3. To help pupils discover that before anything can be consumed. it 1 must first be

produced.
4. To show that people who make useful things or do useful work are producers.-

Duration of Unit: One week

Learning Activities:
I. Listen to recorded lesson. Ask

a. What are the things that your family can and cannot get along vOthont? help the
children discover the three essentials: food, shelter, and clothing
What are some of the kinds of things that your family consume? What do se call
people who use thingsZ Consumers are all members of the family consumers.
What must first be dime to the things we consume? (They/ have first to be
produced.)
Which things does your family use up at once? Which things des it use again and
again? All these questions should be discussed during appropriate times during the
record.

b.

c.

d.

2. Have children work page 2A "What Families Cannot Live Wittioiit." Check to see if
children have learned the three essentials. i

i
3. Read Story "Anatole: The Business Mouse." This is an excellent example of difference

between producers and consumers. Also. find two good pictures; 4ne - consumer; one -
producer. Put the pictures up on the board With the appropriate wittrk under each. /

4. In order to help children differentiate between producers and consumers, the following
game can be played: The teacher describes someone who is either a producer or /a
consumer. Pupils clap if the person is a producer or rap on their desks if he/s a
consumer. They explain their choice. LI

- ,) 1 /
5. A complete discussion of consumers should be 'held' at this period. Children should

completely understand the word consumer and then clip pichtres from magazines in
which people are shown consuming. Place these under a display entitled "What is a

. Consumer:"
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b. W ork page 211 "People 11 ho Use Up Things %re Consumers."
...sews the meaning of producers. Complete this and let I he children clip lociures it

producers from magazines. Put in al display entitled "W hat is a Producer!"
8. 11 ork page 2C in activity book "People 11 ho Do Useful W ork Ire Producr..*

The teacher can bring a glass of water to class and drink it before the class. From the
demonstration. the children may disemer that some items (like the glass) can be icd
again and again: whereas. others like the water are consumed old% once. Extend
with bread. clothing, toothpaste, etc.

Evaluation:
Show two pictures. one of a consumer and one of a producer. Ask which is consumer and
which is producer for an evaluation. Also ask what three essentials are needed for life.

Lesson 3: Families Are Different
-

Overview:

.This unit seeks to introduce the ebil4ten to faniilies in different parts of the world. the
common needs of the people, and \he unusual things about the families that make them
different. '

ob'ectives:

I. To help pupils discover that families in different parts of the world. in spite of their
common need for food, clOthing, and shelter, are different because of:
a. What they have, or their immediate physical environment.
b. What they do with what they have, or the extent to whiih the are able and

willing to control their environs and thus provide for' their needs.
c. The amount of knoWledge or skill they may have acquired through:

(I) The development of new ideas.
(2) The exchange of goods and ideas with other people.

d. The extent to which members of families and whole families help one another.

Duration of Unit: One week

Learning Activities.
Display many books-such as:

The True Book of Houses: Katherint4,arter
Little Indian Pottery Maker
Pueblo Indian Stoves: Arthur Gates
Homes Around the World: Kathryn Jackson

Let the children have a chance to look through the hooks and discuss the pieirires.
I. Take time to do a Bulletin Board with the children. Put pictures of different people

from the world and label. Talk about each. Label this display "People' Around the
World."

2. Play recorded lesson. Ask pertinent questions about Nakerisk's family and their way of
living. This discussion talks about Eskimos. Discuss fully.

3. Read stories "Why Caribou Eskimo Families Live As They Do," "Why,Pueblo families
Live As They Do.- "Why Bushmen Live As They Do." The children can frillow the
stories by examining sequences on pages 1/77.82 of the text. The Eskimo, Bushman,
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Pneld have been chosen because of the natural cm aionmenis. 11ter each -tort the
following questions should be asked:
a. llow do weather and landscape influence the people?
b. How does the famih get food?
c. W hat tools and seaports do they, use?
d. % hat do they make their clothing out of? Houses?
e. 11 hat do Hies trade?
1. W hat do they do to have fun?
g. How do members of the family help one another?

4. During art time have children draw a picture of Eskimo. Pueblo. or Bushman. Make a
display of the pictures. Encourage the children to be creative and colorful.

5. Show filmstrip on how families are different. Discuss the wide variety of houses in
other parts of the world.

6. Work pages 3.-1 and 3B in aelitity/book. "Families are Different.-
Emphasis at latter part of week d hat weapons are used 1m the Bushman. Eskimo. and
Pueblo. Let children discuss the weaponsv.such as:

Spear - (Eskimo - Bushman)
tide --(All 3)

Bow and Arrow - (All 3)
Harpoon (Eskimo)

8. Have children bring )44ks and string. !Make weapons during art lime and make a dis-
play and label park Let children play a game of -telling which people use the weapons.

Evaluation :
Let children work page 3C in activity book lo evaluate the week's work. The page is en-
titled "% here is it Easiest to Work.- Also more discussion about the work will aid the
evaluation.

Lesson 4: How Do Families Produce

Overview:

This mil seeks to reinforce what Unit 2 tells about producers. It will give she child a better
understandingT4f how useful work is producing.

Ob'ectit es:

To renew the understanding that a person who does useful work is a producer.
2. To show that there are two kinds of producers.

a. People who make useful things are producers of goods.
b. People who do useful work for others are producers of services.

3. To help pupils discover that not all members of the family are producers. Some may lw
too young or too old, some may be sick or disabled.'

4. To help pupils discover that producers hate to help those who only consume.
5. To help pupils see that people feel good when they do useful work.
6. To help pupils see that useful work is appreciated.

Duration of I. One week
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Learning Activities:
1. Review the words producer and consumer. Stress the difference. Help mer.!, child

understand. Show various pictures of producers and consumers.
2. Display a board of pictures of goods. Talk to children about what a good is (a useful

thing). It is .ery'important that they understand what a good is.
3. Put pictures of prbducers of goods and services into two piles. Deawing from the

producer of goods pile, the teacher should hold up one picture after another asking:
"What is this person producing? Is this person producing d useful thing? Why is it a
useful thing? What do we call a person who is producingft good?" Pick out of pile of
producers of services. Hold up pictures and ask: "What is this person doing? Is this
person a producer of services? Why is it useful work?",
Work page 4A "Goods and Services" in activity book.

6. Read the story "The Brown Family" to reinforce the objective that all members of the
family are consumers but not all'producers.

6. To help children ten that producers help those who cannot produce, have children
follow story on page 103 of the text. Let children work page 4B "Some people cannot
produce."

Evaluation:
Have children listen to recorded lesson. Take needle off before the answers are given on it.
Let the children answer.. Do an experience chart using the words: goods, services. producers,
and consumers. Let children make the sentences.

Lesson 5: Dividing the Work

Overview:

This unit help the 'pupil to understand that everyone does not do all jobs, but each rnson
has a certain job This is the division of labor. .

Objectives:

I. To help pupils understand the division of labor; that is, that everyone cannot do all
jam, but that each peison' undertakes d certain job. In this way people develop
proficiency:
a. At home
b. At school
c. In the neighborhood
d. In the world

2. To help pupils discover that division of labor helps get the job done faster and better.
3. To help pupils discover that division o( labor makes people interdependent because

when a person specializes, he depends on other people for the other goods and services
he needs.

Duration of Unit: One week
tr

Learning Acti4es:
1. Play recdrded lesson, stopping it at intervals in order to discuss varioty; words. Talk

about the story "Pelle's New Suit",and the various ways to divide labor.

..
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To illustrate the efficiency of the division of labor. the children ran fill how- with
arioss ,articles; 't good exam Ipi. %%mild be fking Junior lied (:ro packags.
groups of children with equal- skills are selected. In the next group. each all
the ill fervid kinds of items in a box. closes it, and stacks it neatly . In thr second
group, t e labor is divided and boxe; pass alig a-sembly line with each el)ild
Om* on one kind of item in the box. The last child close- the box ;nut stacks it.
The class will see the result. The team Chad divides the labor will out- produce the other.

3. Read the story "Gone k Gone" to the class. The story describes what happen- when
labor is div MAI in the wrong way. During art time the children will enjoy illustrating

4. Have (+dam work 5A.-1-low Did This Family Dilide the Labor?" Give very explicit
the shill in their own way.

direction from the activity book.
5. The class can prepare a helper's chart showing division of classroom chores for the

children each eek. This project should be done for the rest of the Year.
6. To show th we depend on other people let children work 511 "W bona Does. Our

Family Depen I On?"

Evaldation:
Draw up a sheer similar to the activity page 5A on the division of labor. See if earlychild
can' tell how labor is divided. lso replay portions of recorded lesson. See if the children
can successfully answer the questions.

Lesson 6: Tools and Machines

Overview:

This`unit is designed to help the pupil understtid how tools and machines help us produce
faster and better.

'Objectives:

I. To help pupils diseover that tools help us produce faster arid better.
2. To show that there are simple tools and complicated tools and that they are both

important.
3. To-show that man is unique because he invents tools and machines and improves them.
4. To show that people have to learn how to use tools and machines.
5. To help pupils understand that tools and machines must be properly maintained.

Duration of Unit: Two weeks

Learning ANsivities:
Display hooks:
a. Tim and the Tool Chest - Jerrold Rein
b. What is a Simple Machine Gene Darby
c. Maehines at Work - Mary Elting
d. Tools for Andy - James Tiwet
Discuss with the children the YAW"' tools they have in their homes and how they are
used. Let children act out the awkwardness of working without tools and machines.
For instance: picking up leaves with hands: raking leaves: picking up dirt with hands:
using a broom: driving,a nail with hand: driving a nail with hammer: breaking grass
with hands: mowing lawn; etc.

,

3 4
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Plati recorded lesson and Jet children follow in book. After lesson ask questions:
'a. What are some of the tools that we have in our homes?
b. Why are tools important?
e. What tool did Granny use in the story?
d. Why was Granny's needle important?
e. What tool do we have that would help Granny to work faster? (Smug!. Machine)
f. Could a person use a sewing machine if its needle was lost? ( \o. a sew iijg machine

ik Made up of simple machine.) .

Why is it important to learn hint to use tools?,

h. Why should people take care of tools?
i. Also talk about how men. differ from animals' in that they ran uncut and IN'

machineg.
3. As an introduction to science, the teacher can bring some simple tools for a display of

the 6 simple tools; screw, lever,. wheel, pulley, inclined plane. and wedge. The children
can inveltigate other tools and see the simple tools make up many complicated tools.

4. Read the story "The Little Red Wagon" by Jeanne Storer. -This story describes bow
much easier and faster it is to do a job with the help of machinue. It also emphasizes
the importance of taking care of tools. Discuss tools that help us work faster. and

to. .better.
5. Work page 6A "Tools He s Produce Faster and Better." The pupils should In able

to select the tool that wo e the job easier and understand just Ifiw it does,
6. Show filmstrip "Simple Mac es" and discuss. Seehow many the children eini learn

and identify by sight..
7. To show the transition from simple tools to complicated have children look at page

106 of the text, which shows the history of The hammer. starting with the use of the
stone and ending with the development of the electric hamiiier. Children describe
how the tool has been improved at each stage of development. and how' the improve
ments have helped us to do work faster and better.

8. Have children work page 6B "Better Tools-Help Us Produce Qin. and Better." The
children should see the relation between the hand tools and the machines and know in
what way the machine is an improvement of the hand tool.

9. Take a field trip to the flag pole. Let the children observe 11w pulley and wheels;See
if they can remember the simple machines

10. After the field trip read the 'story "Robbie 'Finds a Friend" to the class. The story
describes a young child when he is confronitpd with the task of running the flag up' a

flagpole.
11. During art time let the children draw pictures of a tool or machine that they would

like to invent. Let -them tell a story about it. Prepare a display of the inventions.
12. To evaluate) let children work page 6C in the activity book.

Lesson 7 and 8:
(COmbined due to their shortness)

Overview:

Families Sometimes Work in Their Free Time
Families Sometimes Play in Their Free Time

This unit is designed to help children realize that families can work and play during their
free time. It ja also designed to help the child understand the basic division of labor in order
to produce more. Peciple have ore free time because of the division of labor.

35
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Objectives:

. I. To help pupils discover that time is saved through the di% ision of labor and the iiV 01
tools.
To show that families sometimes save money by produeing ?wry ices.for themel% es

3. To help pupils discover that by produ ing goods and sem ices .for themsehe- :11 home.
members of the family give up free time for leisure. 1

4. To help children realize that whether members of the family use their free lime for
work of 'for leisure is entirely up to the person.

5: To help'iu pHs discover that people havtt more time on hand because-f the dj%isioU of
labor. /

. 6. To help pupils discover that peopli can/ehoose to use theiriree time:
a. To do more work i
b, To play or pursue a hobby

/,

7. To show that hobbies may develop into occupations.

I

Duration of Unit: One week

Learning Activities:
t. Begin unit by talking about the/things a person can do in their free time. They can

either work or play.
2. Play recorded lesson about Father's chores on Saturday. This will reinforce working

during free time. Ask question about the children's.fthers and how they work during
their free time. During art tinie let the children draw pictures of their fathers doit
useful work' during their free time. Put up a display under the title "Our Fathers Do
Useful Work in Their Free Timm.",

3. Read story "Daddy Can Fix It" to the class. After reading the story, the teacher can
"discuss how the Daddy used his free tithe. Let -the children work page 7A "Some
Families Work in Their Free Time." The pupils should be able to distinguish between
work and leisure activities.'

4. The teacher can have the class look at page 188 of the text. The three scenes pictured
can be used as the basis for discussion of how father would best save money: by
repairing the chair; by paying a repairman; or buying a chair. Discuss such things as:
would father need special training to repair the chair? Would he need special tools?

5.

HIt the chair as good as a new chair would be?
ave children work 7B "When Does Father Save Money?" The activity reinforces the

idea that one saves money by doing useful work in the home.
,6. The children can /find out about the hobbies of relatives and friends. A discussion

about what people do in their free time will help the children understand. During art
time have the children draw pictures of things peolile do in their free time.

7. To govide the pupils with an example of how childhood free time hobbies often
develop into a career, read the story "A Boy Who Always Asked Why" to the class. It

/tells about Thomas A. Edison. After it, discuss various careers the childfen might have.
8! Work page 8B "Sometimes Our Hobbies Become Our Job" from the activity book.

Evaluation
Discuss more a ut free time work and leisure. From this you can readily observe the
children's understa g. Hate them work 8A "Some Families Play in Their Free Time."



Lesspn 9 and Ill W`ihes, Wishes. Wishes
(Also Combined due to shortness) How Choices Ire Made

Overview:

This unit helps the child realize that peoples' wants are unlimited and they are co'oe-laull
wanting; but, since they eantutt have everything they must make choices.

Objectives:

4Itk

1. To help pupils discover that people's wants arc unlimited.
2. To help pupils discover, that it not possible to produce enough goods,and sell ices to

fulfill everyone's wishes.
.

.

3. To help pupils discover that since we cannot have everything we want. we hate to
make choices. , .

4. To help pupils discover that individuals and families choose the things.that seeinniost
important to them.

5. To help pupils understand that after one thing is acquired something else is always
wanted.

Duration of Unit: One Week

Learning Activities:
1. Play recorded lesson of "The Fisherman and His Wife." (People always want more and

more) Discuss the story and the conclusion. .

2. Let e4,7 child draw (during art time) a picture of all' the things, that he wants.
Display nder "1 Wish,,I Wish, I Wish." Let their discussion continue until the children
are aware f the vast variety of wishes.

3. Help child en make an experience chart on what would happen if everyone got all of
their wishei. Include discussion about how many factories would be needed, etc.

4. The teacher can read the story "A' Week of Sundays." The story shows that if produc-
tion is not 'maintained, difficulties will occur since people consume everyday. The
story also shows that play.is more enjoyable when we haveour work done. Also have
children work page 9A "What Do You Wish For?" in the activity look.

5. The- teacher can read the poem "Choosing" to the class. The poem nicely illustrates the
difficulty of ma ing Choices. Discuss what thinfs should be bought first by families. s.

The children sho understand that choices should be made on the basis of what is
needed. Work pa 10A "What Do Families Buy First" in the activity bo

6._ During art time th children can paint pictures of three things they wa t and have'
them indicate the order of importance. For instance, a cold drink, candy , comic
book.

7. Read the story "Two Pesos for Catalina." This story beautifully illustrates how to
make good choices.' It tells about two choices of two different people and what
happened.

8. Have children work IOC "What Things Would This Boy Choose?" The children
should see that spacial circumstances affect choices by the fart that the boy is hot,
tired, hungry.

Evaluation:

To evaluate the children's understaAing have them Work 10B, "We Make Choices", in the
activity boolt. This activity is 41'.,..4gned to help the children see that choices are limited by
the resources available. Also, it will aid your evaluation,

-e-
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Lesson I I : Long. Long Igo

Overview:

This unit is designed to help children better understand the hard life of a pioneer family.
Due" to lack of tools an(' nuiehines. pioneers had to produce mans good. and ..er% ices al
home.

Ne:fives:

1. To help the pupils discover the economic characteristics of the pioneer me.
a. Most pioneer homes were farms.
b. Most goods and services were produced in the borne.
c. Owing to a lack of specialization and a lack of tools and machines. the work was

hard and almost all of the family's time was tised lo produce food. clothing. and
shelter for consumption by the family.

d. Even recreation was work-oriented, so That whal little free lime was available
was rattly wasted.

e. The choice of occupation was limited primarily to farming.
f. The choice of consumer goods was limited because it took so long to.prodoci;

goods.
g. What the family produced and what it consumed were both influenced by the

seasons.

To contrast standard of living of pioneer family with that of the modern American
family.

Duration of Unit: Two weeks

Learning Activities:
1. Display various books for the children to acquaint themselves with pioneer life.

Pioneer Children of America by Caroline-Emerson
TIw True Book of Pioneers by Mabel Harmer
The Peddler's Clock by Mable L. Hunt %

Little House in the Big Woods by Laura I. Wilder
Don Frontier and the New House by William Harley

4. Show a filmstrip entitled "Pioneer Life." This will help children understand the con-
cept of "pioneer" and their life. Discuss fully. .

3.(,_ Discuss the hard life of the pioneer family. Explain how they had to make everything
they needed. Contrast it with today's conveniences.

4. Play the recorded lesson for the children. This will lell about pioneer life and what had
to be done by the family. Also it will tell a pioneer story about a little girl. Discussion
questions should follow. They are found in the teacher's manual pages 74-75.

5. Duringarf-stime, have the children draw pictures about pioneer life. Let' each child
discuss his picture.

6. To help the children understand the lack of specialization and lack of tools, the
teacher can have the children look at pages 195-198 of the text. The four sequences
show how food, clothing, and shelter were produced, how free time was spent, and
things done in a day. A discussion should follow about each sequence.
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7. To get some sense of the lighter moods of the pioneers. NW riii 1111011.11i.il
the following soup: "yroggie %lent a Courtin ". "Torke% ill the Siraw. and "Title
Goes the %%easel".

H. Read the story "Jeremy's Big -Day ". The Sion emphasizes the relaiki:sellsufficicnc
of pioneer houselnilds. The lack of tools and nochines el fillpitilei I all membersf the
famjly to produce 'goods. % ork was so ecessiin (hal men recreation was manized
around useful work. .

9. No help the children I dilain some idea of pioneer toots. (he 'lass might .isil a museum.
if possible. - .

. ,

10. Discuss the hardships and differences of the season. Ilelp them to sec the cimif-
stances of each season. Wink 11A of the acthil) book "Pioneer Life was Tied Mtn.
Seasons" -.

i I. Play the game "Gossip" lei help the children understand bow pioneers communicated
in the scattered farms. Peddlers came through and spread news. The children sit In a
circle. The first child whispers a sentence to the net cbil,d. The news is relayed iii,each
child through 'a whisper. T e last child tells' what he heard. Compare it to what the
first child said.

12. Go to activity book 118 "1-13w People and News Traveled Then and Todly?" Discuss.'

Lesson 12: As We Grow Up

Overview :

To help the children to understand\ thk rules and customs must be followed because the
world tries to be an orderly placelahere needs to he an understanding that rules and
customs change due to various reasons.

Objectives'

I. To help pupils discover that there is orderliness in the worid around us ;,(order in/
society) because most people, in their daily actions. behave according to ptedietahle
patterns.

2. To help pupils discover that the main reason for the predictability of human behMicir
is the fact that people follow customs and rules. ..- ,

3. To help pupils discover that when, men follow rules and customs, they are rewarded.
;end when they do not, they are punished.

4. To help the child discover -rules and customs. The development of science and tech-
nology and the demands of various groups in society put pressure on the social
society.
To help children upderstand that rewards may take form of respect. greater financial
rewards, gaining friends, and that punishment may take the form of lost respect, lower
financial rewards, jailksentences, etc.

}. To shim that many people, led by an inner drive, do their best without considering
material rewards.

Learning Activities:
1. Play the recorded lesson. This is a story about a little girl who has a dream. Every-

-----NN thing that happens in the dream is different than what happens in normal Life. Because
people didn't 'do what Mary Jane expected them to do, she felt that the world was
disorderly. Questions for discussion are found in manual.

3 9
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- To help children understand the importance ()I such common customs as go.(41 lable
manners, they can set a table and mimic good and had table maner., %Item ard the
class can discuss how unpleasant i4 would be if (4% en one had bad manner.. The lbss
might also discuss the fact that eating three times a day is also a custom.
Discuss other customs such as: being on time, doing sour job. mother's particular
jobs, father's particular jobs.
Read "Timmy on Time" to the class. After the story the class should discos the
advantage of being on time.
During art class; let children make a clock face and prniiice telling time.
To help children understand the importance of rules in th it own Ines. they can
identify and discuss some of the rules they encounter ever day: stopping at red
lights, crossing at corners, not throwing trash in the street, re sting the property of
others. If some of the children ride bicycles, they can note so e of the rules they have
to follow: signaling at turns, riding on the proper side of he street, not parking
where you shoUld not, etc.

'Read "A Picnic in the Park." The story tells of a family picnic and how important it is
to pick up the tra4h so the park Will be clean for the next famil . Discuss.

8. et children work activity page 12A "What Will Happen ext." Children should
match the situation with the action that would most prob

9. To`demonstrate how disorderly the world would be if we could not depend on other
people, the teacher can have the children read the story "The Plumber Who Did Not
Come" on page 200 of the text. Discuss using question's from the manual.

10. Work page 12B "Who is Following the Custom?". The children should be able to
distinguish customarily acceptable behavior from behavior that breaks rulei or
departs from custom.

11. Help the children write an experience chart using all the new words such as customs.
rule,s, order, grow, etc. Let-the children draw pictures to place on the chart as
illustrations. Help each child to read it successfully.

Evaluation: _

Let children finish unit by working page 12C "Who Will Do the Punishing?". The children
+Mould be,..able to thatch, each act with the people who will punish the wrong. Replay

portions of the recorded lesson. Let the .children answer the questions.'

Lesson 13: Specialists At Work

Ovetview:

This unit teaches that people work away from home doing a special job.

Objectives:

1. To help children discover that When fathers and mothers work away from home, they
have a special job to do.
a. Because they have a special jot' to do, they learn how to do, the job well.

Because each person has a special job to do, he must depend on other people to
do other jobs.

2. To show that people work away from home because:
'a. )'any goods and services have to be produced by many different kinds of

specialists working together.
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b. Rig machines lime to be 1151(1 in large littilings called factories.
e. Nlatt% goods and services are produced faster and I IIic..er where the -oil lir 1.11m,dc

is right.
3. To show that itim pcpple have a Wider choice of ;4:ill& ,cruces and job- tl,n

people long ago.

Duration of Unit Two weeks

Learning Activities:
I. Play the recorded lesson. This record will also reiew mans things alnad learm d.

Discussion should follow. Questions are found in thi teacher's manual page 90.
2. The children can ask their parents what they do at work and then report to the class

or, if po'ssible, act out what the jobs are. Play a game of Charades: members of the
class act out certain occupations, and the rest of the class tries to guess Is hal the
occupation is.

3. Read the story "The (at Who Wondered" to the class. Afterward the class might
discuss the various jobs of people who travel to work and why their Work is useful.

4. During art class the ebilriven can paint pictures of an occupation. Let the children tell
about their occupation in front of the class: Put the pictures in a displa% entitled

."Occupations".
5. To help the children understand the importance of specialization, the etas:: might.

discuss how important in the community are such specialists lks doctors. firemen.
policemen, teachers, farmers, grocers, and pharmacists. Each is important to the others
and each in turn needs all the others.

6. To reinforce the idea that there are many different jobs for people to do, read the
forms "Fathers at Work" and "Round and Round Go the Wheels

7. To help children understand what producers do, have the.children work page I3A
"What Do Producers 1)o ? ".

8. The children can cut from magazines pictures showing producers at work away from
home. They might prepare an exhibition of the pictures, grouping them tinder the
titres "Producers of Goods and Producers 'be Services",

9. Work page 1313 "Old and New jobs?" in the activity hook. Discuss the. jobs of the ,-

past and howjhey-have changed.
10. e story "The Red Rooster" to the class. After the story has been 'read, the class

can discuss the fact that just as inventions have displaced the animals in the story, so
do new machines cause men to look for new kinds of jobs:Talk about how formal
education helps people to adapt more easily to changing conditions.

I l . Work page I 3C "Old and New Tools". The children should be able to associate, the
tools of the past with the pioneer, and modern tools with the man of the past. After
completing.the activity, the class should discuss how new tools help us to work
faster and bettel-, and how new kinds of jobs have appeared as a result of such
inventions.

F...atuation:
ay portions of the recorded lesson to see if the children can answer the questions.

Discuss any portion they have difficulty with.
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Lesson I4: Some People* 'k Away From Home 11illioni I (44-king Incomew
. .

Overview:

37

This unit teaches that some people are not paid for the work they perform. This Rork is
called volunteer work. People who o olunteer work eeause they think of other and
derive pleasure from the good they do.

rtObjectives:e

%.

i

To help children discover that
a. Many people volunteer to dq work awa from home without rec(ting in

I
ome.

b. People who volun to do work awa from home without receiving income
derive pleasure fr e good they do.

c. Volunteer work is important to a free society.
d. Volunteering requires that we think of others.

Learning Activ :

I. Arrange a wsplay of posters showioka variety of volunteer activities.
a. March of Dimes
b. Heart Fund
c. Easter Seal
d. Etc.
Talk about the meaning of the Word "volunteer". Discuss other volunteers in the
community.
a. P.T.A. dib. Church work
c. Charity- collections
d. Civic organizations
e. Neighborhood groups
f. Father refereeing a baseball game
g. Girl Scout or Boy Scout workers

2. Make a cutout mural entitled "Everyone Can Be a Volunteer".
3. Read "We Will Do It" in text. Discuss how childden canparticipate in volunteer work

at home. Make a list of volunteer jobs the children can do at home -encourage them
to report what jobs they do at honlc during the unit.

4. Write up these activites in an illustrated experience chart.
5. Invite a representative from the various welfare agencies to come to the class and tell

the children how their parents' money and volunteer workers help make their commu-
nity a better place to. live. Afterwards discuss what would happen if there were no
such agencies.

6. Write creative storiej and illustrate how volunteers help the community. Put these
stories into a class crapbook.

7. Invite one or more of the following research people to visit the class and discuss
volunteer work:
a. Sunday school teacher
b. League of Women Voters
c. Person from armed services

h. Read "A Leak in the Dike" and "Kula and the Doctor and discuss how 1, olunteer
work helps others.



9. Show the film "The ish to Give-. 1:i minute. color Educational Film. Sale..
University Extension. Unersiiv of California. Dicoss.

Duration of Unit: One- to Iwo weeks

Evaluation:
Continuous throughout the unit. Also these activities in the Nctivity Book: '11 hich of
These People slight Be Volunteers- and -How Can olunteers Helpr

Lesson 15: Transportation is Needed

Overview:

This unit is designed to teach the various kinds of transportation, their uses. and the
relationship that transportation has on our lives.

I

Ob'ectives-

1. To help children discover that transportation makes trading possible between
specialists who live far apart.

2. To help pupils discover that faster and cheaper tramportation encourages trade.
3. To help children discover that where transportatirM is not developed, there is little

trading. In such places most goods and services are produced at home.
4. To show that kinds of transportation depend on many factors:

a. The countryside
b. The tools and Machines and other resource,; available to build a transportation

system.
c. The number of skilled people available to build and operate a transportation

system.
5. To help pupils understand that the development of a transportation system requires a

long time and a great Ideal of manpower, raw materials, tools, and machinery that
might have been used for more immediate satisfactions.

Learning Activities:
1. Initiate this unit with an arranged environment. Suitable pictorial materials may be

obtained from: .

-a. American Petroleum Institute
Committee on Public Affairs
1271 Avenue of the Americas
New York 20, New York (1 eline)

b. American Trucking Association, Inc.
1616 P Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.

c. American Waterways Operators, Inc.
1023 Connecticut Avenue
Washington 6, D.C..

d. American Transit Association
355 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y.
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e. Transportation Association of America/
220 E. 42d Street
New York, N. Y.

f. Automobile Manufacturers Asswtion
366 Madison Al,eitue
New York, N. Y.

g. Association of American Railroads
611 Vesey Street
New York, N. Y.

h. l'r Transport Association of America
/7):..17 Madison Avenue

if
New York, N. Y. ,' \';,

T ese materials, along with discussion by the class, will stimulateinterest in the lieu
nit. ,

2. ,t Note the different types of transportation used between communities awl within the
.t community. ,

(21'. As a class, write an experience chart on the kinds and uses of transportation. Let the
children copy these stories into individual buoklets. Illustrate with pictures cut from
magazines or with drawings.

4. Make a display of toy vehicles, showing the different' kinds of transportation in their
city.

5. Make a display of kinds of transportation in fattliway places. This display might
include clay or paper mache' figures of animals, canoes, rafts, etc.

6. DeNelop a creative imagination, and at the same time help the children realize how
important good transportation is to the city, by letting the children finish stories of
what would happen if storms, etc., prevented food and supplies from being delivered.

7. Discuss the many people and the that they perform in producing good transpor-
tation.
a. traffic policemen
b. construction crews
c. road department men
d. railroad workers - engineers, switchmen, brakemen, dispatchers
e. airport workers - mechanics, pilot, stewardesses, men who run control tower and

runways, etc.
B. Invite an engineer, etc. to come and speak to the class about the men who keep the

railroads (airlines, etc.) running smoothly. Write this speaker a "thank you" note.
9. Show one of the following aim: ,-

a. Boy of India: Rama and His Elephant. 1 reel, 11 min., sound, b & w $60, color
$120, Coronet.

b. Elephant Baby - 1 reel, 11 min., b & w $60, color $160, Encyclopedia Britannica.
These films point of why transportation has not developed, in some countries, how
specialization is determined by surroundings, climate, and availability of human skills,
and how lack of transportation can hinder specialization even though other conditions
may be.favorable.

10 !rake the children on one or more of the following field trips:
a. Visit a railroad station and find out the uses of the various freight cars.
b. Visit a freight airport to discover the special kinds of goods carried by plane.
c. Visit a harbor area.
All of these trips are designed to help the children understand how transportation
makes specialization easier and how specialists are able to trade between towns and
countries.
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I. Take the children for a ride on a means of transportation that the) was nail haw
ridden on.

V'. Arrange a library table of books on tr. portation. These books should include thoe
on the rhild's reading lesrls as well as ' oks to he read and 0i-ensal hs the !earlier.

13. The recorded lesson and discussior !chided with the manual is a good culminating
activity.

Evaluation:
The student's activity hook contains three pages that are good for calnating thi- unit:

"How Do They Travel?" Children choose the appropriate means of transportation am
destination for each object.

Lesson 16: Reward For Our Work

Overview:

The purpose of this unit is to teach the children that we work for money. and money,i our
medium of exchange.

Objectives:

1. To show that people who work away from home usually receive a reward called
income.

2. To show that producers away from home usually receive their income in the-form of
money.

3. To show tha oney is a convenient device to measure the price of goods and services
produced. _

A. To show tha ney is gladly accepted by everyone for the goods and services he
produces.

N
5. To show that moneyran be easily saved.
6. To show that without money people would find trade difficult; that lack of trade

hinders specialization; that a lack of specialization limits the quality nd variety of
goods and services; and that a lack of quality and variety of goods and vices limits
consumers' choices.

Learning Activities:
1. To help the children understand the importance of money as a medium of exchange

and the inconvenience of the barter system, the class Tail read "The Tuba Factory"
found in the manual.

2. To further the concept- of problems encountered with the barter system, read and
discuss "Fair Trade" in the text.

3. Demonstrate the difficulty of shopping under the barter system: Prepare a display
comparing one item's prices in "Money City- and "Barter City". The children could
try to trade among themselves using marbles, clay, glue, etc. The point to make is that
shopping in a barter economy is very difficult.

4. Read these two stories on the difficulties of barter:
a. The Peddl, r' Clock by Nlabel Leight Hunt. Grosset & Dunlap, New York: 1943.
b. The Trading Place in Lost & Found by Robin Palmer. pp 145 - 55. Boston:

'heath, 1955.
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c. From Varier to Cold So lvvig Nist) Russell. Chicago: Rand McNall . 1961.
d. It's A Deal by Paid Stroyer. McDtiwell. Oblensk% : New 1 ork.

5. To teach the role or price differences in every day life, the class rould go In a (kiwi-
ment store and find the prices of several articles that %an greatly . The class can then
arrange the prices in order from lowest to highest. This exercise will help the children
realize that all goods do not have the same price.
This same exereise could he carried out musing a catalog and arranging a bulletin board.
This bulletin board might be entitled "Know the Priem' Befort; 1 on BUN

6. Discuss the various ways that money can be mused: buying and selling goods. lending
and lxmrrowing, paying debts, giving to charity, saving. earning out other iransition?:.

. Display pictures or articles of t e different kinds of money used in various m.onntries of
the world. The point is that dif1 sent countries use different forms of 111011(1. but all
people within that country use thesame form of money.

8. Act out one of the playlets found in the book to illustrate that the exehange of goods
is easier with money.

9. Read "The Cow With the Loudest Moo" in manual.
10. Complete the activitiesin the Activity Book.

Duration of Unit: One to two weeks, depending,on interest.

Evaluation:
Teacher observation on classroom discussion.

Lesson 17: Why Some Incomes Are High and Others Are Low

Overview:

This unit teaches that irmeomes are rewards for doing useful work, and that the income is
high or low because of certain factors.

Objectives:

I. To help pupils discover that the incomes people receive for working away from home
differ because of:
a. education
b. demand
c. supply
d. seasonal work
e. production
f. risks involved in the job

2. Divide the class into six committees, each representing one of the reasons why incomes
vary. The committees can find pictures or draw pictures of occupations that represent
these reasons. Discuss and assemble.

3. Read and discum "Read to Me About Charlie" - how could Charlie have earned more
money.

4. Compare jobs at home of class children with those of their older siblingC1V1my do
older 'siblings earn more?

3. Suggestions in the manual for discussing why some workers produce faster and better
than others, why store owners deserve higher earnings than people who work for them,
how the length of working hours can affect earning, and how the supply of. and de-
mand for, labor affect wages are good.
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In addition to these suggestions, the child could summarize lirse finds on an c:peri-
encl. chart.

6. Make a survey of jobs in the community and determine what reason influences du. in-
come of each job's employees.

7. Instill that many important jobs pay low incomes. %lake a mural display of thew job..
8. Read "Why There Are So Few Blacksmiths" found in text. This story tells bow de.

mand seizes or creates jobs.
9. Take a walk through the community and point out to the class jobs that have been re-

placed by new jobs because of automation.
10. Make a list or a display of ways that employers advertise for employees. It will he fun

to act out an interview for a job. in response to an advertisement.

Duration of Unit: One to two weeks

Evaluation:
Activity page "Who Earns More?"

Lesson 18: How Do We Get Our Money's Worth?

Overview:

We must buy food, clothing, and shelter - these are our basic needs. The rest of our income
is spent after these needs are Met. Choices depend on responsibilities, etc.

Obiectives:

1. To help children understand that because of limited income and unlimited desires we
have to learn to make wise choices as consumers.

2. To help children become aware that desires can be divided into important, more
important, and most important.

3. To help children discover that once the most important desire has been satisfied, the
less important-becomes more important.

4. To show that how families spend their income depends on price, tastes, and size of
income.

5. To show that most families decide by themselves how to spend their incomes, where
to spend, and when to spend.

6. To show that factories and stores produce and sell a wide range of goods and services
to satisfy a wide range of choices.

-7. To show that factories and stores try to produce and sell better and better uid
services at lower and lower prices because families shop where they get their money's
worth.

8. To show that as people's choices change, factories and businesses change the kind and
quantity of goods and services they produce.

Learning Activities:
1. Read "Ten Pesos for Catalina" to class and discuss why we must all make choices.
2. Ask the children to make a list of things they would like to have for their birthdays.

Then tell them they have only five dollars. Let the children see how amount of mey
restricts their desires.

47
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3. Make a mural display of items a family wants under these headings: "Imporlanr.
"More Important". and "Most Important". Let the class decide which pictiire sill
go under each heading. Cut pictures from magazines.

4. Role playing. Lel the children pretend to be Ink er- with different' income- and
obligations. See how these facts influence choices.

5. Compare the prices of certain items in food stores over a period of two week..
Determine wheinib the best.time to buy each item. 11.0 the reason for the rise or fall.

6. Compare prices of the same item in different stores. Determine where on get the
best buy. These pric-s could come from grocery store full page ads.

7. Work activity pages in activity book..

Duration of Unit: One week

Evaluation:
Teacher evaluation of children in role playing as well as independent work in actk ity hook.

Lesson 19: Families Buy Many'Goods And Services Together

Overview:

This unit teaches that we all pay taxes to the local. state. and federal gmernmot and that
together we buy many things with these taxes. Some pay'more taxes than others, but we all
share the goiails and services equally.

Objectives:

1. To help children discover that families buy many goods and services together because
a. The purchase of some goods and services by individual families would be very

expensive and wasteful of the country's resources. 1

b. Many families would be excluded from the use of such goods and services if they
were bought by individual families for their own use.

2. To help children understand that people pay taxes to the city, to the state, and to the
U. S., so that these governments can buy for the people what they cannot buy, or
canndt buy as well for, themselves.

3. To,,,belp children understand that although everyone has to pay taxes, some families
pay more. others less. But regardless of the amount of taxes different families pay,
they all benefit from the goods and services they buy together.

Learning Activities:`
1. Initiate with a film. "What Our Town Does For Us". 1 reel, 11 min., b & w $60, color

$120, Coronet. Film shows the services provided.by the government, how the govern-
ment is organized, and how taxes pay for the services city people enjoy.
Discussion to follow.

2. Take a walk to pbserve some of the goods.and services that families buy together. List
these on the- blackboard. 'Make an experience chart entitled. "What Families in Our
Town Buy Together": Illustrate.
Prepare a picture display of services and goods that the U. S, buy together. The teachgo....",
can get pictorial information from the agencies and organizations listed in the manual.

4. Read "What Do Taxes Do ?" in text. Afterwardl discuss how people pay .taxes to the
city, the state, and the U. S. and how these governments pay for goods and services.
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Invite resource people to talk to the class and discuss their jobs and how tavos a% for
them:--polieeman, postman, mayor, county 'awn I. etc.

6. Read "A Visit to the Cotudy Agent" and `'' Day A ith the President-. Follow will'
discuzision suggested in the manual. Read -The Big. Big Shopping List". These stories
illustrate the goods and services that families buy together and how these people
make our' life safer and happier.

7. Arrange a table of library books on the children's reading level on subros about goods
and services that are bought with taxes. F,neourage the children to share these with
each other.

8. Culminate with the recorded lesson and suggested discussion in the manual.

Evaluation:
Independent working of exercises in the Activity Book - "Who Pays For A hat A e Use" and
"Are These People Paid With Taxes'?"

Dura ion of. Unit: Two weeks

Lesson 20: What We Do With The Income A e Don't Spend

Overview:

The purpose of this unit is to teach that we save our extra income for various reasons. It
also teaches that some families spend all of their income and cannot save.

.
Objectives:

1. To show that many fam ilies do not spend all their income.
2. To help children understand that income not spent is saved.
3. To help children understand that families save for old age, for emergencies, for

special things, for their children's education, or to go into business.
4. To help children understand that there are several Ways to save money: it can be kept

at home; it can be loaned to other people; or it can be kept in the bank.
5. To help children understand that to save,' we have to learn how to choose between

things that we think are important today and things that may be very, important tous
tomorrow.

6. To show thaf\ome families spend almost all their income and that they have little or
no money left over to share.

Activities: N
I. Initiate with the recorded lesson and discussion.
2. Make an art display of pictures illustrating reasons people save.
3. Read "The Grasshopper and the Ants" in Manual and discuss.

Read "Let's Save Money" in manual. Discuss different reasons for saving money.
5. Take a field trip to the bank and learn of the many different ways to save money.
6. Start a. class project and save money for a trip. Determine how to spend money wisely

for supplies of project in order to save the most money, etc. Go on the trip as a class.
7. Read "Peter the Eater" in text. Discuss how we must give up some things in order to

save for other things.
8. Complete thit following activities in the' Activity Book: 'How L,,es Bill Take His

Savings to the Bank?" and "'What Did These People Save Fof ?"

q.
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9. Filmstrip: "II Pay to Save: .16 frames in the serie- %run p" with caplet
b w $5.00. Pupil r Science Publishing Compain %mho-% isnal Ditkion.

Evaluation:
Teacher evaluation.
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Deration of Unit:
Two ,weeks - project continues as an outgrowth of the unit until eomploion and trip -

possibly end of school year.

Lesson 21: What Does The Bank Do With Our Savings?

Overview:

This unit. is designed to show the children. th , operations of the bank - how they lend the
money that we sate, how the people who bo row the money pay interest. and in turn how
we make money on our money saved in the form of interest from the bank.

Ob'eqives:

1. To show that banks lend the savings that pe70iple have deposited.
2. To show that those who borrow from .the bank must pay the mune. bark with in-

terest for the use of the money. -

3. To show that the bank pays some of this interest to the savers who lone allowed the
bank to lend their savings to others. .

Activities:
1. Introduce the unit with the recorded lesson and discussion found in the manual and in

the text.
2. lead the playlet "A Trip to City Bank" to the class and discuss the importance of

savings and the importance of banks. Afterwards, let the class act the playlet out
themselves.

3._4,Visit a bank. -Let the bank official show how people put their savings in the hank, how
they withdraw their savings, and how they ask for loans.

4. Play the banking game as explained in. the manual.
5. Invite a banker to come to class and explain what a bank does and how a bank works.

Afterwards, the children can make a display of items that the bank'sloans help to pro-
duce or help people to buy.

6. Make a picture display of banks in the community.
7. Read.the story "How the Bank Helped Littletown".
B. Role playing. Act out problems facing the banker as suggested in the manual.'
9. ' Read and discuss "Tony and the Banker" in the text. Discuss the difference between

saving money in the bank and in a piggy bank.
10. Discuss the origin of banking. Read the story "The Happy Goldsmith" to the class.

Afterwards, discuss the similarities and differences between the Goldsmith's bank and
banks today.

11. Culminate with independent work on activities in the activity book.
a. 'What Happened at the Bank?"
b. "What Must the Bank Learn?"

JO
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Evaluation:
I would evaluate the independent work in the ac kit) book as well as clan. participation.

_ation of Unit:
One to two weeks. depending 9 the int est and understanding of the children oit Ilk ed.

Lesson 22, 23. 24: What We Need To Go nto The Banking Business.
The Clothing Business, and Building Business

Overview:

The purpose of these units is to discuss the roles of materials, labor, workplace, tools. and
the businessman in the business world. These lessons are dcsigne4 to help the children
realize the risks and responsibilities of-the businessmen and the role that the bank plays in
business. These lessons also point out rules made by the city, state. and U. S. governments
to protect the businessman, the people who work kir n, and the people who bum from
him.

Objectives:
..,

.
.

A' I. To help children discover that materials, labor. workplace,, and tools are, needed to
produce goods. .

2. To help children understand that it is important to choose a site that is favorable for ,.

producing and selling goods.
.

3. To show that the businessman is needed to combine the materials, labor. nd tools to
produce goods. - .

4. To help children discover that if a businessman does pot have enough savings of his
own, he can borrow other people's savings in order to go into business.

5. To show that the bank is an important source of. the money that the businessman
needs to go into business. If the businessman is honest and if his plan is'a good one, the
bank lends him the savings that have been put there by others.

6. To help children discover that the businessman has to sell his goods as eltaply as
other businessmen, or produce- better goods for which the customer is willing to pay a
higher price.

7. , To help children discover that the businessman needs customers so buy is products.
8. To show that the businessman receives a reward in additioNto that w ich he receives

for his labor. This added reward is for his worry (risk taking) and is cal d profit.,
9. To help children discover that the city, state, anti U. S. govern nta make rules to

protect the busine ' an, the people who work for him, and the people who buy from
him.

Activities:
I. Initiate the unit with a, filmstrip or srry of The Little Red Hen". Talk about the

things little hen needed to make,ker bread. This is a light way top roach the unit,
but an enjoyable way for the children.

2. Arrange a table display ot necessary materials. tools, and labor to produce bread. On
the wall above, put a series of cutouts showing the following workers:
a. mixer
b. molder
c. oven operator
d. slicer
e. wrapper

I

,
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Let the class discuss whether the materials and labor alone would. be enough
produce bread, and how tools and a workplace and the linsinessman are also needed.
Prepare another section of the display to show the materials and tools needed to
produce clothing. Drawings placed on the wall liehind the table can show the specia-
lists who help produce the (loafing. The-drawings should be labeled:. !

a. designer
b. patternmide;
c. cut tqr

ed. machine sewer
e. hemmer
f. finisher
g. presser . .

A similar section could be showing the tools, materials, and specialists needed in
building. Use toys, models, cutouts, samples.of materials, or drawings.

3. Read and discuss the following selections from the text:
a. "A Visit to, the Bakery"
b. "Mr. Tweed and the Moth" 161

c. "Bobby the Builder" N

4. To help the children visualize the location of the businesses, draw a map an4 locate
them and their surroundings. Discuss whether the locations are favorable for producing
and sellingliptids. The manual contains several good questions.

,5. To emphasize the role of the bank in businesses, read and discuss the following poems
and stories:
a. "Mr. Wooley, the Businessman:;-.
b. "Mr. No-Good"
c. "Mr. Hall, the Businessman"

6. Compare the prices of breads, clothing, and building materials and determine which
is the best buy and why. Brochures, full page grocery ads, etc. are good for a discus-

-,
sion of this type.

7. To help the children understand why the businessman receives a reward called profit
in addition to the income he receives for his labor, the class ran read and study the
discussion pictures in the text: "Why Is The Owner 'Worried?"

8. Take a field trip to a bakery or a clothing manufacturing plant or a construction site
and see the division of labor and the tools and Materials being used.

9. Draw pictures of the floor plans of the homes of the children in the room to show
that the builder tries to meet different tastes and incomes so that people will buy the
houses he builds. Discuss' that not everyone mints to live in the same kind of house.
Assemble these drawings into an exhibit entitled "Builders Make Many Kinds of
Houses for Us to Live In".

10. To help the children understand how businessnien try to find better and cheaper ways
to make clothes, the children can make a display entitled "Businessmen Produce Many
Different Materials'. The children can bring sample materials either from home or
from dress shops of natural materials, man-made materials; those from within this
country and from foreign countries.

11. To help the children understand' that rides protecting property are needed for the
proper operation of businesses, the class can invite a representative from one of the
three businesses being studied to come and talk about the rules that businesses have to
follow and who enforces them. Afterwards, a display can he made from drawings or
cutouts entitled "Rules for the Businessman".

..

k



12. Read the following poems and stories:
a. "Say Hello to Mr. Hall"
b. "Snipand Sew"
Show these films and filmstrips:
a. "The Big Bakery"
b. "The Factory: How A Product Is Made".
e. "George's New Suit"
d. "Making Cotton Clothing"
e. "What Do FatherMo?"
f. "New Houses: Where-They Come From"
g. . "Machines That Move Earth"
See the manual for more complete information tin each of these references.

13. Encourage the children to read from the library table boob on these subjects.
Several are suggested in the manual.

14. Recorded lessons and discussions to culminate unit. t

0Evaluation: ,

Evaluation will be continuous throughout tlieunit as the children show understanding of
the material by discussion and through working on projects. Further evalition will be
gained from their independent work on the following activity honk' pages:

a. "What Will the Baker Need?" 41,,

b. "How Do We Get Our Bread?"
c. "What Happens to Savings?"
d. "What Will the Clothes Maker Need?"
e. "How Do We Get Our Clothes?" .

f. ° "'What Happens to Savings?"
g. "What Will the Builder Need?"
h. "Ilitw Do We Get Our Houses?"
i. "What Happens to Savings?"

Duration of Unit:
This unit should last approximately four weeks,ilepending on the interest of the students

Lesson 25: What Happens When People Buy All That Is Produced?

Overview:

The purpose of this unit is to teach the children tt.lt as people save or spend their incomes,
they help other people to earn an income.

Objectives:

I: To remind children that people may spend or save their incomes.
2. To remind children that savings help busine^sSmen to build factories and to buy teals

and machinery.
3. To help children discover that ifTeople spend income on goods and services, producers

can conqnue to produce and wOners can continue to earn an Income.
4. To help hildren discover that advertising helps producers tell about their goods so that

people will know about them and want to buy them.

.0
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Activities:
_

I. Initiate ihe unit i,iili ihe recorded lesson. 'fit. iciorial discussion dial follow. in ihe
text is good.

... Rea "Round and Round Co the Wheels". This poem di...critcs ihe role of prodiiii ion.
dist ibutin. and consiiimptiorrin our economy. Disete.s each step in the wheel.
As au outgrowth of ihe poem. make a mural or series of pisbures emitted "From
Producers to Cisiiinrs" showing pioduclion. disiribtilion, and consumption. Shim
faciories.-boats. airplanes. trains, and trucks as well as llres and salesmen dislrilluatitz
the products: and finally people eating, wearing clothing. living in howe...riding in yin..
etc. for consumption.'

. Make an experience charlto go along with the preceding aciitily.
4. Read ',The Farmer's Sons" found in manual. This story explains ihe importaine,ii'

saving in buying capital goods. The children can make a list (If things dial their families
have or want because of savings. This list could be_ftirlher developed into -an experi-
ence chart. .

. .
.

5. To help children understand that if people spend their income on goods and sir ices.
__producers will'continue to produce and corkers can continue 10 earn incom-e. . lei ihe

/ children act out the following game.
.

Act out the parts of Mr. Baker; Mr. Widex,. and Mr. Hall (Pre%iotisly studied) - ,see

,manual for directions of the game. Help the children lo see that the three producers
'represent the whole economy, and that the worker' represent all the receiNers of in-
come throughout the country who have been rewarded f0cr. producing all ihe goods and
services.

6. Bead and discuss "Happy Mr. Sweet" in the text. ,
.

7. Collect advertisements from magazines and newspapers. Discuss, how ads help . . v.
inisinessmen tell people about the goods they have to sell, and how the ron,vimer can,; 1
find-And buy the cheapest or the:best. : , . , 7,...

Work the following pages in the activity books:-
..,
a. "Which of these Help Us to Produce?" . '
b. "Buying Keeps Producers Going" . .

These are good for culmination.

Evaluation:
Main evaluation is teacher, evaluation of discussion and role playing.

Duration of Unit:
Approximately two weeks

lesson 26: What Happens When People Do Not Buy All-That Is Produced?

Overviov:

The purpose of this unit is to teach the children what would become of the economy of the
nation if people-did not buy goods and services. It also points out other reasons for unem-
ployment and how the government helps the unemployed.

Objectives:

To help children discosk.r that -
I. The kind and amorrit of goods consumed, determine the kind of business and the

number of people employed.

6-1
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When people do not goods. the worker. %slo produce than lu III 114
played. .

3. There are other re
a. some people
b. some 'people
e. some people
d. some people
e. some people

4. Often people who

asons for unemplo mein:
are too old Or are sick
have been replaced by machine
have quit one job to look for another
ha% e been fired because they are not gmul worker
are unemployed because of weallur or seasonal factor...
are out of work are helped by oilier or by the poernmenl

Learning Activities:
1. Initiate with the recorded lesson and discussion of pictures in the tex!.

Read "The Sad Cow" in the text and discuss how consumer buying (or failure to bil )
-has had an effect on businesses and the number of people they employ. Also lead and
discuss "Happy Mr,. Sweet" in the text.

3. Read and discuss "The Red Rooster" in the text. This story points out the reasons That
some people are unemployed one being machines lake over their jobs.

4. Help the children make a survey of jobs in the community that have been replace} by
mac,ones. Make a display of these before and after jobs. This display conld be called
"People Who Are Not -Working". The information gathered could be gained from a

field trip or from a selection of books - "The Blacksmith", etc.
Discuss how to find a job:
a. ad in newspaper
b. watching the ad:. in newspapers or trade journals

ti e. employment agency or state employment office
Afterwards, the class could role play job interviewing by answering ads, etc.

6. The previous experience could be written up into an experience chard.
7. TO help the children discover that people who are out of work are often helped by

other people, invite either
a. r a representative of a local charity
b. a representative of the local state employment office
to come to school and tell about how their organization helps people work.

1

Evaluation:
Complete and discuss the following activities in the activity book for evaluation of the unit:

a. "What Happens When Things Are Not Bought?"
b. "Which Producers Will Have Work Here?"
e. "Who Will Figd Work Here?".

These activities enable the children t' snatch a particular lack of buying with th.! unemploy-
ment it might cause, to understand how consumer buying affects productions, and to deter-
mine what factors make people employable for certain jobs.

Duration of Unit: One week

Lesson 27: What I Want To He

Overview:.

The purpose of this unit is to familiarize the children with the many good jobs from which
they may choose, reasons for choosing each job, and the changing scope of jobs as inven-
tions create new industries and old :ndusiries disappear.
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011-ecti%es:

I. To help children dl -corer that there are man% jobs from which people can hoo.c.
To help childitii disemer that there are man% reasons uli .1 per -nn might shun -e his
job: the job steady : it pays well; it is satisfy Mg work: it requires special talent-.

3. To remind children that jobs are constantly changing as new imention. create new
industries and old industries disappear.

Learning Activities:
I. Initiate this unit with an arranged environment. As the children come in the fir -1 da..

have a library table of books as the center f 11 6 11o. .11 ..le rnoln. Some suitable
books are:
a. Greene, Carla - I Want To Be A (n) Children Press - Chicago (These books

are on first and second grade reading level.).
Airplane Hostess - (1960)
Animal Doctor - (1956)
Baker - (1956)
Ballet Dancer - (1939)
Baseball Player - (1961)
Bus Driver - (1957)
Carpenter - (1959)
Coal Miner - (1957)
Cowboy - (1960)
Dairy Farmer - (1957)
Dentist - (1960)
Doctor - (1958)
Farmer - (1959)
Fireman - (1957)
Fisherman - (1957)
Homemaker - (1961)
Librarian - (1960)
Mechanic (1959)

Musician - (1962)
News Reporter - (1058)
Nurse - (1957)
Orange Grower - (1956)
Pilot (1957)
Policeman - (1958)
Postman - (1958)
Restaurant Owner - (1959)
Road Builder - (1958)
Scientist - (1961)
Ship Ca ttpttt - (1961)
Space Pilot - (i961)
Storekeeper - (1958)
Teacher - (1957)
Telephone Operator
Train Engineer - (1956)
Truek Driver - (1958)
Zoo Keeper - (1957)

b. Hastings, Evelyn B., About Postmen - Chicago: Children's Press, 1957.
c. Hefflefinger, Jane, Firemen - Los Angeles; Meimont, 1957.
d. Johnson, Siddie Joe, About the Engineer of a Train, Chicago: Children's Press,

1959.
e. Lattin, Annt, Peter's Policeman, Chicago: Follett, 1958.
f. More complete listing in manual. Behind the table, have pictures of the different

vocations.
2. Read and discuss these books. The children can divide into groups and divide the jobs

into headings under "People Choose Their Jobs Because .... "
a. "They Like Their Jobs-

. b. "They Have Special Talents"
c. "The Job Pays Well"
d "The job Is Steady",j

3. Invite some a the parents whose jobs are especially interesting to come and visit the
class and explain what they do and why they chose their job. Afterward, the class can

discuss whether they would like to do such work.
4. Read the following poems to the class and discuss the variety of occupations:

a. "The Dentist"
b. . "The Cobbler"

a )
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r. "`humid 5s qv to.'
11. "The Postman"
e. "My Policeman
f. "General Store"
g. ' '.Engineers"
h. "The Ice-Cream Man"
i. -4--Gging .Pla des"
After the diseustOon some of the children maN wat to make up tOir own %erse- almmt

what they want to'e, or draw their own illustrations for the poems.
5. Play the game "Who Kliows More Jobs?" as described in the manual.
6. Play "Charades" and act mt jobs. Afterwards, let the class decide if the job imol% es

production of goods or produrtion of services.
Draw pictures and make-up stories about jobs they want to do. ,

8. Discuss "What Shall I Do?" in the text. Talk about the jobs which need more schooling
or training - which less.

9. Cto out pictures of people doing different kinds of work from magazines. Put hese

pictures in individual booklets entitled "People A( 'Fork ". Discuss whether these jobs
were available long ago and the reasons the people in the pictures may have had for
choosing their jobs.

10. Expand these discussions into an experience chart dictated and illustrated by the
children.

te11. 'Read "Why There Are Ao Few t cksmithr and "How Producers Changed" in the
text. Afterwards, discuss other jo

e
s that are less in demand today and what job they

might choose to do instead and whether they think jobs will be the same when they
grow up as they are today.

12. Culminate with the recorded lesson and discussion as suggested in the manual.
13. Learn the songs sti?..ested in the manual.

Evaluation:
Activity page entitled N"Why People Choose Their Jobs" plus teacher evaluation of all
activities.

Duration of Unit: Two or three weeks

Reading Curriculum \\ t

I. Objectives: \\

A. Comprehension .

The'child will he able to reeckgnize at least 95% of the words in any selection that he
reads and will be able to Ononstrate that he can answer at least 80% of any quesions
referring to:
I. Facts--directly stated in the selection
2. Main ideas of sentences, paragr Its-or stories
3. Inferences-that may be drawn irt the selection content

a. word meanings
b. conclusions based on facts prese tted
c. hypotheses about facts omitted

li. Word Recognition Skills
I. Sight Words

The child will be able to:

A
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a. immcdialek the X111 b.ic and the 120 -en ice w old. of the
Dolc

b. Idenlik immedialek all words learned al each loci of reading wrie.-
emploN

Pluune kraal%sus

The child will he able (o:
a. Read sounds represented idnal lepers.
b. Blend the sounds together.
e. Identik the name of the word produced.
d. Tell the meaning of word produi
e. Change the vowel sound from long to short to see if it chagi- the blend to

a known,word.
Apply the first Ike steps in decoding am unknown word.

3. Using Context
The child will be able to:
a. Deduce the meaning of.unknown words by using picture elves.
b. Deduce the meaning of unknown words by anticipating the word that co -

pletes a familiar pattern of language.,

11. Rationale:

Most of the children were found to have no reading ability or were unable to identify words
graded beyond the pre-primer level. Evtn when they could 'name the words they were
unable to maintain comprehension when reading them in context.
The reading curriculum was designed to overcome these deficiencies by the use of instruc-
tional programs that would teach the skills outlined in the objectives and by methods that
were different from ones pre%iously employed in regular classrooms.

III. Materials Used: classroom)
Cost Teacher

Secure From: Ginn and Company Scgt

717 Miami Circle. N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30324
Ginn Tutorial Series (100 $25.00

Edition)

Secure From: Science Research Associated
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 6061 I
Distar Reading I

I Teacher's Kit $50.00*
2 Student Kit (10 children) 67.00
2 Take Home Sets'

Distar Reading II
1 Teacher's Kit 75.00
2 Take Home Sets 110.00

SRA Satellites Kit 58.20
SRA Linguistic Series

6 Pig Can Jig (Level A) 6.78
6 Fox in a Den (Level II) 6.78

*1972 Catalog

c)S



Secure From:

Secure From:

Secure From:
,-

C11-1 Teacher

(lurk-- E. Merrill Pub. Co.
1'.`300 %him Drhe
Coliiiiibus. Ohio 43206

12 Nip the Bear (I) st I.52
12 Red Dee: (2.) 11.52
I 2 Bibs (1 ) 11.52
12 Nicky (2) 11.12

I Teacher Edition Each 1.eel 4.80
2 Answers Keys .8(1

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Manchester Road
Manchester, Mo. 63011

New Practice Readers
6 Book A L38
2 Answer Keys .60
6 Book B 1.38

Answer Keys .60

Continental Press Co.
127 Cain Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia :30303

Reading- Thinking Skills (9. S3.50 35.00
. Pre-Primer 1 First 1 Third 1
Pre-Primer 2 First 2
Primer 1 Second I Third 2
Primer 2 Second 2

kV. Programming Instruction:

Sct

0
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There were two basic components 'to our reading prograin: (1) building word attack skills,
and (2) building a sight vocabulary and comprehension. See the details that follow for the
specifics of each component.

A. Word Attack Skills:

1. Introduction:
In the beginning stages of reading, a major word attack skill to be mastered is
phonic analysis. Phonic analysis is the process by which the child unlocks the
prononnciation of an unknown word. In order to master the process, he must
learn to use the following efficient procedure - i.e. cat.
a. Look at the first !et re; of the word
IL Say the sound the letter stands for /k/
e. Look at the second letter of the word
d. Say the sound that the letter stands for /a/
e. Blend the sounds of second letter with the sound of the first /Ka/
f. Look at the third letter

g. Say the sound that the third letter stands for
h. Blend the sound of the third letter with the sounds of the first two letters

/Kat/
i. See if the word you've said is a word you know
j. Read' the whole sentence again with your word in it to see if it makes sense.
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II is Mil lierem.ar that the child learn WI the letter-sound relationship. before In
learns to use the efficient procedure. Teaching one or two consonant let ler -inind
relationships And one ',owe! letter -sound relation.hip gives m.11.116(411 knowledge to
enable him, to sound out a real weird.
It teas not necessar to make up a new instructional program to teach phonic
analysis since there were several on the market such as ord. In COlOr. Tao Series.
Open Court. and tin: Distar Reacting Pi igram.
Distar Reading was,selected because:
a. It teaches the efficient procedure..
b. It develops ,a1 a pace consistent with the learning rates of stmlents in non-

graded class.
c. The teaching guides provided explicit directions for teachers to follow.
d. Training could be secured from the authors of the program.
e. ft could be used for individual or small group instruction.
f. It handles the difficulties in teaching phonic analysis in the following wa :

(1) Continuous sounds introduced fifst in beginning position.
(2) Stop sounds (t, n) are introduced at the end of words. j
(3) Regular words taught first (one symbol stands for one and only one

sound) -

(4) Irregular words are taught as "funny words". Funny words are those
words that don't blend into the word the letters spelt (was).

(5) Small letters (have) are used to represent letters which stand for no
pound.

(6) Diacritical marks are used for long vowel sounds.
(7) All letters are in lower case form.

2. Terminal Behavior:
When he comes to a word he does not know, the child will be able to use phonic
analysis to pronounce the unknown word.

3. Nlaterialg: (Distar Reading 1)
The DNar Materials have been organized into 2 basic kinds: teacher materials and
student materials.
Teacher materials consist of:
a. Four Viresentation Books

(1) Related Skills
(2) Sounds and Reading - Book A
(3) Sounds and Reading Sounds - Book B
(4) Sounds and Reading Sounds - Book C

b. Teacher's Guides
Student materials consist of:
a. Take-Home Blending Sheets
b. Take-Home Sound Symbol Sheets
c. Take-Home Writing Sheets
d. Take-Home Writing Sheets
e. Workbook (worksheets)

4. Sequence Of Instruction:
Distar Reading I consists of 159 lessons that involve instruction in readiness skills
and the understandings and reading skill listed previously. The breakdown below
shows how materials are used to accomplish the objectives and the amount of
time invoked in each series of lessons:

60



Lessons I :1

.S. 'Wool- %oon Games
Blending -'a II Fast
Sounds Book
Blending Stieets
Sotinil-S% iitbol Slietts

Lessons 6

56

r Tillie 111%01%141 (ills.)

Sounds Book 1 4
Symbol - Anion Carnes 6
Blending-Say It Fast 5 ..
Rhyming
Sound - Symbol Sheets 5

26 mins. Total

Less-ons '18 29

sounds - Book A
Blending-Spell It By Sounds
Blending -Say- It Fast
Rhyming
Sound-Symbol Sheets

4
5
5
6
5

mins. 'rota!

(Reading Sounds - Book 1 - Lessons 26 - 27 - Add 8 mins. of time)

Lessons 28 - 40

sounds Book A
Reading Sounds - Book A
Blending-Spelling By Sounds
Blending-Say It Fast
Sound-Symbol Sheets

(Worksheets begin Lesson 32 - Add 6 mins. of time)

Lessons 40 - 58

4
8
5
5
5

27 mins. Total

Sounds - Book A 4
Reading-Sounds Book A 8
Blending-Spell It By Sounds
Stories 5
Writing Sheets 5
Worksheets 6

36 mins. Total

,
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1. s-ons 5().- 104)

(muds - Book It
Reading Sound. - Book Ii
Stories
Writing Sheets
Workbook

Tim In% oh

57

(Blending-Spelling 'bv s'ounds- is included in Lessons 59 - 60: dd 5 mins. for these
. two lesson.):

Lessons 110 - 159

Sounds - Book C 4
Reading Sounds - Book C, 8
Stories 5

Writitig Sheets 5

ork book . 6.
28 mins. Total

5. Applied Reading:
After Lesson 110, children can be given SRA Basic Readers, A Pig Can Jig. and
SRA BRS Satellites Readers as independent reading. The vocabulary in these
materials parallels that of Distar Reading I.

6. Diagnostic teaching:
Digtar Reading I is generally given in small groups of 4 - 6 children. The teacher
makes charts to keep up with each group's performance.,f
During instruction. the teacher gears instruction to slowest children in the group.
If they fall too far behind, they are moved to a less advanced group.
Instructional materials included mastery tests for different Tarts of program.
Children are recycled to prior levels of program when they do not pass 'Mastery
test.
The teacher is free to speed up instruction for those whdseem capabkof moving
ahead. Procedures for doingo are outlined on pps. 88 - 90 of Teaching Guide.
Placement tests are also available for children who transfer into the program.

7. Distar Reading II
The Distar Reading II continues on essentially the same basis as the Distar I.
There are 180 lessons on the second level. Time allotments of 30 minutes,
instructional groups and instructional procedures are maintained However, 25
minutes of additional scatwork is suggested.
Three new levels - D. E, F - of the Sounds and Reading Sounds are introduced.
Beginning with Lesson 201, emphasis is placed on sight vocabulary de,velopment
with words that appear frequently. Another new skill developed in the word
attack program is called "vowel conversion ". Th: child is taught to change vowel
sonds if the first attempt at sounding out a word fails.
Take-Home stories are set up t cover a two-day period. On the second day,
children are expected to answer comprehension questions. Another addition is
the introduction of comprehension lessons to teach children to n ad and follow
directions. This begins with lesson 163 and continues through the entire level.
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ldren who complete the I listar II level nail be reading at 3rd grade level.
8. Experience W ilh !lista Reading, I in Title III ESE % Project Monroe Count%

Those children who reached lesson I5 of program could 'Tad the .-otinds
iinknown words to get' their prononneiatimi.
Some children who had been recycled 3 time. Illough Icy- -on- I weir taken
out of II* program until they had progressed further in .iglit-reading program.

B. (Sight Word and (:omprobnsion (building)
1. Intioduction

(L.A.!' \show the follou lugChildren 'who do 1101 profit from group InAriiction if
characteristics:
a. Inadequate sight vocabulary
h. Inability to maintain comprehension due In the inadeqnalesight %orahitlar%
c. Diffirukh with fine discrimination words such as thin -theiOliere-thrce. fall-

fell
,

d. Retersal errors with word pairs like
\

saw-uas, on-no
e. Lack of interest in reading due to frustrations iinoled in reading
In order to overcome the inadequacies resulting from prior group instruction
The Ginn Tutorial Program was instituted because:

,

a. It provides individual tutoring for each child
b. It has an instructional program that could be followed by the leacher aide
c. It provides careful monitoring of oral reading and on-the-spot correction of

errors
d. It provides for increased interest in reading by insuring successful reading

practice
e. It achieves terminal behaviors sought in sight vocabulary building and

comprehension
The Ginn Tutorial program is designed to be used by para-professionals after
seventeen hours of training. It provides a tutor's guide that is explicit in its
directions, giving the tutor specific language to use for eliciting pupil responses.
In the language for the tutor there are no negative statements such as "that was
wrong". The tutor says nothing when an error is made. If "le child gives 'a
correct response, she reinforces the response with praise.
The instructional program provides for teaching the basal vocabulary as sight
words. Sight %yord instruction involves having the child attempt to read a sentence
(item) in the book . . If he misses a word, the tutor points to the word on a card
(on which all words of book have been alphabetized). The child looks at the
word on the card and points to the matching word in the book. While he is
looking al the word. the tutor tells him the name of the word and asks him to
repeat it.
If the child misses The word again when rereading the sentence, the tutor calls the
word by name again and asks him to locate to word on the card (auditory -
visual match). She names the word again and asks him to repeat it.
In the comprehension program, the children are taught to follow directions
(instruction comprehension) to answer questions based on picture content
(questions comprehension), and to answer questions based on printed content
(statement comprehension). -
1t the primer kw!, the child is laugh; to mak inferences (logical compre-
hnsiin) and to read short stories to get facts., main ideas and make inferences
(story comprehension). Another type of comprehension (completion compre-
hension) is really a form of leaching the child to get meanings of unknown words
by using the context.

kJ

6 /
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The word analysis program begirts=aere-primer level by teaching capital and small
letter names. It dewlaps into the type of exercise where child first letter of
word as a clue lo filling in context. The word,analsis program was Ilentuall
dropped out of the sequence because Distar Reading was doing a better job of
teaching word attack.
The.ehild is not allowed to move from i lesson to the next' until he has made'
at least 10 tries at correcting all errors lade in the first 14111 through the windy
lesson or until he has successfully rea (and comprehended %%here appropriate)
the entire lesson without error or teacher aid.

3. Materials Needed /.

a. C,inn Tutorial Set (100 eili41)
(I) Master List
(2) Tutor's Guide
(3) Comprehension Book
(4) Word Analysis Book
(5) Score Sheets

b. Books (100 edition)
(1) Little Red Book Pre-primer one
(#1 Little Green Book Pre-primer two
(3) Little Blue Book Pre-primer three
(4) Little White House Primer
(5) On Cherr3, Street First Reader

4. Sequence Of Instruction (See Master List)
Through the first three pre-primer levels, the sequence is as follows:

10 lessons in sight word instruction
3 lessons in comprehension
5 lessons in word analysis

Beginning with the primer level the sequence changes as follows:
3 lessons in sight word instruction
4 lessons in comprehension
5 lessons in word analysis

The latter sequence continues until child has completed .the primer and first
reader.

5. Teaching Procedures (See Tutor's Guide)
6. Scheduling

'Schedule child at any time of the day for at least 15 minutes of individual instruc-
tion by teaching aide.

7. Applied Reading Program
By the time the child has finished the first three-primers and primer of the Ginn
program, he has mastered 162 sight words. This is sufficient vocabulary to handle
Nip the Bear on an independent basis. Nip the Bear purports to teach an
additional 163 sight words but many of them will have already been learned in
the Ginn program. After the first story in a, only 2 or 3 "new words:: are intro-

_duced per story. Nip also inelodes comprehension exercises. Additional sight
word building can be added by letting the, children practice individually or in
pairs with Dolch sight words that have been put on cards.
After the child moves into the first reader level, the teacher can introduce the
children to Reading-Thinking Skills, pre-primer I level. The only new vocabulary
introduced in these materials will come in the first three exercises. These three
shoulik be done under the teacher's or tutor's supervision. Thereafter, the
exercises can be done independently after the t goes over the directions for
completing the exercise.
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%ocabulary
Building

Applied
Reading
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%Ilditinal applied reading can Ise given with Red Deer. The Indian Boy (( :link-
Nlerrill) and upper level Reading-Thinking Skilk (Continental Press). \ Der the
children reaeh second grade level, the New Pracire Reader A should be intro-

, (hired. On this page is a sionmarN model [hal' al knit& h) plum 110% the hair
program is related to the applied reading program.

I 2 3
Ginn-pp Ginnpp Ginn-pp Ginn Primer Ginn First Ginn Second

Doleh 'hitch Basic Service 11 ords

Noun Cards

Nip the Bear Red Deer,

Reading ThinkinglSkills
T 2

PP PP I I

New Practice
Reader A

8. Experience IN ith Above Program In Title III ESEA Project In Nlon'' roe County
Test results in January. 1971, indicated that'the above combinatism of program
can after fourteen munthsi,bring.a child from the non-reader level:to-high second
grade reading achievement level. The criterion teAt used was the California
Reading Test. Upper Primary Form (Grades 2 - 4).

Language Curriculum

I. Language Development

A. Introduction
The Illinois Test of Psycholinguiaticytkilities indicatedkhat 99 percent of the children
selected for the non-graded classes had a psycholinguiStic age considerably lower than
their chronological age. The intelligence test revealed 'the same deficit in language. The
testing results indicated, therefore, a relationship betwee language acquisition and
intellectual ability.
The decision wili, made, therefore, to initiate the kind of language curriculum that
attempt to overcome the conceptual difficulties stemming from the language...-

disability. "he instructional program that appeared to be especially designed f r the
above purpose was Distar Language. Distar Language was incorporated along 'illi in:
formal language activities as the major language development program in tt e non-

.
graded classes. N.

, . ,.

B. Objectives
Terminal Behaviors Synight: At,..
The child, in both his or apd .written language, will he able to: .

I. Use the concepts of size, color. form, texture, time, etc. in making statements
about his environment.

2. Name precisely faniiliar objeets..iii- his immediate environment.
3. State precisely relationships c \isting, among objects in his environment.

c
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4. Categorize objects to their function or phsical characterkics.
5. C.ompare and contrast various attributes of objects
6. Use all classes of words correctly.

%pply conceptual knowledge in reacting teacher directions and compr'ehending
stories read to them.

8. State in correct sequence sentences. directions, or stories.
9. Speak and writ at a level 'commensurate with other children

cal age/grade placement.
C. Rationale of Distar Language

According to Engelman'', the most important -aspect of language is its use iii unending
observations of the environment. We use language to name objects and to talk about
their particular characteristics. Higher level observation .,o involves classif ing objects
according to common characteristics (concept building).
Distar Language 1 is designed to teach basic language concepts to children who hate
riot learned them without formal instruction. "The program is designed to take these
children, one step at a time, teaching them to use full statements in identifing
objects such as color, shape, relative size, and class name." The concepts taught are
those needed for logical thinking and for the child to understand ..:hat 1w is taught in
school.
Distar Language 11 consolidates and expands skills taught F,1 the first level. In addition.
Language II teaches children to analyze language and, use it to describe qualities awl
relationships observed in the world.
As shown in the sequence of content charts (T -(wher's Guide. Distar Language II,
pp. 74-77), the language concepts that are taiu.,/4 are ordinarily assigned to content
areas of arithmetic, science and social studies. Thus Distar II intends to enlarge not
only the `everyrIfy" language' of the children, but also to help thein incorporate the
more technical vocabulary of the content areas.

D. Materials Needed
Most of the material's needed can be_secured in the form of kits. They may be secured
from:

61

of meanie chrollolOgi-

Science-Research Associates, Inc.
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 6061)

The teacher kit consists of the following
Language I
Presentation Books A, B, C
Story Book
Teachf:r's Guide

materials: (Cost: $150.00 each kit)
Language II
Presentation Books A, B, C,,D, E
Story Book
Teacher's Guide

The student mater;.d, consist of the following:
Language II ($39.00)
180 TakeHomes

Language I (bao.00)
180 Take Hometolor-Books

E. Content Sequence of Distar 'Language
The following tables, Tables 3 - 8 (pages 66-67), were taken from the teacher's
guide and are used-with-permission of Science Research Associates, Inc. The content
and sequence are Outlined' in the tables.

F: General Procedures
1. Arrange children in groups. Slowest children in group of no more than 5, faster

children in groups of 5 - 10.
2. Follow tasks specified in programs.
3. Separate thinking operations from repetition of statements.
4. Require 100 percent involvement of all children in group beginning with first day

of instruction.

1;6
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TABLE 1.' Objects Used to Teach Parts in Distar Lan .13g, i I

Objcct Used initial
Presentation

cup 1

umbrella 1

match 1

pencil 2

hammer 2

hat 2

489 2

wagon 2

sandal 2

sled 3 '

arm 4
leg 4

hand 4

foot 4

pin 4
glasses 4

jacket 4

pot 5

our= 5
fish 6
tree 3

nail 6

book 7

coat 8
window 8

shirt 8

body 9

heed 9

torso 9

shoe 10

clock 10

bed 11

nose 12

0:%ject seri

TABLE 2. Materials Taught in Distar Language II

n ath
eye,

shr4e1
table

frI
C.41

boots-
sprion
k te
car

truck
inside of car
c tside of car
lamp
belt
char
al; plane

let .r plene

sailboat
rake
knife
toothbrush
telephone
glove

broom
pants
cabinet

igerator
garbage can

bicycle
staircase

closet

Presentation

X.

t2
12

14

13
13

14

14

14

15

16

16

18

18

18

18

18

19

19

2C

21

21

21

22
25
25
25
26

'26
26
27

30
32

Materiel Initial
Prestintation

wood 16

cloth 18

brick 20
paper 22

cardboard 23
metal 24 0

leather 25

concrete 32

glass 34

plastic 36

rubber 38

china 40



TABLE 3. 63 3-

Locatioiis Taught ' :). in Ude' I I
.11~111101..!1MOMMINAV

beAlt.!.,, p

ft): P.1

la. m

plt shop
ir;w. IC. of a
post.off ice

one. lot of a bus

2

3

.1

P,

passenger carof a train
movie theater 9
restaurant 9
bank 10

wn.:ery store 10

gar nye 11

repair shop 2
too 12

.

chirch
gas station

13

*Irma
shc.e store 14

- layground 16
hosp4a1 15

cleaners 16

17

hotel lobby' 18

kitchen 1ti
library 19
drugstore 20
bus station 21

in the water 21

fire station 22
sidewalk 22
say 23
bed 23
born 24
school 24
jungle 25

TABLE 4. Information Taught aboist the Calendar M Distar Language II

Information Initial
Presentation'

week = 7 days . 115
year = 12 months 125
month = 1 days] 129
year = 366 days 155
month a 4 weeks , 165
year - 52 weeks 171,



TABLE 5. Infurit) :t11 T0 c111 t t it tol !.1 At, 11. Pf tsl.;r 1,1

'Mt (IA lilt

ruler, yartistirl, ,c-i try ,r 1 a -1, r
foot, yard or Is used :J .fit 't"
foot 17 inches

.,ard - 3 feet lb imhe.
mile - unit used to rre1cti,41ent,'.1

... Irlit,ti
P. eset...ci

125

125

12(.:

130

'mile = 57e0 fret 4.

.

speedometer- instrument use , I

miles per hour units used to maasu.e speed 1 15

clock, watch in.tiiiments used to mrasur. 140

seconds, -ntnutes hours lints iced to ineasur; 14;
second smallest .11-,t wed to measure time 140

minute 00 second: 1.11

-mutes 142

day 2' hauls 1:!

thermocwter instrument user to p.4

tenlperK. lie - hot or cold something is
degrees units ..sed to measure Wnrwratilre
about 98 negrees - normal temperature of human Nody
212 degrees temperature at whith tvater turns to steal.)
32 degrees temperature at which water turns to ice'

II
it
151

lb'
150

159

TABLE 6. Occupations Taught in Distal- Lariguage II

Occupation Initial
Presentation

Occupation Initial
Presentation

librarian 123 cowboy 149

grocer 125 heavy equipment operator 150

mailman 12(5 scientist 151

construction worker 127 singer 152

butcher 128 deep-sea diver 153

.lumberjack 129 cook 154

coal miner 130 surveyor 155

plumber 132 carpenter 156

secretary 133 telephone operator 157

electrician 134 fireman 162

photographer 135

factory worker 137

dentist 139

policeman 140

veterinarian 141

taxi driviy 142
painter 143

mechanic 144

hairdresser 145

judge 146

truck driver 147

waitress 148
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TABLE 7. Subjects Taught in information Track, D'star Language i I

Subject

VISJAL PROPERTIES
transparent
opaque

translucent

ANIMALS
carniveroUs

(dug, eagle, fox, hawk, leopard, lion, owl,
shark, tiger, wolf)

herbivorous
(antelope, chipmunk, co*, deer, goat, gopher,
horse, kangaroo, rabbit, seep, squirrel, zebra)

omnivorous
(bear, coyote, man, musk at, pig, raccoon,
skunk) .

without backbone
(ant, beetle, butterfly, fly), mosquito,
octoput; spider, worm)

with backbone
mammals

(anteater', bat, bear, Ooy, camel, cat, chipmunk,
cow, deer, doq, elepttant, fox, giraffe,
hippopotamus, hod., kangaroo, lion, mole,
monkey, mountai goat, ;muse, pig, porpoise,
rabbit, rhinocero , seal,' sea otter, squirrel,
tiger, walrus, w le, zebr1)

reptiles 144

(alligator, cro ile iguana, lizard, sniko,
turtle)

fist, 147

(eel, gOldfi , sawfish, sea horse, shark,
stingreY)

amphibians 15e

(frog, puppy, salamander, toad)
birds 155

(canary chicken, duck, eagle, parrakeet,
pengui pheasant, robin)

...111141i

knitiel

Preientation

100
100

102

109

112

112

114

121

135

135
140

CALENDAR

TREES
deciduous

(apple, birch, cedar, cherry, maple, oak,
walnut, willow)

evergreen
(hemlock, holly, pine, redwood, spruce)

115

121

121

125

OCCUPATION 123

MEASUREMENT 125

SEASONS 129
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TABLE 3 Conten' and Location of Tests Dittar Larr I
.1141M. 1.111,70 *NB...MOM. IMF 101.1.410111.

Presentation Tet:t Conten Pereies
Book No. Peserit,: tion

A 1 Identity and Action St:tements 1

Identity and Action Statements 16
3 Polars 23
4 Prepositions and Polars "43
5 Linder and Next to 59
6 In front of and In back of 68
7 Between 80
8 Multiplf Attributes, Pronouns ., 104

9 Same 153
10 SameDifferent 173

E; 1 Action Statements 40
Categories 63

3 Plurals 70
Why 110

5 Verb Tense 140
6 Befor e--Af ter 164

C 1 Parts 2,)
2 Parts 53
3 Or 126

,..
TABLE 4. Prepositions Taught in Distar Language I, Book A

Preposition tnit al
Presentation

Over 20
On 34
In 38
Under 43

-: Next to 52

e In front of 55
In back of 64 "
Between 70

TABLE'5. i °las T iugni ,r. Distar

Polars Initial
Presentation

Long. short 35
Full, empty 37
Big, little 45
Loud. soft 49
Tall, short 52
Fat, skinny 55
Hot. cold 67
Smooth, rough 69

4

Str
Fast
Hee
Wet
Old.
Soft
Old,
Ugh

TABLE 6 Locations Taught in Dista

Location

4

Initial
Presentation

L

Sidewalk ' 146 Air
Shoe store 147 Swi
Cleaners 148 Bea
Living room 149 Post
Kitchen 150 Jun
Bedroom 151 Hos
Gas station '152 Zog
Grocery store 153 Gar
Clothing store 1154 Trai
Barbershop 155 The
City 156 Clin'
Schoolroom 157 Rest
Sky 158 Den
Forest 159 Libr
Fire station 160 Bus
Police station 161 Oce
Farm 162 Park
Barn 163

.
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abon of Tests?ir) Dclar !arr Lae I

Content
,.-41111,- .111! 401111, IINNI6111,1.

ies.

Pesent, him

and Action St:tements 1

and Action Statements 16
23

ions and Polars 43
d Next to 59

of and In back of 08

Attributes, Pronouns

Different

tatements
ies

80
104
153
173

40
63
70

110
se 140

-After 164

2.)
53

126

ght in Distar Language I, Book A

Initial
Presentation

29
34
38
43
52
55

70

TABLE 5. i ola's T ,ugh; .n Di ar Language I. Book A

Polars
Presentation

Long. short
Full, empty
Big. little
Loud soft

short.
. skinny

Hot, ce'd
Smooth. rou0

35 /
37

49
52
55
67
69

Polars
Nmait

mitia.
Presentation

Straight. crooked 74
Fast, slow 75
Heavy, light 78
Wet, dry . 81

Old. new 83
Soft. hard 86
Old. young 86
Light. dark 88

TABLE 6 Locations Taught in Distar Language 1,_B6ok A

Location Initial
Preset

ion . Initial
Presentation

.----- __

Sidewalk 146 Airport 164

Shoe store 147 Swimming Poo! t65
ClearEls 148 Beach 166

Liviiiii room 149 Post office 1t7
Kitchen 150 Jungle 1b8

Bedroom 151 Hospital 169

Gas station 152 Zoo 170

Grocery store 153 Garage 171

Clothing store 154 Train station 172

Barbershop 155 Theater 173

City 156 Clinic 174

Schoolroom 157 Restaurant 175

Sky \ 158 Dentist's office 176

Forest 159 Library 177

Fire station 160 Bus station 178

Police station 161 Ocean 179

Farm 162 Park i 180

Barn 163
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TABLE
41111b, C.:1:-.?(.0. les Tai.ct. in Di Ir

WIN
(3. :1,-- ,

MININI,
MIM.+

C-Ptenor
.A.M .

rola!
Oreseoitne

0.111 , -.FM, 0
::;* l Cc,

Vehicles 41 Matrh 16
Food 4 1 Snovei 1?
Containers 59 Cup 20Animals 71 Pencil 22
Esulichns 79 Hammer 24
Clothing 65 Hat 26Plant: 69 Purse 29Furniture 100 Wagon 32Tools 108 Egg 36Appliances 124 Sandal 39a

Pot '41
Table 45
Umbrella 49
Fish 52

-\Trcie- 54
\bill 56
Shoe 58
Body 60
Head 63
Turtle 63
Flower 65
Torso 68
Jacket 69
Arm 71
Glasses 74
Hand 75
Pin 77
Leg 79
Foot 81
Shirt 81
Nose 84

Pa ,
....MIM111

Win Jo
Mouth
Coat
Eye
Pants
Broom
Glove
Car
Rake
Dash
Knife
Win
Truck
Toothb
Jar
Belt
Chair
Lamp
Garba
Boot
Spoon
Cap fr

Cake
Clock
Cabinet
Refrige
Door
Closet
Stairca
Airplan



in Di ,
41. ....

:-.. Pi , r ,e,i, Bcci,...a - 11FOMMO 7-*i.
ritual

Preset-0.31,h
-t n`, '1

eset ta#

41 11/413ti-h 16 Mr Jow 85
41 Skive!' 1? Mouth as
59 Cup 20 Coat 88
71 Pencil 22 Eye 89
9 Hammer 24 Pants 91

65 Hat 26 Broom 94
69 Purse 29 Glove 97

100 Wagon 32 Car 98
108
124

Egg
Sandal

36 ,

39
Rake
Dashboard

101 ,--
104

Pot 41 Knife ' 104
Table 45 Windshield 107
Umbrella 49 Truck 108
Fish 52 Toothbrush 109
Trt'e 54 Jar 111
Nail 56 !Jett 112
Shoe 58 Chair 114
Body 60 Lamp 118
Head 63 Garbage Can 124
Turtle 63 Boot 127
Flower 65 Spoon 132
Torso 68 Cap 135
Jacket 69 Cake 141
Arm 71 Clock 143
Glasses 74 Cabinet 147
Hand 75 Refrigerator 151
Pin 77 Door 156
Leg 79 Closet 158
Foot 81 Staircase 161
Shirt 81 Airplane 166
Nose 84
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5. Reinforce children who are on 1,1.4.. Reward children who are being good.
6. Use group and individual arliVilie appropriatek group acikitie to icach con-

cepts, individual aeinities lo check progress of each child.
,. (;ire children response it.si-tance mil% where difficulty indicated.
B. I se indiyidual testing to determine whether children nerd (4 nurse to Ile \ I

kWl or be recycled regroup when necearN.
9. Use concepts taught in I)istar during other periods of instruction.

C. Informal Language Experienees
In addition to (he formal (raining given in the Di.hir Language program (he following
activities developed:
I. using concepts from Distar Language in given directions at other limes of (he ILIN .
2. discussing problems in room.
3. show and tell periods.
4. developing language-experience stories from filmstrips, content of social sludis

and science, and field trips.
5. listening to stories on records and tapes.
6. recording children's voices on tape to see how they sound.

11. Handwriting
A. Tertninal Behavior Sought

The child will be able to:-
1. Write cursively and match standards for letter formation, slant, alignment and

/ spacing in all written work.
2. Sit when writing with head, arm, and paper in proper alignment.

/ 3. Chbose the best handwriting from among several samples./ B. Rationale
Many of the children selected for the nongraded elasses,either wrote poorly or could
not write at all (not even their names). Inadequacy of handwriting is often, of course.
associated with inadequate visual-motor development.

. Seventy-two of the seventy-five children selected for the program had inadequate
visual-motor skills. The perceptual-motor curriculum -is obviously a supportive program
for the development of handwriting skills.
In addition, a program of instruction to teach handwriting skills was also needed. The
Handwriting With Write and See program developed by psychologist-B. F. Skinner was
selected because: .

I. It ran he used on an individual basis.
2. It provides an immediate feedback system by use of specially treated paper and

"magic" pens the child sees yellow when response incorrect and gray when
correct.

3. It incorporates procedures to produce terminal behaviors sought. The child is
taught correct letter formation, slant, and alignment first, then he is taught to
Match his performance to a standard model.

4. It provides for transition from manuscript to cursive writing.
C. Materials Needed

The materials needed for handwriting instruction may be secured from:
Lyons and Carnahan
407 East 25th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60616

The materials and their cost arc as follows:

Handwriting Book I
Unit Cost
S .60



I nit Cost
Teacher's Edition S 1.50
Handwriting Book 2 (Manuscript-Cm:kr)
Teacher' Edition I .50
Handwriting Book 3 ((:urive) .(i0
Teacher's Edition - 1.50
Handwriting Pell .30

I). Content And Sequence Of Instniction
(See Teacher's Guide)

E. General Procedures
I. Books and marking pens introduced to children and procedures for using

demonstrated.
Children are allowed to practice with materials (hiring regular handwriting time
and at other free times during day.

F. Informal Activities
In addition, thejlowing informal activities were incorporated into the ciirrieriltini:
I. Conying language-experience stories from blackboard.

Individual analysis by teacher of handwriting difficulties and further help gien.
3. Frequent demonstrations of correct sitting position

a. Right handed children sit with chairs at angle that allows whole right'
arm on desk, head is tilted to left. 'and paper on left-to-right slant. 4

b. Left banded children ,sit with chairs at angle that- allows whole left arm on
desk..head is tilted to right,%and paper is on a right-to-left slant.

G. Experience
,

The combination of Vie perceptual motor-curriculum and the Handwriting With Write
and See program did st-em effective in producing the terminal behaviors sought.

111. elling

A. Terminal Behavior Sought
Minimum Performance: The child will be able to write_ without error both in lists and
in context the 310 words ofihe notch lists.
Maximum Performance: The child will be able to write without error both in lists and
in context all the words contained in the adopted spelling series of the school from
grade where a child of chronological age would be placed.
Application Performance: In any written performance, the child will be able to spell'
correctly those words he has learned.

B. At this time no formal instructional program has been formulatecl. Because of the low -
levels of oral language and reading possessed by the children, selected for the non-
graded classes, it seethed better to concentrate on their development of language and
reading skills.
Distar Reading involves consistentinstruction in "strafing" sounds. Some incidental
learning of words occurs in copying stories from the blackboard. For more advanced
children, spelling lists from the adopted spelling series have been used.

Perceptual-Motor Curriculum

I. Introduction

Of the 75 children selected for the non-graded classes in Moriroe County. 73 children
indicated inadequate visual-motor development and mixed laterality. The aforestated con-
dition was found with high enough frequency that it appears to he a distinguishing

(



characteristic of learning disabled children no mailer %%hal the I. 9. is. 1 %ariet. of
auditory and speech disorders accompanied the 'ink ermil condition.

-The perceptual-mtor curriculum was developed on the a.umption that the :iccompan. ing
auditory and visual perception disorders were due primarik to the lark of -neurological
organization... The lack of -neurological organization" was demonstrated by the follow ing
characteristics: (I) inadequate' mobilit), patterns, (2) inadequate %isual pursuit ability . and
(3) mixed laterality. ,Another assiimption that was made was that improvement in neuro-
logical organization could be brought about In teaching child correct patterns of nun mew
and improving his visual pursuit abilities.
Therefore, the perceptual motor curriculum was developed in three phases - from baseline
exercises to im prose neurological organization to exercises designed to- improve fine motor
coordination and eye-hand coordination. The three phases were:
I. Mobility Pursuit Exercises ,

2. "Perceptual-Development" Exercises
3. "Kephart-Frostig" Exercises
When all three phases have been developed, one hour of time per day is needed for the
perceptual motor activities. A description of each phase follows:

Phase I

A. Terminal Behaviors: The child will be able to perform easily and without aid the
T following:

1. Move his limbs in an alternating fashion at any level of mobility.
2. Follow a moving object within his control by moving just his, eyes.
3, Follow a moving object outside his control with just his eyes.
4. Focus both eyes and see one object.

t. 5. t1;e right hand and right eye together for writing and drawing or use left hand'
and left eye together for writing and drawing.

6. Identify rightness and leftness -in the objective environment.
B. Materials Needed: None
t. Time Needed: 15 - 30 minutes a day
D. Space Needed: Open space 12 - 15 feet long
E. Activities for -Developing: Motility - Visual Pursuit Exercises (See attachment for com-

plete description)
The following is a daily schedule of the exercises listed in the order that they are -done:
1. Cross-pattern crawlingon stomach -6 times
2. Cross-pattern crawling on hatrd and knees - 10 times -

3. Cross-pattern walking - 10 times
4. Visual Pursuit with object held by child - 5 times each pattern
5. Visual Pursuit with objek held by teacher - 5 times each pattern

4
Description of Individual Exercises

Cross-pattern crawling on stomach: The child i. to ,lie flat on his stomach. Position the
child as follows: (See diagram below)
1. Right 6. ai stretched out in front.
2., Right leg stretched out behind.
3. Left leg is bent with toe of left foot arched to push again4 floor.
4. Left arm lies back across the left leg.
5. Head is turned to the left, faring the left side of the room.

Diagram 1
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The child then pushes with left toe and fool and pull. with Ilie.righl hand. -traighirning
out his body as he does. Then he shifts position as shown in diagram 2.
I. Left arm is stretched out front.
2.. Left leg is.sireirlied brhiud.
:t. Ilead is turned Inward right wall.
4. Right leg is bent with toe on right fool arrhed to push.
5. Right arm lies bark arm,. right leg.
The child ronlinues to -Jai and,nune until he has made Ilea required number of trip.

Diagram 2
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DIRECTIONS Ft tit N1INISTF:RING \Fl ROLOGIC
1111(; VNIZ TUN 'FEST

h Jame, I. Califf

Checking Pons

6 am

1. Crawling on StonL.11:

Ask the child to lie down on the floor on his stomach facing you.
'Then ask the child tai crawl. If he at tempts to get up on his hands and knees. ask him to get
back,on his stomach and crawl. ."

Possible Responses:_1 Child cannot move.
2 Child sticks 'out hands and arms,-pulls with hands or elbows and drags legs be-

hind him. (Homologous or no pattern)
3 Child bends elbow and leg on same side of body, moves, and then switches lo the

elbow and leg on the other side of the body. (Homolateral pattern)
_4 Child bends elbow and leg on opposite sides of body, moves. and then switches

to opposite elbow and leg. (Cross-pattern)

Checking Midbrain

1. Crawling on Hands and Knees (Creeping)

Ask the child to get up on his hands and knees and crawl, you may have to demonstrate for
some children. Have him repeat several times while you observe the movement of his hands

'and knees.

Possible Responses:_1 Child bunny hops across room. (Homologous pattern)
_2 Child moves left arm and left knee and then right arm and sight knee or vice-

versa

_3 Child moves right arm and left knee and then left arm and right knee of vice-
.

versa (Cross-pattern)
A mixture of the above two depending on the speed of movement.

II. Visual Pursuit:

Ask the child to stand up straight.
Tell him to extend the arm he uses for writing and make a fist of his hands.
Put pencil, point up, in clenched fist.
Cup your hand over the child's.
Tell him to keep Ads eyes on the end of the pencil while you move his hand. Tell him

;
to

move just the eyes and not the head.
Move the child's hand through the four planes as described for you in the exercise sheets.
Watch his eyes closely.
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Possible Responses:
I. Pass". Child can follow pencil without head intoement and without losing pencil

point. Eyes mow, smoothly in all tlirections.
Rough. Child can' follow pencil with mime head Imo emelt( and without losing
pencil point. One or both e es move haltingly and with some filen! .

Fail. Child mows head instead of eyes. Child loses target consistently. On cir-
cular movernent, one eye fails to make :360 degree turn. On diagonal mmement.
eye stair-steps down or does not move on diagonal line but seems to slip down.

III. Binocularity:

Requires use of Tests 1 - 4, 10 - 1 I on Telebinocular or equivalent vision tester. Most of
you will not have access to Telebinocular. You can observe. however, to see if child has an
eye that turns out or one that turns in. If either condition exists. binocularity is probabl
lacking.

Checking Cortex

I. Walking

Set up chairs on both ends of the room. Ask- the child to walk up -and down fi'e times.
stepping up on the chair as he reaches each end. Tell the child to walk as he usumlly does.
Watch to see if he moves the opposite arm and leg together., Also watch to see which foot
he uses for stepping up on chair.

Possible Responses:
1 Child does not swing arms but holds them priniprily in tilt balance role (No

pattern)
- 2 Child moves arm and leg on the same side of the body (Homolateral)

3 Child moves arm and leg on opposite sides of the body as he walks. Arms swing
in rhythm with leg mmemeias. (Cross-pattern)

11. Visual Pursuit:

Repeat the 4 tests as described in midbrain section. You stand about 6 feet from child,
hold the pencil in your outstretched arm-hand. Tell the child to follow the point of on the
pencil while you move it. Tell him to move just his eyes and not his head. Watch the eyes
closely as he attempts to follow. Performance is judged in the same manner as for midbrain
tests.

III. Depth Perception

This is checked by Test f Telebinocular or an equivalent vision tester.
.

Checking_ Laterality

(Cerebral Hemispheric Dominance)

1. Handedness

1. You will already have noted the hand'which the child uses for writing.
2. Have him throw the ball to you several times and note which hand he uses.

Nt..u_.!%



3. ,ask him which hand he uses when picking up fork to cat. gla to drink. brieli
cut with scissors.

II. Footless I

You will already lime determined foot used when stepping up.
Ask him to kick the hall to von sewn! times. Not" which foot he use' for kicking'
Ask him it' he ever uses he other foot and how well he does with it.

Evedness

There are three kinds of cedness: sighting. functional. awl controlling oseduess.
A. Test for Sighting F. e

1. Have child stand upright about six feet from you. Tell him to stick out his arm
and hand and sight down his finger at th pencil you hold. Demonstrate if
necessary. Tell him to keep both eves ope . When you think that the child has
his eye, finger; and pencil aligned, ask hi to close the eye he is not using. The
open eve is the sighting eve. (If the e Id closes both 'eyes, he is indicating a
neurological .difficulty.)

2. Give the child a tube. Tell him to,hol the tube in both hands. Tell him you are
going to hide the pencil behind voi back and when von bring it out, he is to
bring the tube to his eye and le through it at the pencil. Demonstrate if
necessary. Repeat the- pencil hiding-showing several times. Make sure it is held to
far right, far left, and in middle to see if he changes the sightig eye is the Pencil
position changes.

3. Give him a paper with a small hole in center. (The paper may be prepared by
folding it first in half, then folding the'; halves, and then tearing a small hole
directly at center of folds.)
Tell him to hold the paper in both,hands and at stomach height. Tell him you are
going to hide the pencil behind your back. Tell him when you bring it out that he
is to bring the hole in the paper all the way over to his eye and see if he can see
the pencil through the hole. Repeat penciPhidipg-showing several times. Make
sure it is held to far right, far left and in middle to see if Irf changes sighting eve
as the pencil position changes.

B. Testing for Functional Eye
Ask the child to sit dOwn at a desk as he usually does when he writes. Give him pen-,
cil and paper and ask write this sentence: My name is

Possible Responses:_1 Right-eye, right-hand work together. child will place paper on a diagonal
from left to right. Head will he 1/2 arm's length from paper. Head will tilt
slightly to left. Body ,will be at an angle 15 - 30 degrees to table.
Left-eye, right-hand work together. Child turns paper sideways or is placed
to far right. Head either goes in %cry close to paper or tilts to right instead
of left. Child will sit at 90 degree angle to table. N in name is usually
capitalized. Sentence curves upward or downward on unlined paper. Pencil
will be gripped very tightly; hand sometimes curves around like smile left-
handed youngsters write.

3 Mixed - Child chibits some of traits in both 1 R 2 abov e.

ti
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. .1. \ 1 I 1 i i Ia,I.Vil-Ilalill. Wit -VW wort. Together. Child will place paper on diagonal frifin
eight to left. Itemd will be about IP! itrin' length from paper and, tilled lo
right. Roil% will be at 15 - 30 degree angle to laid-.

1 Rights -eye. left -hand work together. Child places paper on far left or" Iiiro-
it sidewas. Head either goes in %ell close 19 parr or tills to left. %%riling
curves iiiward or downward on unlined pi per.

6 %liked - Child exhibits sonic of traits in both 4 & 5. ,
C. Testing for Controlling Eye . ,

This is usually determined IA whieheier is best ex e on,Te-is 5.6.13.14 of Telebino-
eular. It can also be estimated by determining which is Ihi better (le on the !.. ,elleil
Chart Test. ..---

r
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\1st:11 HE \DING CENTER

2\-elirological Organizati, Test
Individual Record Sheri

\,

D mDr. Jam I. ( :cliff

Directions: This is an individual record sheet for each' child administered the neurological
organization test. It follows the organization for testing given in the accompanying Directions
for Administerinh " Neurological Organization Test.

I. Checking Pons: (Circle appropriate number ord to ;ndicate results)
1. Crawling on Stomach Inadequate Sat isfactorx

I 2 3 4
B. Simultaneous Vision Failed I Retest Satisfacton

(Test I -Telebinocidar)

II. Checking Midbraii.
A. Crawling on Hands & Knees Inadequate Satisfactory

4
B. Visual Pursuit Pass Rough Fail

(Check appropriate blank)
I. Vertical
2. Ho:;zontal
3. Circular
4. Diagonal

C. Binocularity Pass Rough Fail
(Use Telebitioclar)
Farp pint
2. Vertical Posture
3. Lateral Posture
4. Fusion
Nearpoint
10. Lateral Posture
11. Fusion

III. Checking Cortex
A. Walking Inadequate Satisfactory

I 2 :3

B. Visual Pursuit Pass 1 ouch Fail
11. Verti(al r
12. Horizontal
3. Circular
4. Diagonal

C. Depth Pei.ception Pass Fail
(Telebim;cular)

IV. Checking, Laterality
A. Handedness
B. Footedness

Right

Retest

Left Mixed



C. EN rilne.s Right NliNed

I. Sighting EN r
a.' Pointing w ith finger
h. Through 11111e

r. Through hole
2. Functional Eve
3. Controlling EN e

a. Farpoini
h. Nearpoint

Summarizing Results:
I. Mobility was

77

2. Visual Pursuit Ability was

3. Visual Difficulties Noted were

4. Child (is. is not) neurologically organized.

Using Results:
Prescribe exercises if:
I. Inadequate mobility at midbrain and/or cortex was noted. 1,

Two or more or visual pursuit tests of midbrain and/or cortical le%els noted.

3. Binocularity was lacking (failing fusion test plus failing tests 2. 3. or I I ).
Nlixed laterality was noted. (Disregard 'mixed controlling eye if all other tests are
sat isfactory .)



NISCW RE DING CENTER

..xercises Improw Neurological Organization

The following is our schedule Of exercises, designed lo, Dr. Carl Dela-cato, to improve the
physiological readiness of your child fur reading. The mobil' %, patterns and visual purui
patterns reinforce each (oho. Both are necessary parts of Ow exercise pn,grain. If ou are not
prepared to continue the program for at least a six-m(4110i perOol read no further.

Pita-. I

The -me spent with tilt. exercises should be approximately I.i - 20 min. The exereke spare
should be from 12 to 15 feet long.

First: Cross-pattern crawling on stomach. times.
,Second: Cross-pattern crawling on hands and knees.
Third: Cross-pattern walking. times.

I line..

Fourth: Visual Pursuits - While child holds object in his hand.
Fifth: Visual Pursuits - While someone else holds object to' be followed.

Description of Individual Exercises:

A. Cross-pattern crawling on stomach: The child is to lay flat on"his stomach. Position the
child as follows: (See diaramAielo v). 6
a. Right anti stretched otifin front.
1). Right leg stretched out behind.
c. Left leg is bent with 10e of left .12t, L e3

foot arched to push against floor.,
d. Left arm lies back across the left

leg.
e. Head is turned to the left. faring

the left side of tile room. DIAGRAN 1
Pcs

B. ,The child then pushes with left toe and fool and pulls with the right hand, str4ghtening
out his 'body as he does. Then he shifts po. :tions as shown in Diagram 2.
a. Left arm is stretched out front.
b. Left leg is stretched out behind.
c. Head is turned toward right wall. IC
d. Right leg is bent with toe on right

foot arched to push. Vie
e. Right arm lies back across right leg. PIAGnAM 2
The child continues to shift and move until he has made the required number of trips. Let

C. Cross:pattern crawling on It, nds and knees: The child i4 to get up on his hands and knees.
If right-handed, position him '-' :ollown: (If left-fianded,ymerse position) See Diagram 3.
a. Right hand is Toward v .o fingers together, hands flat and pointed straight ahead:
b. Right knee is slightly behind the left knee.
e. Right foot-extends backwards with top of foot and toes flat on the floor.
d. Left kneeis forward.
e. Left hand is placed directly in front of and touching left knee, fingers together and

hand pointed straight ahead.
f. Left foot extends backward with tip of foot and toes flat on the floor. (Do not let



Chi hr. toes curl under).
g. 'lead is turned slightly that child can sight oil (lie hand up front.

DIAL RAM 1 TAgRAm

After the child is positioned properl, he then niuches sides by moving the left ha d and
right knee at the same time and turning his head to look at the new hand op front. (See
Diagram 4). He continues the "suite!, -ides" until he has made the requin :I trips op and
down the exercise space.
During the first weeks of the program, the child snould he carefull) -upervised by on.

Watch for the following things:
a. _ Hands are kept flat and pointed straight ahead. Fingers are tepi together.
b. The opposite hand and knee are moved each time.
c. The knees are lifted and feet are left! in contact with the floor.
d. The child watches the hand up fror6 and turns head in unison with the hand and knee

movement.
When child can remember to do all t'le above things while moving, he has mastered the

exercises. Practice at the mastery lfvel produces the most improvement in neurological'

organization.

D. Cross-pattern wal The child is in the standing position for' this movement. To begin
the exercise. po non him as follows if he is right-handed, reverse if he is left-handed. (See

Diagram 5).
a. Right foot is forward, turned slightly outward:
b. Left hand is extended in front of child with index finger pointing straight flown and

rest of fingers folded under.
e. Child turns head slightly, bends head slightly and sights down finger at big toe of

right foot.
d. Left foot remains behind right, pointed straight ahead. -

l/e. Left arm extends straight down and out to the side with index finger extended idul
other fingers folded under. (Do not let child put hand behind his back.)

The child then shifts sides by moving left foot forward in unison with the right arm and

and hand and the head turns to sight flown the finger at the big toe oh the left foot.
(See Diagram 6).
The child continues to "shill ,ides" until ne has mined the required number of limes up
and down the exercise space. The speed of movement may be varied but a steady rhythm

should be maintained. It is most important that you carefully supervise the first weeks of
the exercise program. Make sure he does the following things:

tv
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VIRAM AGFAM 5

a. Legs must not cross but move forward in parallel lines.
.b. Right coot turns slightly outward, left foot gne,-: .straight ahead: (Reverse is true' for

deft -tended child.)
c. Nlake certain that child rotates his head, neck, and eves toward forward hand with

each step.

4

F. Visual Pursuit While Child Holds Object: This set a exercises is the follow-through for the
crawling on the hands and knees mobility exercise. Position .:re child as follows:
a. Child stands upright away from wall or supporting objeVtr
b. Heels should touch. with feet turned slightly outward. /
c; Child holds object for pursuit firmly enclosed in his writing hand with arm fully

outstretched.
d. You cup your hand Jner his.
e. Tell him to watch a point on the object while you move his hand.
f. Tell him to move just his eves and not his head.
g. Move hid hand through each of the following planes:
Vertical: Start with the object at nose height and direett in front of the nose. Move object
as far upward as eve will go. %low the object hack to the nose and :412g, Move object as far's,
downward as his eves will travel and then back up to the nose and awl (See I)iagram,7).

Repeat movenient 5 times.

NOS% I

a

DT Ar;RAM 7
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11(111/1)111.11: 'brit %%1111 object 11111.'11% III 111)111 III 110 -e. \LI' oilillt 1 ,I- t.11 loo Ilic 11011 ,I..

t%('. gill 1111)e .1111'%%,1% `. coming kirk ion straight lute to no -e and -lop. \lo oltit I .1- 1.11

In the left as the e%es will mow sttlewa%%. coming back In nose and stop. (Sec Iatoatit It)
Repeal imminent .p limes. 1 1 (.111111 i. Right / L.Pftt
left-handed, make sure he holds the object ..., 4(...,-----> Nose 4(L...g.--...)1,
in left hand and mines heist" first in
exercises 2.3. I. '..''.: .-,' ,

(:ircular: Iteg,ilt at nose. \low object-hand tip and offer to the right. o I III I i I tiling I he in%.
inen I% until % nit lid% r Malik a virile iw limes \lake the circle go as tar and as fir down
;I.,. the (.%O.... will Irawl. 1 Hu do tint 11;14 lo slop once %on have Itegiiii. (See Diaur.iiii 9).-

Diagonal: Ilegui al the nose. Nlow objerl-hand to right in straight line horlionlal
mowinill. Then bring object -baud on a diagonal across ckst to left pocket. Then mow
object-timid on a diagonal across the chest to left shoulder. (*Animal. mownients Ike lime-.
(See I)iagrain

Right

1

oft ,

Shou.Latr

r:? ;

O

\ usual Pursnil %% bile lou l hold The Object to he Pursued:
exereies are the follow -through on crospattern walking. - -

The 061(1 stan upright. head perpendicular to shoulders, heels together with toes turned
outward. and arms down It% his side.
Non -land during the first week at a distance of 8 feel with object em lose(' if t your fist and
:KM stretched outward.
Tell the child to follow some point on the object with his eyes and not his hea\d.
Xs explained in I.. repeal mmements throng!) the four planes. Each movemeXn i. (10111 five

Each week nutve in a little closer until Non have reached a point of 2 feel from the nose.
Ito Not move closer than 2 feel.
Things to watch for in 1 isnal Pursuit Exereise..:
a. ake me his head (loe not till sideways bid is held perpendicular to the shoulders.
h. On the wrlieal pun nits. the object should remain in the middle of the face. Displace

merit to the right or left will rat-e improper movement of the eve.
r. \hove object at moderate speed. If child lows object, stop and lel him rat tip with

it. Do nut let him lag behind or gel ahead of the object.
d. If he has trouble keeping his head gill. let iint use the all for support for a week.

then move him au av from the wall.
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1. Try to have a consistent time for doing the exercises. If done right before bedtime: the
exercises may wake the child up.
No child is to old to be read to. You might have the child select a book he 1% mild
like for you to read to him while he is doing his mobility pattern..

3. For the first two months. the exercises should be, done seven day s a week. fter that
time. the week -end exercises can be suspended when,other activities interfere. In the
summer. two sessions a day will help speed up the proves..

4. 'steep stressing to the child the necessity for doing the exercise. well. Practice at the
mastery level achieves the results we are seeking.

5. Teach the child to correct his own performance by asking him what he is doing %%nog:
if he'is making'a mistake. Never spank the child for not wantingfo do the exervi.e..

General Procedures

I. Children were taught exercises one at a time, covering a 3 -week period.
3. Teacher aide worked individually with children who had difficulty.
3. After 3 weeks, entire sequence of exercises were' maintained five days a week.
4. Teacher and aide wore slacks in order to redemonstrate mobility patterns to individual

children.
5. Teacher used counters and blackboard marking system to help children keep up with

number of times each exercise had been done.
6. Children were seheduledin_two groups, one goup worked on other phase of percep-

tual- motor curriculum while one group did mobility-visual pursuit exercise. Children
were grouped according to ability.

Phase II

A. Terminal Behayiors: The child will be able to perform easily, and without aid of the follow-
ing behaviors.
I. Walk a 2-inch walking board forwards; sideways and backwards without losing his

balance.
* Walk a 2-inch walking board with object balanced on head and eyes focused on a far-

point target.
3. Touch with his finger a swinging ball at the same juncture each time.
4. , Maintain his balance on two types of balance boards for a period of one-half minute

while playing beati-bag catch.
B. Materials Needed: Cost

Two Minimum Motor-Perception DeYelopment Sets $116.00
Two 6' Trampoline Boards
Two SYspendable Balls
Six Bean Bags
Two Visual-Motor Control Sticks
Two Walking Boards
Tw Walking Beams with Supports
Two Rocking Hoards
Two Balance Boards
No. IWO No. 11A Handbooks

%Aired From: Perceptual Development Associates, Inc.
P. 0. Box 936
La Porte, Texas 77571
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(:. General

e,iher demon.trateil aelnilie% fur emit of t pe. ul iletRitie ludic dime ills
ilii equipment. The hillov ing min itie were imokeil:

11 I 11alking Board cto
:27 :lumping Ito-ard

K!. 18 llorking mid lkiliool
22 Bean Rag \cliilie
42 Sulietidahl). Ball 1rlbiliw.

..nloirell were alko II lo prarlire the alio ilia, maid 11111 had iii.e.lered, 1114.'I I

were giwil work card. (-I 6) will, Ole peek bit

3. The learin.r and the teacher aide checked- each child. If IU' performed die arthii
%%OHM error three limes traiglit.- I %%a.- allowed 111 elleCk Ihr eerei.r /W.

I. The leacher kept .1 record of pro earl, (See Table 8, page 81).
i. 1fler all actiilies were compleled. the children contimwd periodic priienee I0

lain Ain,.

Phase III

1. Terminal Beim SI tight:
The rhild will be al) II) perform ea c-ilv and hill10111 Aid 1114' following rum -r
I. ,(:ruse the midlimb of In- body I, .-witchiug ev hand control in bilateral la-k,.

Maki) rh%Item. liv producing, same rhythm he !ward.
3. Trace be! weer) 2 line. without touching either line.
I. Trave met line %%ilim( getting off line.
5. Diqingnish foreground objects within maze of background (link.
6. Her oguize any geometric form regardless of size or placement within an envirotrme t.

. \latch without error likeobjerb.. geometric forms. letter. words. and niiirdwrs.-
B. /raw designs IF at -nialch a Mandan' design (bat is kepi in Wm,.
V. tonvert visual Memory geometric forms lo free-hand drawing of form.

13. Materials Needed: Cosi
The Slow I,earner Newell Kephart S 8.00
Frostig, 1 Perception Evereise:-

a. :559 ditto:-heel.
h. Manual of Instrunlion 98.00

Secure From: Follell PubliIiing Company
1010 11. 11ashingt 'Blvd.
Chirago. Illinok 60607

(:. ( ieneral Ptheeditres:
I. Inuorporate as part of I houra-day program by having tearb4 aide work with one

group while other group works on phase I AK II exerises.
Use blackboard exercises from Slow Learner ()we pp. 161-215) mild master'.
a. Clock (;ante
i). Circle Drawing
c. Geomeiric Form Templatr

:t. tse FriEslig exerekes in order presurilk d on programming sheet included with ditto
Inasfrrs.

.1). 1...x1)1.14'1w). 11 ill, Perceptual - 'tutor Curriculum In Title III F.!; EA Projert 111)nroe (*.ninth
Terminal Itcluoinrs, were arbiewil. Noticeable improvements in handwriting \kiwi 1 miet ion-
ing and physical de\ elopment were roiled.

\



NAME

.

SUSF.

BALL

..

'WALKING
BOARD

ABLE

BALANCE
& ROCKING B.

.

JUMPING
BOARD

.

. Bz

is..t,

Wayne Alien 1-12 1-13
.

1-12 1-11

Phillip Dean 1-12 17:18 1-12 1-9 ,

Robert Hacker 1-12 1-21 1-10 1 -9

Donald Jones 1-12 1-20 1-42 1 -9

Donald Langston 1-12 1-16
.

1-12 1-11

Johnny Ross
I

1-12 1-18 1-12 1-11

Gary Ruth 14, 12 1-18 1-6 1-5

Johnny Stoddard
.

1-8, 12 1-12 .

.

1-10 1-8

Jerry West 1-9, 12 1-18 1-12 1 -1)

Ricky West ..

Jim Willis

1-8, 12 1-18

1-8, 9 , 12 1-21

1-12

1-6 1-5



e

gUSP.

BALT
WALKING
BOARD

BALANCE .

£ ROCKING P.
JUMPING
BOARD

HEM. BAG

1-12 1-28 1-1r 1 -11 1-5

`1-12 s' 1-18 1-12 1-9

1-12 1-10 1-9 1-5

1-12 1-20 1-12 1-9

1-12 1-16 .1-12 1-11 5

1-12 1-18 1-12 1-11

1-9, 12 i" 1-18 1-6 1-5

1-8,.12 '1-12 1-10 1-8

1-9, 12 1-18 1-12 1-11

1-8, 12 1-18 1 -12 1-11

1-80, 12 1-21 1-6 1-5
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- Personnel Training
Even though the instructional specialists arc certified special education teachers the
nature of the experimental instructional program required additional training. Thus .instructional received initial training during the summer (1969) prcreeing
the operational date (September, 1969) of the program.
The addition and replacement of staff indicated a need for additional staff training._
Project consultants were convinced that the train* w c.dd be relevant if the trainers
could practice newly learned skills with the pupils they would be instructing. T:le need
for an extended school sear for the project pupils influenced the decision to provide
instruction for six weeks during the summer. 1 copy of the training 'schedule for the ,

summer of 1970 is shown onipagc 117.
3. Monitoring Performance

The experimental design of/ the curriculum focused on the development of a highly
structured instructional kogram. Monitoring of the performance of instructional
specialists and, instructional aides was deemed critical to the success of the project.
Consultants, the project director. and the instruction supervi4or provided monitoring
services, through regular /on-site visits, individual etiliferences and staff development
meetings. Monitoring waS also'provided through The summer in-service workshops. 1
vital monitoring service was provided by the on-site visitations of the Title III FA alum-
tu' Committee and dm Title III Supervisor of the State Department of Education.

B. The Children
1. Referral

Children considered as prospects for project classeS were refered by regular classroom
teachers and school rincipals.

4 Screening

111 children refers d Were screened by project consultants and project teachers using:
a. keystone % i nal Survey Test
b. Goodenou Intelligence Test
c. Perceptual Motor evaluation

Slosson I .dividual Intelligence Test
e. Distar R /ading Placement Test
f. Silvana Reading Test
g. SORT/Word Recognition Test
h. Personal data sheet
i. T'eacher's narrative

3. Selection
Children identified as prospects for project classes by the screening procedures were
given 4/n additional diagnostic evaluation by (a) the medical consultant, Dr. Marion
Godbil,, Director of the Monroe County Health Department, (h) the project psycholo-
gists!Dr. fames Wilson and James Woolington of Mississippi State University, (c) the
spee h and hearing consultant, Dr. Elizabeth Hawk of Mississippi State College for,
Wo en.
a. Diagnostic Instruments

(I) 'Psychological evaluation
(a) Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
(h) Bender-Gestalt
(c) Wechsler Intelligence kale for Children

(2) Medics evaluation - omplete physical examination
/ (3) Speech and Hearing evaluation

(?) Audiological examination
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In licracii III Project

The cliiN.,% in and \berth
project. F.xperienced h.:tellers and
from 8:30 a.m. In 11::10 h

leachers will (dewily and assist in
The aft(rtioon in-serice training .Ml
project will b( (ondticied (roil( I

required to attend Ole in-ser%ice Ir

117

ti will offer a iiitiiinr program for all pupil- enrolled in the
Mies will elniduci the summer classr \bifida% rrid.n
ginning June 15. 1970. and eliding 7. 1970.. \(w
these classes in Ole nn / ning.

, , ,:ion I'u III% learners atm learners now cmpl(ned in the
p.m. to -I p.m. approMiiiiek . Teaching aide. will IAD, I le

Irving ,e!'!i ntr.

June 15-19
Topics: Ihslar fur new leachers an( fur currently emplmed b.achers. Diagnoic procedures
(Iteurologh.al orgamizalimr. Telebinoc tlar. etc.) will he (aught for new teacher-.
Instructors: Diagnoslit. Procedure' - Califf. SR Diia Conullan

mime 2'24)
Topics: Social studies programming ft r new anti--currently cmplmed 14achers Our 11orking

la

%% ()rid Stience Research Nssociales.
Instructor: SRA Consultant

Junt. 29 -July
Topics: \lath programming.
leacher -- also to be included, math game and puzzle emit:Innen(
Instructor: Dr. thin(

Cuiseriiiire strittional 6il new anti currenth emplo%ed

July 6-1(1
Topics: lielia%ior modification rationale ml tetImi(pies. unit planning, model fur individual
insiriirtion for new and (lirrenily einpthy .(1 leacher.*
Instructor: \Irs. EselNii Calif(

Jul) 1:i-31

Topics: %A \' Science programming fur new

Topic: Ser(.(ting of new pupils by 'leachers

I
/4

and currently employed frachers..(3tweeks)

'1



(1)- %ritcillation lest' ,'

(c) Therapy plan
h. Classification kevording to ,Primary Handicap

Teacher

..

Emotionally
Distur4ed

grain
Iniured EMR

Young 1 1 7 i:

Jernigan 0 '.: 1' 8

Moak 0' 0 6

Bourlarid 0, 0 6'

Waldrop 0 0 ... $

Frye 0 0 8

1 2 38 ,/
.00

/C. The Parents
1. Parental Approval of Place tit

form "Request for Mac mil of Piipils'in the Esxperimenial Non-Graded Class" wi.;
signed by parents as a (1'1 irement for chiblien to he as,sigmql to a project class. arent..-
were given the oppprin ly lu approve or digapproye placement only after interpreta-
tion of results of the omineheitske diagnostic ruination and interpretation of the
project model. .

Cerebral Hearing
L.D. Palsied Impaired Handicapped

9

0 1-

0q 0

0

0

. (1

1

)

Interpretation of the Project
Rtstilts of the comprehensive.diagnosiir evaluation was communicated to/parents by
inAructional specialisistind/or pruject Iton'sullants. Interpretation of the project was
made to parents in small group nieclin/s. \dditional interpretation of the projeri was
done bN the social workers.

3. Reporting Pupil Progress'
Soon after the projri1 .becamOoperatunial it was quite evident that the traditional,
reporting systems used by paracipaling schools were not consistent with the objectives
of project. -Project consult:iris and instruetional ecialis!s devised a simrle
reporting procedure. Specific skills mastered by each pupil were reported in behavioral
terms at the regular six week reporting period. For example, lohn can add two digit
numbers invoking regrouping."
Standardized achievement tests administered' as part of the school... regular Nesting
programs were administered to further assess -school achievement.
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Objeeti%es of ;:ociall \\ urk rr ices
a. Pro%ide 811% rnci.d .!erues necessar% to better enable the child to benefit

from the educational program prodded.
b. 1ssist in locating and referring children with !valuing 'Holden's to the Title III

Consultants for screening.
e. To interpret the Title III Progsain to parents and commiiiiit%

:1. 1 is. 4); services pro%ided ls social workers to 'rifle III project
a. ;erne as a liaison between sulimil and parents.
b. Interpret child's problems to parents and assist them in dealing w gth said problem.
c. \crept referrals of mi.dical needs from teachers fir principal and utilize communi-

ty resources in melting these needs.
d. Interpret specific medical problems to parrots and request their cooperation to

help cam ont preseri bed treatment.
e. Follow-up on ehild who is absent two (la% and ascertain reason for his or her

ilsence from school.
f. (ii%e famil% planning ser%ice if needed.
g. Ser%e as member of ri)ject team.
h. Interpret child's home cmironment to the headier to create a better under-

standing of child's needs.
i. (:omplete confidential case histor% of each child.

with parents techniques of Beliaioi Nlodiiralion 11,4.(1 b leacher. ;to
classroom. lielp and encourage parents to use these same terliniqiies in the home.

-I. Procedures used by Social 11orkers in Delien of SerNiees
Social work ser%ices are proided through home. %isits. consultation with teachers.
principals. medical personnel and project consultants. 1ppointments are arranged and
tramportation priwied to meet earl' child's medical need:..
111 added procedure is %kiting the home to determine parents' ability to pies fur

needed medical attention. If parents are unable to finance medical needs other finan-
cial resources are sought.

3. liecord Keeping Procedures (.(1 11 Social 11orker
a. Case record is opened on each family with child in project.
b. Na,.ratie recordings and other correspondence is dime on all action carried out

I), social %sorker. Copies are routed to project director and pr-11160 and original
remains in permanent record.

6. Social Serb ices Prmided Throng"' 2 - 01 71

No. of tinge.. Home Total Contact% (*.ciitact Contacts
p.erire prodded isits in Person \lad Phone

1063 132 810 98 ''13

Social 11orker's FAiduation of 1 aim% gf am. of Project Sorial Senices to Pupils.
a. Social. Because of casework senices provided. the Oupils will better be able to

declop relationships with their parents. teachers. and peers. For eample. when
anti-social behmior is lessened. the tendenc% to be rejected is lessened.

b. P:-A, chological, Child's self-image is strengthened as a result of project social ser-
ice. This is mainly done through interpretation of child's problems and projerC

program to parents thus helping them to deelop a new attitude toward their
child.

c. 1cademic. By helping alle%iate. stress in the home mid physical make-up. child is
better able to profit aeademi ldk.
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III

11. Plii,-idl. II 141)111%111g health problems that ollierw-c ini:lit be ocilookcil. and
4)1)taii1111g needed medical attention.

Sou idl \\ urger. l'Adluation of \ dines. it diii,. 4)1 Ploicei sere I1 c In ( 1111111 \\111.111'

Ihrtir11111.111

tl. 114.111 jgrilll Illelilik ftiiiiille' %%In, nerd 4.11\11.1. III deptilliliViit butt 1111111%% Ise

%%Mild lil 11,1c come to Ilie-drihirtnicill' attention.
I). Helps We conimuniti, and school per-4)inicl bc, 4)1114 moic dw die of the -,1 \ II "

111-11 ,lied Ii Ilie tigeinl .

(.. SOritil %11Irkri... enire IPtirli more fatiliilie.` 111: a %%WI 1.111:41' Of 114 ollO1111r IC\ 11-.
Soria' \\ Orker. FAhla11011 Of \ aloe. if am. of holed Social :',IT \ Ill'. II) hilliii
...41104)1.

a. EdrIv identification and referral of children with problem-. This i a 111119111\11'
1, pe 1'a.+1'%1Ork. .

I. Social workers' relationship with the school creates a better image of Famil and
Clilltbrils Sen,irt.,; to atome associated with the school.

a
4, !HIPs the school interpret social workers' sillier to the rommiiiiiii,.

It). Social 11 orker's Ilecommendations for imprmed Project 'octal Seri ice..
,I. \ I. al coordinator responsible for the smooth operation of the total limit., I.

'This person could imprine communication among project staff and ai,oi41 the
lime loss, in getting approi,a1 for certain eri,ice.

lo. Nlore classes are needed in order to meet the need- of the count% . Since llii-
project has been established. the department (Public 1\ elfare Department) ha-
had i different request4 to place children with learning problems in \tinnily
(14)unh Foster [tomes so that they would have the advantage of the Title III (Ails-.

c. Social worker spend flinch alliable time transporting children to doctor; and
unethical comple%es for diagnosis or treatment. If a transportation person were
included to fill this need. other casework services could be prosided to Title Ill
families. For eample. in cases where teacher-1 are using Behavior Modification
in the classroom. it is...1)egt to train parents to follow through with the same
pattern in the home. NIncli time is required in providing this serice.

d. Social worker seri,ices could be carried out better to Title III children if more
funds were mailable to meet medical needs.

(1. P-veliologiral Consultant's F.alitation of Title III Project - Monroe Count%
The writer's evaluation of the psychological semees of the Monroe Coinitv Title III
Project are written from the iiewpoint of a psychologist. However, when determining the
aloe of psi,chological scri,ices rendered in the project it k difficult to determine what

aspect- of the project haw been directh influenced by, psychological services. It is the
welter's belief that the children enrolled in the project hair been affected. p- ehologicallv.
1)N the total program of which psv etiological -:erices are onk a part.
The major psvehologiral service rendered in the Monroe (:ountv Title III Project has been
its\ etiological test administration

with
interpretation. Conmillation services lime been pro

titled to teachers in etinjimetion with psctiological test interpretation.
The windier of psv etiological tests which have been administered are presented in Table I.
(See page 92.)
Consultation with barbers in the project probalv accounted for three dai,s in each sear of
the pr+et . 1 909. I 970. and I 97 1 .

The learners enrolled in the special program of the Monroe County. Title Ill Project, liar
undergone poiliw changes in socialization. \t the beginning of the project mum% of the
participants were In,. timid. and somewhat withdrawn. The% were content, or preferred.
lo be a part of larger groups. 1\ hen placed in one to one encounters with teachers and other

Ri



Year

TABLE I

Tests Administered

Wech!ller Intel-

ligence Scale
for children

Illinoin o1

Psycho' ingu t

Abilities
MO tC'r

1969

1970

1.971

31

2:)

32

37

brJ ed

129 134

prole.enal personnel, !mint seemed 10 fret .ociallt inadequate and incompetent. The
at aided pulling their arademic and .ocial .kills on ili.plat in front of their peer..
Pasitite cliang,e, look place in .ocial and p.vchalogical detclopment a. the childrei. in the
project began to acquire academic .kill-. the acceptance of the children by leacher.
and project per-oimel cemed to cause the children to feel noire .erur: thereby eau -ing an
incream. in (heir %Illingne entiar forth in social .ilualion, with peers and project
per.onnel.
PA chat( )gica lk IllalIN Of the learners demonqrated po-ilite growth a- (het rantimied in
the project. Same of the p- rhological change. (downed are related 10 -mild and academie
change. One of the major value. of the project from a psvehological paint of %lett
improvement of sell e incept. The differential effect. of increased academic achipt ement
and p.trIndogical ..nice. upon po.ilit e changes in .elf-cmicept are impo--ible to
Change, in the academic achietement static. of the learner, in the prajel are niare readily
inca.ured than social and p.vehological change.. The academic sertiee. hate been the major
-.mice rendered.. and therefore. probably hate been of mare tattle to the project than an
other singular .mire. However, since p cludogical and -ocial avert- are intricatelt
related 10 academic ertice, the wider feel that the tattle of the three .ert ices must he
collectit elt conidered.
The tattle of pvdialogical sertice (o the school can be assessed only to the degree that
school personnel hate utilized the senico a, determined Irt their behavior in relation to
pupil in the chotil. I feel that Mall% teacher and admini.trator hate became more aware
of the pwhological need. of pipits a, a result of talking with %arum. project per.onnel.
especiallt the project classroom teacher.. Some drool adminktrators hate .ought to find
help for under.tanding the behavior of pupil nal enrolled in the project. 1:A01(111v. Ilie-e
person. haw perecit ed the p. chologiral .ert ice. a, being of atme la learner. enrolled in
the special project.
I feel that .11111r of the leacher, in the chaal, have a more poilite regard far im dialogical
and other -ertice- of the project a a reiill of the alleviation and remedialion of %anion.
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:i. The project prmille. comprt diagno-i- and correction in the -c
a. medical
b. ps etiological
c. perceptual-motor
d. speech
e. educational
f. audio

-1. Screening i. recommended upon referral x cla4..room teacher. Mo.! of the -Iiident-
hate had a %ear' experience in regular clasruoia.

5. To obtain parental apprmal. the school au application blank %%itli

for conference. if de -fired. Staff member. of the' project are ivailahle. if needed. for
further explanatiin.

6. Evaluation of ardent progress:
a. Social liehmior continues to be a problem.
b. Psychological - Self roneept has altered for some. Tend tins ard desire for achiec-

'tient
`c. kcademie Special curriculum and "mall enrollment tend Imsad greater

academic progress. Contintiou. testing 114m marked iinpro fluent.
-II. Plus - Deficieticier have been corrected._

Ale to the school Most children %silo zbmsed .o little progress are being reached

H.

(nercrowded conditions in oine of the other eta...rooms.
I think the project could he greath imprmed In extending the age group.

I think the project has been of great %aim. to the children in it. It ha. also relie%ed the

Siduilitted :

(Mrs.) L. L. kdair
Elementar Principal
Ilimilton Elementary School

4
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CI I VIEITli VII

N V1,1 CIS 01"I'r.S1 VI'

NIonrot. Count% Title III Project
In the table. whit II billow. 111 I teitipt lia been made to -how the change who h 1111 I11Ird

1'1111 111 the 11111111. 1'11111111.11 In 1111' 111111/1 (.1111111% 11111' III 1'1.4 91.4 I. :z1.111' 111 All %11141

.111' I'M 1/111'11. or 11.1%e 111'1'11 1.11111111'11. 111 the project are not 1114 111(1e11 111 the table. sonic
(hopped out of the prop I before follow -1111 leI were .1111111111111111. 001111' 1 1111111 111 % %1'11'114 11

.11111111111141'11 1111' 11111' 11'1 1111 1%%11 different ureaion. bccalaw te1 iicd.
The Sloon Te11 was used rather than the \\ Tei .1 111'e 1111 rwral new pupil- in the
fall of l 4)70). In such eae the reiilt are not reflected in t 114..14.4 unipaming table-

TA' 1 F

ill in 'o1Pch,, '01 i
ro-

I

Aberdeen i. I .5N -4.00 ! .(I,

15 -2.0n 4.80 ..41.

.1-1;1111 ton 24 2.26 15.48 10.2'1

;.C.

o .11

TeI of igniirance were not applied to the abow llowiler. it seems that au% gain in an
l() -core of 5 point would contitute a true gam. Error- of measurement are reflected in -core-
rained IA indkulual pupil. but when the difference in test -.cures earned on different date i
meraged a- ha- been done abo%e. the errors of MVIP4orement are not of much
Thr Crage pin in the Performance IQ of the impil in the Hamilton School are probabl%
inflated due IO practice effects. The lapsed time between testing dates was months which
i le than recommended. Nolerlheless. I do not beliew that practice effects could aecount for
all of the gam: Practive effects would riot lime a- much bearing on the \ erbal I() a the Perfor-
mance IQ. Since the hill Scale IQ is based on both Verbal and Performance IQ's. the caution
regarding practice effect Would, be applicable.
Larger mereac in Performance IQ than erhal IQ is not surprising. The type of arthitie.
carried out in the classroom are probabk reflected in the gains in Performance 19. \Ian%

pereephial and motor activities are earned out with the pupil. These I% lies of ach%ilie.
a- well a- man% other. are direeth, related to the Performance Scale of the 1\ ISC.
"h.-1- of ignifirance were not applied to the ahme test result. The plipil in the Hamilton
School are not included in the above because follow-up teIing with the Teel of PAi

kbilities has not bern_completed. Result. from Hamilton will be mailable Mari Ii
1971.



Mean 1 - t

i 1 t. i I

School

Aberdeen 22

Amory

6.77

96

The mean gams in test scores does not present .1 stamina % of the total picture of 4.11,1111es in lest

scores. Inkiual made tremendous gains on either the \\ celisler Intelligence Scale for
Children or the 111 inn!" Ted Of PSA ic Abilities. Other pupils made' little or no gain
in test scores. Also, there are man% sub-tests on both the \\ 1St: and I'I'I' A. (:hinges occurred on
the %aritnts stab-tests for different pupils.
There is a wealth of raw test data a%ailatle on most pupils enrolled in the Title III Project of
%mime Count% . Factorial studies of the test results eould prmaile_the basis for research articles
and theses.

GAINS IN PSY1-1')LINGUISTI.
MONROE COUNPi TITLE III

School N Mf-an
PLA

Tim, in Wnich
("din Occurred

Hamil ton 2:; b . 7 6 . 5 mos .

Tests of significance were not applied to the gain. Many of the 23 (one not included) children
in the Hamilton School earned below average scores in intelligence and psyrholinguistie
abilities: therefore, the gain in PLA appears to be above cypedations.

Evaluation of Reading Improvement
The California Reading Test (I 963 edition) was selected as the criterion instrument for measur-i!
ing gains in reading achievement. It meets most requirements fur sound test construction mitt
Harming and is particularly suited to slow learners.
The Lower Primary Form (Grades 1 and Low 2) measures achie%ement in Vocabulary and cum -
prehension. The Upper Primary Form (Grades High 2. 3. and 1) measures aehic%ement in We&
Imlay and three ty pes of silent reading comprehension - - following directions, reference skills.
and interpretation. The three main interpretation skills are reading fur details, getting main ideas,
and making inferences.
Table I shows results after one year of instruction in non-graded class 1 at Aberdeen. As can he
seen, eight of twelve children were reading at pre-primer le%el or below (1,2 -- non-reader). 111
the children had been in school at least one year prior to testing in the nun - graded class,
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CDMFJ,IS..,N OF

CALIFORNIA 11ADIN; TEST PESULT.:,

7UR NON-GRADEf CLASS 1

School: Aberdeen rfacher:

Total Reading,

Child Sex C.A. 8/7G1

',cores

4./71 -

!. D. Gates 95 NR
3

L.4 + .t..

1 S. Go:a S-3 96 1.6 2.. + .h

3. S. Griggs F 7-2 )8 1.2 1.', + .7

4. Harrell 8-2 107 NR 1.5 + .7

b. R. Heard F 8-0 79 Nh 1.4 t .h

h. C. Jones F 7-7 93 1.1 1.5 + .4

7. L. Metcalf F 7-5 7-3 1.1 1.3 + .2

8. K. Reeves M 7-4 88 1.4 2.0.. + .f

9. G. W. Ruth4 M 7-9 78 1.3 1.7 + .14

10. Mary Ruth F 7-2 103 1.2 1.5 + .3

11. V. Ruth M 8-9 101 1.4 1.6 + .2

12. T. West 'F 7-2 91 1.1 1.5 + .3

i

1. Lower Primary Form W
2. Lower Primary Form X
3. Non-Reader - Achievement Level

estimated at .8
4. Second Year in Clar ;'

08



COMPARISON OF CAI:2FNIA

TEST RES"JiTS PAR NoN-;RADED

FOR FOURTEEN MnNTit,

School : AI erLl-...Pn . . 0:r1 it

i .

WISE

Sox 1)

,V.

1 . W . ill Ion M 8-5 30 N: + + .

2 ..=. uliver M A-II Rh 1.2 + I . +

3. :-.. t,ty -, M ,13- / to) NP .2 + I .,I + .7

4. b. Ea: , rer 1' PO -8 b 3 1.'4 2., + I I. , + I,

1

!, . P. Lik.Int" M 10-9 75 1 .4 2 .1 + / +

6. . 1'ut..1. V 11-4 54 2.5 3. i + . c, t .4

'I . Wo;:t M ,i-C1 93 1.: 2.', + 1 .'i + .1

8. D. jono: M. 3' -4 79 1.2 ; 2.3 + 1.1 +

9. Lt. :-on:_. M 93 tIR 2.42. + 1.f, + .8

) ( I . D. 1. , a n t u n M q-f-, 81 1 . 2 2.8 + 1 f , + ';.,,

11. P. Dean M 9-7 80 1.2 1.7 + +

12, (.;!, iney F4 10-0 80 2.0 + . "3 tr.
1:3. (2. Car(1 F4 9-7 E7 1.8 .i.2 + 1.4

1. Lower Primary Form W
. Uppor Primary 1 um

i. 11(n 1,o,d(lor
4. r .1 Yr,ir i n (
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7t1 ,,E I L_

COMPARISON OF CATAEGg.,:iA

Tzsr RESULTS ruR JA-GFACE7 (..t,."."; I (P.::.F,Y)

OVER FOURTEEN K)NITH::,

School - Amory

Child Sex C.A. I.Q.

i,:hf/r

;or-t1 heading

t-2cores

11/69
1

1 /71h '2air.

Loss

e-11,

' /

.

+ Fe/

- Y ,,/

1. R. Edwards M 7-8 64 NF' t .7 +

2. h. White M 7-9 88 N: 1.?

,1
h. lurnagP 8-4 lop J.. +1.4

4. W. l'e,/ce t 8-7 54 NI 1.: + .4

5. D. Kenfroe M 8-10 67 N! 1 1.4 + .6 + .3

6. M. Guyton F 59 NR 1.6 t .8 + .4

7. T. White M 9-1 63 NR 1.5 + .7 + .4

8. S. Stanford M 9-5 104 1.2 2.3 +1.1 +

9. M. Beek M 9-6 64 NR 2.1 +1.3 + .7

10. K. Steinke M 9-10 67 1.2 2.2 +1.0 + .5

11. M. Rinehart M 8-10 65 NR 1.6 + .8 + .4

1. Classe:: began November, NcJWJ

2. Lower Primary form W

3. Non-Reader - placed at .8 grade
level for comparison

4*-
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TA31.,..: i'.

. COMPARISON 01 CALIFORNI:% ,I1C

TEST, RESULTS FIR N3N-YRADEI)

CLASS 11 (AMORY) ;VS

Fr)URTEFTI ' ' 11(5

SCHOOL: AMORY ILAC:1:: Y L.J14

Total Reading4
Scoren

__-
CHILD Sex C.A. I.Q. i1, 31 1/71

2
Gain+ Av...

boF:q- tr.,. )

1. 4" LUCdS M h-11 85' 1.4 3.4

2. d. Pope M 9-11 III 3.0 4.1 +1.1 '

3. D. Reeve; M 9-11 -3 1.:' 2.3 +1.1 + .,

4. W. Rakestraw N '9-10 97' 1.8 3.4 +1.6 + .9

5. P. Conwill M _10-2 67 '1.2 2.9 +1.7 + 2

6. R. Renfroe M 10-10 75 1.8 3.1 +1.3 + .7

7. Donnie Capps
4

M 9-11 59 NR
3

1.5 + .7 + .4

8. R. RePves
4

M 11-0 59 NR 1.4 + .6 + .3

Y. A. Renfroe
4

F 10-9 65 . NR 2.4 +1.h +

1. Classes began November, 1969

2. Upper Primary Form W

3. NR - Non reader place,1 at
.8 grade love] for --mparison

. Lower Primary Form W

5. Three children in class
for one Year are not included
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:ABLE V

RESULTS OF ADMINISTiltil()N

OF 12ALliORNIA REALIL(,

1N"NON-GRADLD CLASS 1 (hAMII10:0

102

SCHOOL:

CHILD

HAMILTON

Sex C.A. I.Q.

TEACHER:

Total Reading
Scores

n

9/70 1/71'

MRS. NANCYH',AIN

6a in +

Lou, 'los.

1. D. Rush M 8-1 67 NR3 1.2 + .'
i

2. J. Fields M 7-5 73 NR .8 + .(')

3. C. Winders M 7-8 91 NR 1.2 + .4

4. J. Spruill M 7-7 64 NR 1.2 + .t

5. D. Terry M 8-2 83 NP 1.3 + !,

u. S Trest M 7-2 91 1.2 1.7 + .5

7. J. Stokes M 8-4
75

NR 2.1 +1.3

8. J. Welch M 8-1 124 1.6 2.2 + .6

9. ,. Horn F 7-2 85 NR 1.6 + .8

10. H. Hanson M- 8-10 101 1.8 2.3 + .5

11. R. Little M 7 -1 77 1.2 1,3 + .1

12. R. Shinn F 7-8 66 NR 1.0 + .2

1. llstimated LPvel of Achiement

2. Lower Primary Form X

3. Non-Reader - Assigned - 8 Level
on test Norms .

//
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TABLE VI

RESULTS OF FIRST ADMINI2iRAPJ)N

OF CALIFORNIA READING TE.::f

SCHOOL: HAMILTON

CHILD

IN NON-GRADED CLASS II (HAMILTON)

TEARER: MRS. LINDA HOLLINGSOORTH

Total Reading
Scores

Gain +
Sex C.A. I.Q. 9/701 1/71' Loss-(Mos.)

1. C. Cantrell F 10-2 81 2.0 J.4 +1.4

7. B. Gosa 77 1.8 2.1 + .3

I

3. J. Harris M 9-6 60 NR

4. R. Harris M 11-2 60 NR 1.3 + .5

5. M. Raden M 9-2 81 1.8 1.9 + .1

6. B. Reed M 10-3 76 1. 2.2 + .4

7. B. Rye M 9-8 67 1.6 1.9 + .3

8. J. Shinn M 8-10 60 NR 1.3 + .5

9. C. Shinn F 10-2 67 NR 1.6 + .8

10. T. Smitherman M 10-7 82 1.6 1.9 + .3

11. H. Smith M 11-0 85 1.8 2.5 + .7

12. S. Thomas M 10-3 67 1.4 1.8 + .4

1. Estimated Level of Achievement

2. Lower Primary Form X

3. Absent

The preceding data were compiled during the first two years of the
operation of the Title III Project.

The following Analysis of Test Data is a summary of the information
collected during the 1969-72 period.
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A. Introduction
This part of the report seeks to answer in part a basic question: Can a curriculum be planned

and instruction be given to help children overcome the deficiencies indicated by the com-
prehensive diagnostic procedure developed? The analysis and interpretation-of data will

refer to progress in reading, pere ritual motor development. intellectual abilities. and

psycholinpistic abilities that resulte from eurrieulum content and instruction given.
B. Sample

The final sample of wheh results wele obtained consists of 103 children enrolled for vary-

ing lengths of time in, the non-graded\ classes at Aberdeen. Amory, and Hamilton (see Table

I). Approximately 100 other childrA were screened and qualified for the class but were
unable to be placed in the program due to limitations on class size. Six other children

moved away from "the school district before testing was done.
A breakdown of the sample by sex indicates the same ratio (8:2) of males to females that
other research reports on learning disabled children have included. However, the Aberdeen

sample included girb<---a fact that may indicate a bias of the screening selection proce-
dure that gives boys preference over girls.
-Although developing labels for children was not a purpose of the projecyhe 103 children

were classified according to IQ levels to satisfy the needs of the Special Education Division
of the State Dermrtment of Education. Table II shows the number of children in each

category at each of the three locations of the non-graded classes.

Table II
Classification By 1..

Aberdeen Hamilton Amory Total

Educable Mentally Retarded
(I.Q. = 79 and below) 17

Learning Disdbility
(I.Q. = 80 and above) 25

15

16

20

10

52,

51

total of 52 :1iildren were classified as Educable Mentally Retarded, and 51 were c'assici"

as learning disability children. IQ scores used were their fullseale scores on the WISC.
One of the major disabilities found in the entire sample was the inadequate level of reading

they had achieved. Table III shows the levels of reading represented by the 103 children of

the sample. The Silyaroli Informal Reading Inventory was used as a screening instrument

to determine the independent and instructional reading levels. As can be seen from Table III,
forty-one children couldn't recognize one word in the pre-primer list Of the word recogni-

tion. An additional thirty-seven were functional non-readers for Olthough they could
recognize from 20(A - 85(4, of tbe pre-primer words, they were at Nstration level on the
pre-primer oral reading selection. Thus 78 or 7.i% of the 103 children could not read.

Table III
Beginning Reading Levels

Based on Silvaroli Informal Inventory2

Non-Readers
ppl

PP 2 - PP3

Primer
First
Second

Total

41

17

20

11

11

3

103
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I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

School: Amory

Name 1,ex CA IQ

TABLE I

Rick'; Ldwarus M '.--.) 64 Jr---),cider EMR

,,enneth White M 6-9 88 :-'2. N.Dn-Reader LD

Ai,xandex i 1r --1:E. M
-

1C0 :1-4 :-,1 l
-.)
r

-;endy Fierce 7-7 S4 4-1 Nom-Peader EMR

Daniel Renfroe M 7-10 67 4-5' Non-Reader EMF

Malba Guytcn

M

7-11

8-1

59

63

4-6

5-5

Non-Reader

Non-Reader

EMP

EMRThomas White

Steve Stanford M 8-1 104 8-2 PP
1

LD

Mitchell Beek M 8 -3 64 4-6 Non-Reader E!P

Otner Eandi
'visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;
Vision: acuity lo
far point; Hypera
Visual Motor: I

:, visual pursuit;

Vision: No visio
farpoint; Articul
Visual Motor: Mi

Vision: Depth pe

colter perception
Visual Motor: In

visual pursuits;
Vision: Mildly f
Visual.Motor: In

visual pursuits;
Vision: Fusion 1
point; Articulati
Visual Motor: In

visual pursuits;
Vision: No visio
farpoint;\Severe
Visual Moti4r: In

visual pursuits;
Vision: Mildly f

Articulation Diso

Visual Motor: In

visual pursuits;
Physically handic

Visual Motor: In

visual pursuits;
Vision: Alternat

perception lackin
disorder.

1



TABLE 1

CA IQ

o-5 E4

6-9 88 N.D14-reader

r T4

7-2 100
'1

-7 54 4-1 14 )n-Peader

7-10 67 4 -5 Non-R3ader

7-11 59 4-6 Non-Readr

8-1 63 5-5 N-Jn-Reader

8-1 104 8-2 FPI

EMR

EMF

EMP.

EMR

Other Handicaps
'visudl Motor: Inadequate mc.C..1;-:v

visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision; acuity loss at both near E.

far point; Hyperactive
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility
visual pursuit; mixed laterality,

Vision: No vision in rignt eye a:
farpoint; Articulation disorder
Visual Motor: Mixed laterality;

Vision: Depth perception los,
colsr perception lacking
Visual Motor: Indequate mobility-

puirsuits; mixed laterality

Vision: Mildly farsighted
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility=

visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Vision: Fusion lacking at near-
point; Articulation disorder
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-

visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Vision: No vision in right eye at
farpoint; Severe speech disorder
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-

visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Vision: Mildly farsighted

Articulation Disorder

8-3 64 4-6 Non-Reader

LD

EV.?

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality

Physically handicapped

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-

visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Vision: Alternating vision; color
perception lacking; Articulation
disorder



10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

.5.

L1.

17.

18.

9.

School: Amory (Cont.)

Name Sex CA IQ FLA Readil,s Cl=ssification

Kenneth Steinke M 8-10 67 6-2 PP EMR

Mark Rinehart M 7L11 65 N/A Non-Reader EMR

Mike Lindsey M 8-2

'8-0

81

85

N/A

7-11

Non-Reader

PP
1

LL

LDLeatrice Lucas M

Bill Pope M. 9-2 111 10-1 2
Brain injured

LD

Donald L. Reeves M 9-2 73 6-8 PP
1

\
EMR

Wally Rakestraw M 9-4 97 8-1 1
2 LD

Peter Conwill M 9-6 67 6-1 PP1 EMR

Annie Renfroe F 9-10 65 5-8 Non-Reader EMR

Robert Renfroe M 9-11 75 6-1 P EMR

Other Handl
Visual Motor: Ih
visual pursuits;
Articulation Diso
Visual Motor: In

visual pursuits;,
Vision: Fusion 1
farpoint and nea
perception lackin
Visual Motor: In

visual pursuits;
Speech disorder;
Visual Motor: In

visual pursuits;

Visual Motor: In

visual pursuits
Vision: Fusion 1
Visual Motor: In

\visual pursuits;

Visual Motor: In
visual pursuits;
Vision: Fusion 1
Visual Motor: Ina
visual pursuits;
Vision: Suppresse
eye; Articulation
Visual Motor: Ina
visual pursuits; m
Articulation disor
Visual Motor: Ina
visual pursuits; m
Vision: Fusion la
Articulation disor

\15



C

,

8'-10

__

67 6-2

...... __ ._

PP.
i

.

EMR

_____ ______ _r_

Visual Motor: Inadequate r3bility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Articulation Disorder

7-11 65

ti

N/A Non-Reader EMR
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Vision: Fusion lacking at both
farpoint and nearpoint; c.plor
perception lacking

.

8-2 81 N/A Non-Pcader LL

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-

visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Speech disorder; brain injured

8-0 85 7-11 PP, LD
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visuat pursuits; mixed laterality

9-2 111 10-1

6-8

1
2

1
PP

Brain injured
LD

-

.

EMR

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits
Vision: Fusion lac g; dyperdctivi
-VUual Motor: Inad quate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality73

- 97 8-1 12 LD
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Vision: Fusion lacking

:- 67 6-1
1

pp

.

EMR
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Vision: Suppresses vision in left
eye; Articulation Disorder

-10 65 5-8 Non-Reader EMR
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed lazerality
Articulation disorder

-11 75 6-1 P EMR
Visual Motor: Inadequate motility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Vision: Fusion lacking
Articulation disorder

, .

110.10.4

\(40



20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

.

27.

28.

School: fflury

Name

((_cnt.)

Sc, r

Tillman R. Reeves M , 59 (-

Steven Kennedy M 3-5 63 N/A EMR

Dom.le Capps M 3-0 59 N'A FP1 EMR

lommu Langford M 9-8 86 N/A PP
1

LD

Melinda Ritter F 10-8 51 N/A 1 2 EMR

Cllif.Y:ung i1 10-9 79 N/A ,1
,EMR

Linda Law F 9-3 76 N/A PP2 EMR

R. Anderson M 8-8 74 N/A PE3 EMR

Cecil Smith M 9-2 107 N/A 1
2 LD

Jther Hand:

Motor: In

visual pursuits;
VInicn: Fusion 1
Articulation diso
Visual Motor: In

visual pursuits;

Visual Motor: I

visual pursuits;
Hearing impaired:
both ears
Visual Motor: In

cerebral palsy.
vision in right e
laxity; color pe

Visual Motor: M.

Visual Motor: In
visual pursuits;

Visual Motor: In

mixed laterality

Visual Motor: In
pursuits; mixed 1
Vision: color pe

mildly farsighted
Visual Motor: Mi

Vision: Farpoint

\



59

63 N/A 1'

: 'Jther Hand.,caps

\,i,;ua2 Motor: Inadequate mozility-
E'!i% visual pursuits; mixed laterality

Vision.: Fusion lacking; .1yT.eractive

Articulation disorder; Possibly Emo. Distb.
Visual Motor: Inadequate motility-

EMR visual pursuits; mixed laterality

59 N,A FF1 EMR
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Hearing impaired: hearing aids in
both ears

86 N/A Pit LE

Visual Motor: Inadequate due to
cerebral palsy. Vision: no.
vision in right eye; no binocu-
larity; color perception lacking

0-8 61
12N/A EMR Visual Motor: Mixed laterality

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
EMR visual pursuits; mixed laterality

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
76 N/A pp2 EMR mixed laterality

Visual Motor: Inadequate visual
74 N/A Pi3 EMR pursuits; mixed laterality

Vision: color perception inadequacy

mildly farsighted
Visual Motor: Mixed laterality

107 N/A 1
2

LD Vision: Farpoint fusion inadequacy



School: Amory (Cont.)

Name Sex CA IQ PLA Reading Level alas i °_ otinr.

29. Paul Barnes M 7-4 104 N/A PP LD

/7' ,------------

1n

Other Hanoi

Visual Motor: Mi

usion 1
nearpoint, n
eye; Mild hearin:

` Visual Motor: Mi

Vision: nearsigh
color perception



IQ PLA Rcading Level Claw Other Hanoicaps

104 N/A PP
1

76 'N/A PP' EMR

Visual Motor: Mixed laterality
Vision: Fusion inadequacy at

nearpoint, nearsighted in right
e e; Mild hearin loss
Visual Motor: Mixed laterality,
Vision: nearsighted, inadequate
color per7ception



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

.

LO.

School: HamiltOil-

Name Sex CA IQ PLA' Reiiing Level ::lasEification ..thee Handi

David Push 67- 67 5-7 Non -Reader
1

LM?

Visual 'Motor: In

S visual pursuit;
Vision: Nearsight

Jerry Fields PS 7-0 73 4-6 Nen-Peader 7.MR Visual motor: Ina
F, visual pursuit;

Charles minders M 1-3 91 6-5 NDn-leader LD2

Visual motor: In

& visual pursuit;
sighted; speech d

James Spruill M 7-2 64 5-0' Non-Peader EMR

Visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;
Vision: fusion la
point; farsighted

Danny Terry M 7-9 83 5-11 /1,,n-Reader LD
Visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;

Stephen Trest M 6-9 91 5-9 PP2 LL

Visual Miotor: In

& visual pursuit;
Vision: left eye
perception diffic

Jaras Stokes M 7-11 75 6-3 Non-Reader EMR
Visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;

Jim Welch M 7-8 124 6-10 P LD
Visual Motor: In

& visual putsuit;

Vision: farsighte

Nancy Horn F 6-9 85 5-10 Non-Reader LD
Visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;

Hans Hanson M 8-5 101 7-10' P LD

Visual Motor: rna
visual pursuit; mi
hyperactive

1 Educable Mentally Retarded
2 Learning Disability



IQ PLA PJ.fAling Level

7-8 67 5-7 Non-ReFier

-0 4-t, Non-Peader

7-3 91 6-5 Nirreader

i -2 64

------

5-0 Nor.-Peader

83 5-11 N,,n-Rclder

-9 91 5-9

;'

IP

-11 75 6-3 Non-Reader

124 6-10 P

85 5-10 Non-Reader

101 7-10 P

1

:laEsific.atIGn

EMkl

the/ Handicaps
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision: Nearsightel

7MR Visual motor: Inadequate nobility
& visual pursuit; mixed laterality
Visual motor: Inadequate motility

LI:2 & visual pursuit; Vision: Near-

sighted;-speech difficulty
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

EMR & visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision: fusion lacking at far-
point; farsighted
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

LD & visual pursuit; mixed laterality

Lt

EMR

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

1, visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision: left eye farsighted; visual
perception difficulty
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility
& visual pursuit; mixed laterality

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility ,

LD & visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vis4,in: farsighted in left eye
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

LD & visual pursuit; mixed laterality

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility;

LD visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
hyperactive

e Mentally Retarded

g Disability



School: Hamilton (Cont.)

Name Sex

11. J-Imes R. Little M

12. Rhetha A. Shinn. F

13. Cynthia-eantrell F

14. 13,:boy G03:; M

15. Johnny Harris M

L6. Robert Harris M

17. Mike Raden M

16. Benny Reed M

19. Bryan Rye M

CA IQ FLA Reading Level Cla:-.sificati,:n

6-8 77 5-0 PP 2 EMR

7-3 66 4-1 Non-Reader EMR

9-9 81 N/A 21 LD

9-10 '7 b-C P EMR

9-1 60 5-4 Non-Reader EMR

10-9 60 4-10 Non-Reader EMR

8-9 81 6-11 P LD

9-10 76 7-2 P EMR

9-3 67 5-11 P EMR

ither Handi

Visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;
411

Visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;
Visual Motor: In

& visual-pursuit;
Vision: suppress

farpoint, fusion
Visual Motor: In

visual pursuit; m
Vision: suppress
farpoint, visual
ficulty
Visual Motor: In
& visual pursuit,

Vision: Fusion la
point, could not
Visual Motor: I

& visual pursuit;
visual perception
culation defect;
Visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;
articulation defe
Visual Motor: In
& visual pursuit;
Vision: color pe
suppresses right
articulation diff
perception diffic

Visual Motor: In
& visual pursuit;
Vision: no visio

roid deficiencies



FLA R(idkg Level Cla.:sificati-,:n Jtner Handicaps

77 5-0 PP 2 EMR Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

& visual pursuit; mixed laterality

66 4-1 Non - Reader EMR Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility
& visual pursuit; mixed laterality
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

81 N.A 2 LD & visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision: suppresses right eye at
farpoint, fusion out at nearpoint
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility,

-10 77 6-6 P 'EMR visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision: suppresses right eye at
farpoint, visual perception dif-
ficulty
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

IA 5-4 Non-Reader EMR & visual pursuit, mixed laterality;
Vision: Fusion lacking at near-
point, could not write name
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

0-9 60 4-10 Non-Reader EMR & visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
visual perception inadequate, arti-
culation defect; could not write name
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

81 6-11 P LD & visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
articulation defect
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

-10 76 7-2 P EMR & visua- pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision: color perception lacking,
suppresses right eye at nearpoint;
articulation difficulty; visual
perception difficulty

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility
67 5-11 P EMR & visual pursuit; mixed laterality;

Vision: no vision in, one eye, thyme

roid deficiencies, ver by eractivefAINVantzorriony



a

Schoo': (Co!:t.)

-4

D
- N'me Sex

20. Jasper Shinn M

21. (1'..:rnelia Shinn F

22. Timmie Smitherman M

4. Henry .1 Smith M

r

24. Sammy Thdmas 11

1

25. Prentisq Smitherman

111

26. James utchinson M

1

27. Misty (Adams F

$

,-2.P. IQ PLA RLiding .evt. classificaticTi

8-5 E0 5-e Non-'-eade: 7 mp

f'
9-9 67i

,

1

6-7 Non Reader

.

EMR

LD10-2 82 7-4 P

10-6 85 8-0 LD

9-11 67 6-3 PP3 EMF.

M 6-8 98 N/A Non-Reader LD
1

6-11 81 N/A Non-Reader Lb

7-0 87 N/A Non-Reader LD

Other dandig
Vi dual :lotor: In4

f, visual pursuit; 1

Vision: color per
lcw verbal expres1
Visual Motor: Ina

& Visual pursuit;
difficulty with alai

Visual Motor: Ina

& visual pursuit;

Visual Motor: Ina

& visual pursuit;
Vision: suppresses

farpoint, vertica]
Visual Motor: Ina

& visual pursuit,
Vision: suppresses
point, visual per
Visual Motor: in

& visual pursuit;
difficulty with d<

and color percept
Visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;
Vision: mild near:

articulation defer

Visual Motor: In

& visual pursuit;
Vision: convergent

inadequate depth
. hyperactive

NO!



P. IQ PLA ELading ..,,!t-,.

Non-Leade

-

,;_assificaticTI

,

17.!,T.

.

Other dandic:ips
Visual Motor: Inase.:.-ate mobility

& visual pursuit; 7:XEL _aterality;
Vision: color perception laciing;
low verbal expression ability
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

& Visual pursuit; 7ixe.. laterality;
difficulty with auditory abilities
Visual Motor: Inadequate motility

& visual pursuit; mixed laterality

...
E0 s-e

-9 67 6-7 Non-Reader EMR

LD0-2 82 7-4 P

0-6

,

85 '8=0 D LD

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

& visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision: suppresses right eye at
faroint, vertical conver ence off

!-ll 67 6-3 PP3 EMR
.

Visual Motor: Inadeq.Aate mobility

& visual pursuit, mixed laterality;
Vision: suppresses left eye at far-

oint, visual ercetion difficult

98 N/A Non-Readex LD

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

& visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
difficulty with depth perception

and color,perception

.-'11 P1 N/A Non-Reader LD

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

& visual pur*dt; mixed laterality;
Vision: mild'hearsig:.tedness,
articulation defect

' -0 87 N/A Non-Reader LD

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility

& visual pursuit; mixec laterality;
Vision: convergence inadequacy,
inadequate depth percepon;
hyperactive

an
G5

....4- -

e°3
I



N School: Hamilton (Cont.)
to
.-1

Name Sex ,/1 IQ PLA Reading Level Classification Other Handic

28. David Hall M 7-0 85 N/A Non-Reader LD

?9. Rayburn White M 7-3 95 N/A Non-Reader LD

30. Jeff Lucius M 7-0 79 N/A Non-Reader E MR

Visual Motor: Ina

& visual, pursuit;

Vision: poor at bo
farpoint
Visual Motor: Ina

& visual pursuit;
Vision: nearsighte
Severe Speech Prob
Visual Motor: Ina
f, visual pursuit;

Vision: fusion and
inadequacy

WO

6-1



t.)

7 A IQ 'PLA Reading Level Claification Other hanaicapf-.

7-0 85. N/A Non-Reader LD Visual Motor: Inaaequate mobility
& visual pursuit; rrixec laterality;

Vision: poor at both nearpoint &
favoint

7-3 95 N/A Non-Reader LD
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility
& visu -1 pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision: nearsighted in left eye;
Severe Speech Problem.

7-0 79 N/A Non-Reader E MR

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility
& visual pursuit; mixed laterality;
Vision: fusion and depth perception
inadequacy

r
t



School. AbelJeen

Name :LA

1. Deb...rah Cites F 7-0 J5 5-5 Pi .n- Reader` LL

2. Sne!lu Uosa F 7-10 96 7-3 P LL)

'7,riggs 5-9 98 6-7 PPS LD

. Chester Harrell M 7-9 92 6-3 Non-Reader LD

. Ruth Heard F 79 5-3 , Non-Reader EMR

. Cynthia Jones F 7-2 93 5-11 PP
2

LD

. Linda Met..tlf " 7-0 73 5-3 PP
2

EMR

II:eith Reeves M 5-11 88 6-4 PP
3

. Gary Wayne Ruth N 7-4 78 5-4 Non-Reader

LD

EMR

044

other rianuic

Visual Motor: Ina
visual pUrsuits; m
Vision: Inadequat
tion, color percep
convergence
Visual Motor: _Ina
visual pursuits; m
Vision: Inadequat
dep*4 perception,
point.
Visual Motor: Ina4

visual pursuits;
Hyperactive
Visual Motor: Ina4

visual pursuits; 44fl

Articulation defecl
deficiency
Visual Motcr: Ina

mixed laterality; II

inadequate at farpa
Visual Motor: Ina('

visual pursuits; m

Visual Motor: mad
visual pursuits; mj

Visual Motor: Inad
visual pursuits; Au
ficulty with all au
Hyperactive
Visual Motor: road

visual pursuit :; mi
Vision: Farsignted
disorder



IQ :LA Leve:

95 5-5 N,-;n-Reader LL

-10 96 7=3 P LL'

98 6 -1 PP1 LD

92 6-3 Non-Reader LD

79 5-3 Non-Reader EMR

93 5-11 PP
2

LD

73 5-3 PP
2

EMR

IL 88 6-4 PP
3

LD

78 5-4 Non-Reader EMR

other nan.lizaps

Visual Motor: :nadeqaate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Vision: Inadequate depth percep-
tion, color perception, and
convergence
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality

Vision: Inadequate farpoint vision,
depth perception, fusion at near
point.

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Hyperactive
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality
Articulation defect; Dietary
deficiency
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
mixed laterality; Vision: fusion
inadequate at farpoint & nearpoint
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; ALditory: dif-

ficulty with all auditory tasks;
Hyperactive
Visual Motor: inadequate mobility-

visual pursuit:; laterality
Vision: Farsig:,ted; Articulation
disorder

0144



Fchc.ol: t.:t.rIE.::. (,...;:.t.)

Name ....-A.f.-. ,...n I...A I rl la,. l'-', ..., _;.itic)n Ler ilcar.,lic

Mary i. Ruth t,-,:i 03
ti

5-'4 PR,
.

-ual ;,.c.tor: Ina.

v.Luai pursuits; m

Vincent Ruth M 7 -i 101 6- PP
3

L.

Visual Motor: Ina.

visual pursuits; m
severe speech impa
with all auditory

TammieWest F 6-9, 91 5-8 PP,
-

LD

Visual Motor: Mix

inadequate auditor
growth disorder-du
nourishment

e:avne Alitin M 7-4 80 5-9 Non-Reader LD

Visual Motor: Ina.

visual pursuits; m
Vision:. suppresse

color percept
sighted; hyperacti

Ricky Oliver M 8-11 86 6-9 PP
1

LD

Visual Motor: Ina.

visual pursuits; m
Vision: color per

Richard Ross M 9-6 66 5-6 Non-Reader EMR
Visual Motor: Ina.

visual pursuits; m
Vision: slight 10
nearpoint; severe

Becky Easter F 9-8 63 6-8 PP1 EMR
Visual Motor: _Ina:
visual pdtt-aiS; m
Vision: right eye

depth perception,
overweight

Ronnie Ray Jones M 9-9 75 6-5 PP
3

EMR Epileptic siezures

Sandra Tutor F 10-3 58 5-9 PP
3

EMR

Visual Motor: Ina.

visual pursuits; m
Vision: fysion ou.

.

,

1

1



:...1-, 1. .,1 ... _'...,_, ,.-it ic,:-. ..t.:ser ha:.dica_s

-9 103 5-q PI' ...

''.-t-tdi Xctor: Inaoequate mobility-

vi.ual pursuits; mixe lal7erality

,/ 101 6-9 PP
3

- iL

LD

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
severe speech impairment; difficult:
with all auditory abilities
Visual Motor: Mixed laterality;

inadequate auditory abilities;
growth disorder due to early mal-
nourishment

-9 91 5-8 PP1-___

-4 80 5-9 Non-ieadei LD

Visual Motor: jnadequate mobility
visual pursUits; mixed laterality;
Vision: suppresses vision in left

eye, color perception lacking, far-
sighted; hyperactive

-11 86 6-9 PP
1

LD

yisual Mc,tor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Vision:_ color perception inadequat4

-6 66 5-6 Non-Reader EMR

.

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility -

visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Visibn: slight loss of acuity at
nearpgint; severe speech problem

- 63 6-8 PP1 EMR

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Vision: right eye lacks vision;
depth perception, frequent illness,
overweigilft.

-9 75 6-5 PP
3

EMR Epileptic siezures

0-3 58 5-9 PP3 EMR

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-

/visual pursuits; mixed laterality;,

Vision: f4sion out at nearpoint

, . .
.
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Name
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____.
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_
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J::rry Lee Wc.st

Donald Jones M 8-:, 79 5-1i1 PP
i

.

Johnny Ross .M 8-4 83 E,-.10 Non-Feader

1.oNald Langston M 8-c 81 6-3 FP
1

Philip Dean M 8-6 80 6-5 PP
3

Lathy Card F 9-2 67 5-4 2
2

Elizabeth Chaney F 9-5 80 6-4 12

J: Stoddard M 7-5 10& 6-4 PP
2

Ricky West M 7-7 86 5-5 PP
2

--_hicl ;4::.di_ - -.._ -:-:_-'.. _ :,

Vi...,,Jui Mutcr: vd

V:sion: lett eyir

oint & near oint
Visual Motor: In

EMP visual pursuits;

Vision: color pe
uute; articulati
Visual Motor: In

LD visual pursuits; Ili

Visual Motor: Ina

LD visual pursuits; 0
Vision: depth per
Visual Motor: Ina

LD visual-pursuits; 0
Vision: suppresses
loss at nearpoint;
lanpage concepts.
Visual Motor: Ina

EMR visual pursuits; a

Audfiory: weak an
Vision: Inadequat
Visual Motor: Ina

L6 visual pursuits; u
Hyperactive

L6

LD

Visual Motor: Ina

visual pursuits; Tr

Vision: fusion la

Visual Motor: Ina

visual pursuits; n
Vision: color per

U«



-I: B3
4

-3 79 5-.1(. PP, EMF

-4 83 E,-10 Non-eader LD

-5 81

80

6-3

6-5

FP
1

PP
3

LD

LD-6

-2 67 5-4 2
2

EMF,

-5 80 6-4 12 LL

-5 106 6-4 PP
2

LL

86 5-5 PP
2

LD

Mc1:-Jr: _a:erality;
Vision: lett eyt. wt_1- at :,th far-

point & nearpoint
Visual Motor: Inadeq,ate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixe.: Laterality; ,

Vision: color perceptl:n inade-
quate; articulation clisorder
Visual Motor:- Inadec....ate mobility-

visual pursuits; mixed laterality

VL,ual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Vision: depth perception in4equate
Visual Motor: Inadequate mot;)41.1ry-

visual pursuits; mixec laterality;
Vision: suppresses rlgnt eye, acuity
loss at nearpoint; lacks general
language concepts
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Auditory: weak auditory abilities;
Vision: Inadequate depth perception
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Hyperactive
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Vision: fusion lag at nearpoint

Visual Motor: Inadeq4ate
visual pursuits; mixec laterality;
Vision: color percept:on lacking

A,

,



School: Ahvrieen (C.A.t.)

Name :7,6t :A PEA .--?adirg Lt .el Tli3sLlicatior; Other Haw!
Visual Xotor: In

28. Jame:- Willis M 7-8 62 4-10 :4on-F ..1.-1er EMR visual pursuits; 1
Vision: Fusion c',

Severe speech disc
Visual Motor:- In

29. Tommy Claxtor. M 8-3 100 8-0 1
2

LD visui. pursuits; n
-- Vision: Fusion id

Hyperactivity
Visual Motor: Ina

30: James D. Bowen M 8-8 85 7-6 1
2

LD visual pursuits; m

Visual Motor: Ina
31.- Bobby L. Hicks M 9-7 97 8-8 P LD visual pursuits; m

Vision: Fusion in
nearpoint
Vis4a1 Motor: Ina

32. William Ward M 8-6 102 7-5, 1
2

LD visual pursuits; m
Vision: Fusion in
nearpoint; no visi
Visual Motor: Ina

. Jerry Crosby M 8-10 82 7-8 1, LD visual purstilts; m
VAsion: Fusion in
nearpoint and far?!
Visual Motor: Ina
pursuits; mixed la34. Gregg Dickey M 11-4 74 8-5 21 EMR

Visual Motor: Ina(
35. Terry Lee Strong M 7-11 94 7-4 PP

3 LD. Articulation defect

36. Ronnie Eckford M 7-2 78 5-7 Non-Reader EMR

4

Visual Motor: Ina(

visual pursuits; m!
Slightly nearsighti
palsy
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CA lc PLA L_Iel ,issificatioL

7-8 62 4-10 is MR

100 8-0 1,, LD

85 7-6 12 LD

97 8-8 P LD

-6 102 , 7-5 1
2

LD

-10 82 7-8

8-5

1
2

LD

ERR1-4 74

-11 94 7-4 PP3 LD

r2 78 5-7 Non-Reader E MR

ether hanul:aps
iL,ual Motor: :nadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; 7.-ixed laterality;
Vision: Fusion cut at nearpoint;
Severe speech discrder
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Vision: Fusion lag at nearpoint;
Hyperactivity
Visual Motc Inadequate mobility-.
visual pursuits; mixed laterality

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mixed laterality;
Vision: Fusion inadequacy at
nearpoint v
Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; mitred laterality;
Vision: Fusion inadequacy at 1

nearpoint; no vision in right ere
Visual Motor: .Inadequate mobility-
vis'a-l/pursuits; mixed laterality;
Vision: Fusion inadequacy at, both
nearpoint and farpoint

Visual Motor: Inadequate vis\ial
pursuits; mixed laterality

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility;
Articulation defect

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-
visual pursuits; rixed laterality;
Slightly nearsighted; cerebral
palsy
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38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

S-hoo:: Aber seen

Name: :,..,.; ...1 F-n

r'

1' i- '-)e
..--. "- icatio:,

lAf°177Y5 Devould

e

F 71 :,:r.-7edr LMJ-

'..:lifton Holley M 7-1 85 7 _a .i3 LD

William Jones M 7-1 73 E -1 Non-Reader EMR

RetIa K. Light F 9-4 76 6-e FP.) EMR

Sheba G. Light F 9-4 /5 6-8 PP
3

EMR

Anthony Young 38 3 -10 Non-Reader

Larry Ford M 9-7 75 7-4 PP
3

EMR

1''

handi
In

pursuits;
Vision: Couldn't
Severe speech dis
Visual Motor: In

Visual 17...tor: In

visual pursuits;
Visioz: fusion i
point; reduced de
Visual .Motor: Mi

VisiOn: fusion i

nearpCint
Vision: usion
nearpcint

Visual liotoe:' In

visual pursuits;

Visual Motor: I

visual pursuits;
perception inadeq
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.

'A 1 F. handicaps

'ctJr: Inadecuate mobility

71 emir LMI :ursuits; mixed laterality;
Vision: Couldn't test;
Severe speech disorder
Vis .al Motcr: Inadequate visual

7-1 85 '' -9 , LD p.xs_its
J

:::tor: Inadequate mobility-

7-1 73 E-1 11-m-Redder EMR vis-_,a1 pursuits; ixed laterality;

Vi3:cr.: fusion i adequacy at far-
p:Int; reduced depth perception
Yis'.;a1 Motor: Mixed laterality;

9-4 76 6-E PP, EMR Visicn: fusion inadequacy at
nearpcint
Visicn: Fusion inadequacy at

9-4 75 6-E PP
3

EMR nearpcint

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-

9-2 38 3-10 !inn- Reader EMR pursuits; Hyperactive

9-7 75 7-4 PP3 EMR

Visual Motor: Inadequate mobility-

visual pursuits; Vision: depth

perception inadequate
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Two of the 78 non-readers were entering school and had been referred by a kindergarten
and a social worker. Of the remaining 76 nonreaders. 2) had been in school one presions
Year; 28. two sears; 1 i. three vears; and 5. four sears. Of the remaining 23 children. at
least two %ears 01 schooling had been required to achiese a primer level of intruction.
rise sears for the one child at the beginning second grade kw!. and three sears for the child
at high second grade lesel.

Xs can be seen from Table I% the characteristic common to all 103 children was neurolo-
gical disorganization.3 (A farther discussion of this fact is included in the analysis of result
section.) Ninety-se%en percent of the children indicated the same language deficiency on the
Illinois Test of Psycholingnistic Abilities as the% did on the IQ tests.
Sixty-two percent of the children indicated on the Telebinoeular Vision Test a sariet% of
%isual inadequacies such as significant losses in sisual aeuit% binocularity depth perception
and color perception. Sesenty percent of the Aberdeen children exhibited visual diffi-
culties while olds 50'; of Amory children did so.
Also indicated in Table IV is that 28 percent of the children had speech- articulation defects.
Ten percent of the children were noted as being hsperactise and 3 percent had anomalies
resulting fnmi dietary deficiencies. It is probable that the percentage in the latter two
categories would hale been much higher if the assessment process had been sensitise to
these two characteristics.
In summary then. if the characteristics of the 103 children in this sample were to be
generalized to all learning disabled children. a child either classified as EMR or Learning
Disabled could be expected to: Show significant ventral nervous system involsement as in-
dicated by inadequate visual, auditors. and motor deselopment that results in significant
underdevelopment in oral language. reading, and writing.

C. Treatment
As indicated in the results of Table I, the children selected for classes were deficient in
language abilities. Other deficiencies discovered in the diagnostic procedure were:
I. Inadequate or no reading abilits

isual-motor inadequacy
3. Mixed lateralits

Inadequate or no handwriting ability
5. Inadequate quantitatise abilities
Table X indicates how the test diagnosis was related to instructional program.
We eperimeitted with the following programs to see if the% conld help overcome the de-
ficiencies in reading. handwriting, spelling, and oral language:
I. Distar Reading Program

t)istar Language Program
3. Ginn Tutorial Program
4. Write and See (Programmed Handwriting)

Peabody Language Program
6. Our W orking World

A A AS Science Program
All programs prodded sound instructional procedures and were designed especially for
language-disabled children. Some children receised instruction in both the t)istar and Ginn
programs; others. only in one of the two. We discovered. for instance, that some of the
children with auditory disahilities Iwnefit fed from the Distar profaner'. others did not.
Additional supplementary materials .of appropriate difficulty lesels and comparable
vocabularies were fed into the reading program for independent work in reading. In adds-

-
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TABLE A

DIAGNOSIS

Language

Disability
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REMEDIAL PROGRAM

Peabody Language Kit

Distar Languke
Our Working World

AAAS Science Program
Language-Experience

Stories

Silvaroli

Informal

Reading

Inventory

Reading Disability
1. Sight Vocabulary
2. Oral Reading

Ginn Tutorial
Distar Reading
SRA Linguistic Series
Charles Merrill

Skill-Texts
Continental Press
Reading-Thinking Skills

Neurological

Organization

Test

Telebinolular

Visual Motor Inade-
quacy

Mixed Laterality
Inadequate fusion
Poor handwriting

Mobility-Visual
Pursuit Exercises
Kephart Chalkboard

Exercises
Belgau Exercises
Frostig Visual Per-

ception Exercises
"Write and See"

Handwriting Program

Informal

Arithmetic

Tests

Inadequate quanti-
tative concepts

Cuisenaire Rods

In
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In addition to classification by I.Q. and
reading levels, varirq other lassifications became

available as a result of the dagnostic assessments
utilized in the project. T de IV presents the
number and percentage of c .1dren from the sample
that exhibited each char .eristic.

Table IV
Other Characteristics Exhibited

N = 103 N %

1. Neurologically Disorganized 103 100

2. Psycholinguistic Disability 97 94

3. Visual Difficulties 64 62

4. Speech-Articulation Defects 29 28

5. Hyperactive 10 10

6. Dietary Deficiencies 3 3

7. Hearing Impaired 3 3

8. Brain-Injured \

\
2 2

9. Cerebral Palsy \\ 2 2

. \

10.
_

Physically Handicapped 2 2

11. Emotionally Disturbed
1

1 1

12. Epileptic Seizures 1 1

1 Suspected but not official diagnosis

No child was listed as having the characteristic unless
the medical, psychological or educational consultants
to the project indicated it as a chavacteri:Aic noted

in the diagnosis.
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Lion, children had access to library books which they frequently checked out.
The l)istar Language Program was designed to build in conceptual language and :=kill= need-
ed for discussion, reporting, and conversation. It -was paced at the right rate for FMR child-
ren but had tt. be supplemented with other activities for learning disability children.
Spelling was introduced in Level II of the program.
For the purpose of incorporating more technical concepts into the children's oral language.
the Working World Social Studies Series and the AAAS Science Program were incorporated
this year. Neither program required reading skills as a basis for acquiring the concepts.
The Handwriting "Write and See" program, programmed instruction developed hv B. F.
Skinner, was also included. It begins at level I with manuscript writing and makes the
change-over to cursive at the end of level 2. The children, because of the speciall treated
paper, could identify their own handwriting inadequacies and correct them.
For building mathematical language and concepts, the Cuisenaire Rod program was in-
cluded. Cuisenaire rods use color and length for helping children discover quantitative rela-
tionships. They provide concrete material to help the children learn the major arithmetical
operations. Children with normal arithmetic ability were given instruction in the school
adopted arithmetic program.
Perceptual-Motor Activities, undergirding the aforestated instructional programs, was a
program of perceptual-motor activities to treat the disabilities that all the children exhibited.
It was hoped that the incorporation of those activities would increase the ability of the
children to benefit from the instructional program. An hour a day was devoted to this
program.- Perceptual-Motor activities were made up of:
I. Cross-pattern mobility training
2. Visual Pursuit training
3. Valance Training with walking boards and balance boards
4. Ocular motility training
5. Kephart's chalkboard training for gross motor development
When the children indicated they had mastered the chalkboard work, they were given
training in the five areas of visual perception defined by Marianne Frostig.
Scheduling Instruction:
With only 12 children in each class, and with the assistance of the teacher aide, small group
instruction and individual tutoring could be carried on at he same time.
The following was a schedule of a typical day for each of the classes:

8:00 - 8:10 Call roll, lunch money, and devotional

8:10 - 8:30 Group I Reading - Teacher
Group II Cont. Press - Aide

8:30 - 8:50 Group II Reading - Teacher
Group I Cont. Press - Aide

8:50 9:20 Arithmetic - Teacher
Aide works with Kenneth White on his number

names with the number symbols

9:20 9:50 Group I Language - Teacher
Group II - Peabody Language Kit - Aide

9:50 - 10:30 Recess

10:30 11:30 Exercise - Teacher
Frostig Aide

12:45 1:00 Storytime or rest - Teacher or Aide

1:00 1:30 Group 11 Language - Teacher
Group I - Peabody Language Kit - Aide

I AO



1:30 - 2:00 Handwriting - Teacher
Aide works with two that are just learning to write their names

2:00 - 2:30 Monday, Tuesday, & Thursday - Social Studies
Wednesday - Art
Friday - Library
(During this time, aide usually does clerical work)

2:30 - 2:40 Clean room and go home

D. Evaluation of Reading Improvement
As was indicated in prior analysis (See Table III), 41 of the 103 children indicated they

knew no words: another 37 who knew so few words and had no independent level of
reading would hike to be classified as non-readers. ,%11 but 2 of the children had had at
least one prior year of schooling.
The California Reading Test (1963 edition) was selected as the criterion instrument for
measuring gains in reading achievement. It meets most requirements for sound test con:
structum and forming and is particularly suited to slow learners. thernate forms are
tv ailable fo'r each ley el.
The Lower Primary Form (Grades 1 and Low 2) measures achievement in vocabulary and
comprehension. The Upper Primary Form (Grades High 2. 3. and 4) measures achimernent

in vocabulary and three ty pes of silent reading comprehension following directions.
reference skills. and interpretation. The three main interpretation skills are reading for
details, getting main idea, and making inferences.
Also used as a way to keep check on how well children were meeting the objectives of our

reading curriculum and as a check against California readiiig, scores, was the Silvaroli In-
formal Reading !mentors . The SilYaroli includes a word recognition test that covers levels
PP-6. The oral reading test includes the words from the word recognition lists in context.
The child's independent. instructional. and frustration levels are determined by a scoring
guide that uses both word recognition in context and comprehension as criteria.
Results of the testing are divided up according to the number of years that the children
spent in the non-graded classes. Only 17 children spent three years in a non-graded class.
45 spent 2 eat... and 10 'pent I year. One chillis progress is not reported since final test

data is lacking. --
Three Year Results. Table V shows the results after 3 years instron in non-graded classes
at Amory and Aberdeen. As can-be seen all 17 children learned to read; only 4 of the 17
could read enough in 1969 to be said to be reading and lake the Lower Primary form of the

California.
IQ does not seem to be highly related to progress noro level obtained. For example, child-
ren 14 and 17 are the same age but have 8 points difference in 19. The child with the 7519
made 9 months more achievement than the child with the 83 IQ.
Only two of the children (5 and 10) made average progress--I month's growth in achieve-

ment for each month in the class. Children 3. 4. and 7 approach normalcy. If this had been
their first three years in school, they would show only a 3 month loss in grade 3.
It was noted in the prior progress reports that there was a tendency toward acceleration in
learning to read. Table VI compares the average gain for 1969-71 to gains made in 1971-

72 for the 17 children included rft Table . As call he seen, II of the 17 did accelerate in
the third year. Six of the eleven show significant jumps in their average reading gains.

This fart raises the questions of how long the acceleration would continue and if they
would eventually catch up ageigrade placement-wise if instruction were to eontinue.
Table VII compares the gains in word recognition achievement on the Silvaroli to achicyc-
ment gains on the California. As can be seen. nine of the seventeen children had average

1

.
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TABLE V

Comparison of Pre- and Post-California Reading Test Results
for Students in Non-Graded Classes

for Three Years (1969-1972)

School: Amory

Child Sex C.A. I.Q.
2

11/693 5/72

3 Yr.

Gain
Ave. Gain
Per Year

1. W. Pierce F 9-11 54 NR4 1.8 +1.0 +0.3

2. M. Guyton F 10-3 59 NR 3.2 2.4 +0.8

3. R. Reeves M 12-9 59 NR 2.4 1.6 0.5

4. M. Beek M 10-9 64 NR 3.2 2.4 0.8

5. A. B. Renfroe F 12-7 65 NR 4.1 3.3 1.1

6. D. Renfroe M 10-2 67 NR 2.3 1.5 0.5

7.
I

P. Conwill M 11-11 67 1.2 3.7 2.5 0.8

/

8i; D. Reeves M 11-7 73 1.2 3.3 2.1 6 7

9. R. Renfroe M 12-7 75 1.6 3.4 1.8 0.6

10. S. Stanford M 10-9 104 1.2 3.9 2.7 0.9

School: Aberdeen

11. S. Tutor F 12-8 58 2.2 3.4 1.2 +0.4

12. B. Easter F 12-0 63 1.4 2.9 1.5 0.5

13. R. Ross M 11-11 66 NR 2.6 1.8 0.6

14. R. Jones M 10-9 75 1.4 3.4 2.0 0.7

15. P. Jones M 10-8 79 1.2 3.11 2.2 0.7

16. P. Dean M 10-11 80 1.2 2.4 1.2 0.4

17. J. Ross M 10-9 83 NR 2.5 1.7 0.6

1Chronological Age as of 5/72
2Full Scale WISC I.Q.
3Classes began in 11/69
4Estimated at 0.8 level
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TABLE VI

`Comparison of Average Gains Made in Two Years
to Gains Made Last Year in Amory-Aberdeen

Non-Graded Classes (1969-72)

Average Gain
11/69-1/71

Average Gain
1/71-5/72

1. W. Pierce 0.2 0.6

2. D. Renfroe 0.3 0.5

3. M. Guyton 0.4 0.8

4. D. Jones 0.6 0.7

5. R. Jones 0.4 0.7

6. J. Ross 0.8 0.6

7. S. Stanford 0.6 0.9

8. M. Beek 0.7 0.8

9. P. Dean 0.3 0.4

.10. D. Reeves 0.6 0.7

11. R. Ross 0.7 0.6

12. P. Conwill 0.9 0.8

13. B. Easter 0.6 0.5

14. A. B. Renfro. 0.8 1.1

15. R. Renfroe 0.7 0.6

16. S. Tutor, 0.4 0.4

17. R. Reeves 0.3 0.5

11/17 - rate accelerated 3rd year

1 same

5 - decreased by 1 month

k
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TABLE VII

Gains on Silvaroli ord Recognition Test
Compared to Gain in AchievemEnt

on California Reading sts for Three Years

School: Amory

Silvaroli
WR

Total Gains

Califo is
Tota

Silvaroli
Average

California
Average

1. Pierce 0.8 1.0 0.3 0.3

2. Guyton 2.5 2.4 0.8 0.8

3. R. Reeves* 0.7 1.6 0.2 0.5

4. Beek 2.7 2.4 0.9 0.8

5. A. Renfroe* 2.2 3.3 0.7 1.1

6. D. Renfroe 1.0 1.5 0.3 0.5

7. P. Conwill 2.2 2.5 0,7 0.8

8. D. Reeves 2.2 2.1 0.7 0.7

9. R. Renfroe 2.0 1.8 0.7 0.6

10. S. Stanford* 1.5 2.7 0.5 0.9

School: Aberdeen

11. Tutor** 2.4 1.2 0.8 0.4

12. Easter 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.5

13. R. Ross 1.3 1.8 0.4 0.6

14. R. Jones** 3.2 2.0 1.1 0.7

15. D. Jones 2.5 2.2 0.8 0.7

16. P. Doman 1.5 1.2 0.5 0.4

17. J. Ross* 0.7 1.7 0.2 0.6
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gains that were approximaielv the satin' fur both tests. These results indicate that their
growth in word master% was equal to their growth in achieemeni. a most unusual accom-
plishment in learning disabled children.
Children 3. 5. 10. and 17 indicate a common problem olismed in other special rdncation
classes. Thev can .Fead more words in context than Ik% can in isolation.
Children 11 and 13 reflect the opposite case--I he% recognize more words ur isolai than

the do in context. The latter result ma% he due to continued visual difficulties that both
experience. Child 14 has had epileptic seizures which arc cow eonirolled.
Table VII shows progress made l eighteen students who were given instruction for two
years in the Hamilton non-graded classes. The Hamilton classes appear to he the model
classes; the had the benefit of one-Year's prior experience with the curriculum at 1 mon

and Abrdeen. However. the children did have a different- leacher each sear and all four
leacheis were beginning leachers.
As pan he seen in Table 1 III, 13 of the 18 children could be classified as EN1R children.
Ten of the eighteen were non-readers. Children I. 2, 3, and 7 had two %ears of prior
schooling without learning to read. All four were black children with high absentee rates.
Five of the other six had been through one prior year of school witlunit learning ark words.
If you consider an average gain of 8 months as normal progress, thirteen (72 percent) of the
eighteen children made normal or better progress over the two ears. The remaining Eke
children made 6 to 7 average months gain per Fear.
As predicted in the interim report, eight of the nine children from 10-12 years of age ex-
hibited a middle third grade achievement level. The acceleration of progress trend had been
noted in the \mil Aberdeen classes. Table IX shows the Iwo-year gain was divided be-
tween the two Nears. 15 noted, 16 (89'i) of the 18 children made normal or better pro-
gress the second year. Six of the children made I 1/2 2 Nears progress. If that acceleration
were to continue into a third Near, these children's reading achievement could be normal
for age/grade placement.
Table X compares Siharoli word recognition aehieement to California Reading_ Test
achievement. As can he seen, in all 18 (100'i) eases the gains in word recognition achieve-
ment equalled or exceeded achievement on the California. This result probably indicates
that California aehieemeni results may have been higher if more time had been available
for teaching the reference skills which the California comprehension score includes. Again.

the result is surprising since ENIR children usually recognize more words in context than in
isolation. The higher word recognition achievement, ranging from 5 months 10 2 years-3
months. probably reflects the combined result of emphasis on word mastery in Ginn
Tutorial, Basal reader. supplementary reading. and !htch word programs.
Table XII presents gains in reading achievement for 11 children who were in the Aberdeen
Amory non-graded classes from 1970 to 1972. The 1berdeen sample appears similar to the
Hamilton one except for the unusual number (6 to 7) of girls involved. Five (71":) of
seven made normal or better gains in achievement for the two years. The lowest average

was six months.
Although Amory had lowest IQ's. 1 is lad does not account for different results shown in
Table XII. Three (43'0 of the severe ,Amory children made average or better gains in achieve-
ment. The highest gain in one has cerebral pals. and had spent three prior years in a
trainable class. The Slosson IQ of 86 was used for him since it seemed more accurate than
the 58 obtained on the flSC. (The 58 lQ resulted from the effect of cerebral pals on

Tommv's %kW-motor perforance.)
Table XIII shows the amount of gains fur each ear the Table XII children were in the non-
graded classes. The learning to read acceleration trend noted in prior discussion can be seen

in 13 of 13 of the average gains shown in Table XIII. In Aberdeen, 7 (100'4) of 7 children

1 25
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TABLE VIII

Comparison of Pre- and Post-California Reading Test Results
for Students in Non-Graded Classes

for Two Years (1970-1972)

Child Sex C.A.1 I.Q.
2

9/70 5/72

1. J. Shinn M 10-1 60 NR
3 2.1

2. J. Harris M 10-6 60 NR 2.5

3. R. Harris M 12-4 60 NR 2.4

4. J. Spruill m 8-9 64 NR 1.9

5. R. Shinn F 9-0 66 NR 2.9

6. D. Rush M 9-4 67 NR 2.5

7. C. Shinn F 11-6 67 NR 3.5

8. S. Thomas M 11-7 67 1.3 3.3

9. B. Rye M 11-11 67 1.6 3.4

10. J. Fields M 8-7 73 NR , 1.9

11. B. Reed M 11-7 76 1.8 3.5

12. R. Little M 8-3 77 1.2 2.5

13. B. Gosa M 11-7 77 1.8 3.4

14. M. Raden M 10-6 81 1.8 3.5

15. T. Smitherman M 11-11 82 1.6 3.4

16. N. Horn F "8-4 85 NR 2.9

17. H. L. Smith M 12-3 85 ,(, 1.8 3.5

18. C. Winders M 9-0 91 NR 1.9

2 Yr. Ave/per

Gain Year

1.3 +0.7

1.7 0.8

1.6 0.8

1.1 0.6

2.1 1.0

1.7 0.9

2.7 1.4

2.0 1.0

1.8 0.9

1.1 0.6

1.7 0.9

1.3 0.7

1.6 0.8

1.7 0.9

1.8 0.9

2.1 1.0

1.7 0.9

1.1 0.6

1Chronological Age as of 5/72
2Full Scale WISC I.Q.
3Estimated at 0.8 level
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TABLE IX

Comparison of Reading Gains Made
Between First And Second Years
in Hamilton Nor.- Graded Classes

9/70-5/71 ':.1/71-5/72 Mt al

.,.

1. J. Shinn 0.5 0.8 1.3

2. J. Harris 0,6 2.1 I.

3. R. Harris 0.5 1.1 1.6

4. J. Spruill 0.4 0." J.L

5. R. Shinn
i

0.2 1.9 2.1

6. D. Push 0.7 1.0 1./

7. C. Shinn 0.8 1.9 2.7

8. S. Thomas 0.4 1.6 2.0

9. B. Ryd ,
0.3 1.5 1.8

10. J. Fields 0.0 1.1 1.1

11. B. Reed 0.4 1.3 1.7

12. R. Little 0.1 1.2 1.3

13. B. Cosa 0.3 1.3 1.6

14. M. Raden 0.1 1.6 1.7

15. T. Smitherman 0.3 1.5 1.8

16. N. Horn 0.8 1.3 2.1

17. H. L. Smith 0.7 1.0 1.7

18. C. Winders 0.4 0.7 1.1

A .,,,'1

ji," 81 t
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TABLE X

Comparisons of Silvaroli Word Recognition Achievement Levels
and California Reading Test Achievement Levels

for Students in Hamilton Non-Graded Classes (1970-2)

Silvaroli
Achievement Level

California
Achievement Level

1. J. Shinn 2.2 2.1

2. J. Harris 3.6 2.5

3. R. Harris 3.1 2.4

4. J. Spruill 2.8' 1.g

5. R. Shinn 3.6 2.9

6. D. Rush 2.6 2.5

7. C. Shinn 4.2 3.5

8. S. Thomas 4.0 3.3

9. B. Rye 5.7 3.4

10. J. Fields 1.8 1.9

11. B. Reed 4.0 3.5

12. R. Little 3.6 2.5

13. B. Gosa 4.2 3.4

14. M. Raden 4.1 3.5

15. T. Smitherman 3.4 3.4

16. N. Hmrm 3.5 2.9

17. H. L. Smith 4.0 3.5

18. C. Winders 1.8 1.9
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TABLE XI

Comparison of Gains Made on Silvaroli Word Recognition Test

with Gains Made on California Reading Tests

in Hamilton No4-Graded Classes (1970-2)

Silvaroli
Total
Gain

California
Total
Gain

Silvaroli
Average
Gain

California
Average
Gain

1. J. Shinn 1.2 1.3 3.6 0.7

2. J. Harris 2.6 1.7 1.3 0.8

3. R. Harris 2.1 1.6 1.0 0.8

4. J. Spruill 1.8 1.1 0.9 0.6

5. R. Shinn 2.6 2.1 1.3 1.0,

6. D. Rush 1.6 1.7 0.8 0.9

7. C. Shinn 3.2 2.1 1.6 1.4

8. S. Thomas 2.7 2.0 1.3 1.0

9. B. Rye 4.1 1.8 2.0 0.9

10. J. Fields 0.8 1.1 0.4 0.6

11. B. Reed 2.3 1.7 1.2 0.9

12. R. Little 2.4 1.3 1.2 0.7

13. B. Gosa 2.6 1.6 7.3 0.8

14. M. Radon 2.4 1.7 1.2 0.9

15. T. Smitherman 1.8 1.8 0.9 0.9

16. N. Horn 2.5 2.1 1.3 1.0

17. H. L. Smith 2.3 1.7 1.2 0.9

8. C. Winders 0.7 1.1 0.3 0.6
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TABLE XII

Comparison of Pre- and Post-California F,,eding Test Results
for Students in Amory-Aberdeen
Non-Graded Classes (1970-1972)

School: Aberdeen

Child Sex C.A.1 I.Q.2 Q /70 5/72

2 Yr.

Gain

Ave/per
Year

1. L. Metcalf F 8-9 73 1.1 2.3 1.2' +0.F,
.

,,
, . R. Heard

3. E. Chaney

F

F

9-4

11-4

79

80

NP

2.0

2.4

4.1

1.6

2.1

0.8

1.1

4. C. Jones F 8-11 93 1.1 2.5 1.4 0.7

5. D. Gates F 8-9 95' NR 2.5 2.0 1.0

6. S. Gosa F 9-7 96 1.6 3.5 1.9 1.0

7. V. Ruth M 10-1 101 1.4 3.2 1.8 0.9

School: Amory

6. M. Rinehart M 10-7 65 1.3 2.6 1.3 +0.7

0. D. Capps M 12-1 65 NR 2.9 2.1 1.0

10. M. J. Ritter F 13-4 74 2.9 2.9 1.0 -0.5

11. C. Young M 12-4 79 1.8 3.3 1.5 0.8

12. M. Lindsey
c-,

M 10-10 81 NR 2.2 1.4 0.7

13. S. Kennedy M 12-1 34 3.1 3.9 0.6 0.3

14. Langford M 11 3 3
86 NR 4.0 3.2 1.6

'Chronological Age as of 5/72
2Full Scale WISC I.Q.
3Slosson I. Q.

I
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l'Aisii. XIII

Comparison of Gains MAcle ^n California Roat'ing Tests
Between First .ind Second Year.;

in Classes in-Amory-Abeildf-en NcnrCraded Classes (1970-2)

School: ALerdeen

Gain
1970-1

Gain
1971-2 ict-ii

1. Metcalf 0.2 1.0 1.2

2. Heard 0.6 1.0 1.i.

3. Chaney 1.3 0.8 ^

4. Jones 0.4 1.0 J.4

5. . Gates 0:6 1.4. 4 2.0

6. Gosa 0.5 1.3 1.9

7. V. Ruth 0.2 1.6 1.8

School: Amory

8. Rinehart 0.3 1.0 1.3

9. Capps 0,9 1.2 2.1

10. Ritter 0.7 0.3 1.0

11. Young 0.6 0.9 1.5

12. Lindsey 0.5 0.9 1.4

13. Kennedy 0.0 0.6 0.6

14. Langford 2.2 1.0 3.2
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CABLE XIV

Comparison of Achievement Cains
on Silvaroli Word Recognition Test

and Gains on California Reading Test

School: Aberdeen
1970-2 1970-2 Fer /y'ar I el : it
Total

Silvaroli
WR Gain

Total

California
Gain

Silvaroli

Average
Cain

..aLilornia

i.erage
Gain

1. Metcalf 1.0 ,1.2 0.5

2. Heard 1.8 1.6 0.9 0.8

Chaney 2.0 2.1 1.0 1.i

4. Jones 1.6 1.4 0.8

5. Gates 1.8 2.0 0.9 1.

6. Cosa 2.2 1.9 1.1 1.0

7. Ruth 1.5 1.8 0.8 0.74

School: Amory

8. Rinehart* 0.8 1.3 0.4 0./

9. Capps 1.6 2.1 0.8 1.3

10. Ritter 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.5

11. Young* 2.3 1 5 1.2 0.8

12. Lindsey* 0.8 1.4 0.4 11.7

13. Kennedy* 2.2 0.6 1.1 0.3

14. Langford 3.1 3.2 1.6 I.6

*Knew many more words in context than in isolation
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TABLE XV

Comparison of Pre- and l'est-California Reading Test Results
for Students in Non- Crade3 .lasses

for One Year (1971-2)

School: Hamilton

Rug. Class
Child Sex C.A. I.Q. 0/71 5/72 Gain .amain Yeir(s)

Before

1. J. Lucius M 7-7 80 NR 1.7 +0.9 0.0

2. J. Hutchinson M 7-6 80 NR 1.6 0.8 0.0

3. M. Adams F 7-7 85 NR 1.6 0.8 0.0

4. D. Hall M 7-6 R6 NR 2.0 1.2 0.0

5. P. Smitherman M 7-4 99 UP. 1.6 0.8 0.0

6. R. White M 8-0 102 NR 2.1 1.3 0.0

School: Aberdeen

7. A. Young M 9-10 38 NR NR 0.0 0.0

S. Marilyn Devould F 8-5 71 NR 1.1 3 0.0

9. R. K. Light F 10-1 72 1.2 2.1 0.9 0.05

10. William Jones M 7-9 73 NR 1.3 0.5 0.0

11.

12.

Gregg Dickey

S. G. Light

M

F

12-0

10-1

73

75

3.2

1.5

3.9

2.1

0.7

0.6

0.4

0.1

13. R. Eckford M 7-10 78 NR 1.6 0.8 0.0

14. J. Crosby M 9-6 82 2.5 3.6 1.1 0.5

15. C. Holley M 7-10 85 1.3 2.1 0.8 0.3

16. T. Strong M 8-7 104 1.3 2.1 0.8 0.1

School: Amory

17. R. Anderson M 9-5 74 1.4 3.0 1.6 0.1

18. T. Payne M 9-4 76 1.3 1.8 0.5 0.1

19. L. Law F 9-11 76 1.2 1.7 0.5 0.05

20. P. Barnes M 8-0 104 1.2 2.0 0.8 0.1

21. C. Smith M 9-10 107 2.1 3.6 1.5 0.4



fALLE XVI

Comparison of Gains Maur, on ilvarol: Wcrd PecogniTion Test
and Gains Made on Ca'ifornia Reading Test (1971-2)

School: Hamilton

Total

Silvaroli Gains
70,a1

1. Lucius 0.8

2. Hutchinson 0.8

3. Adams 0.6 0.8

4. Hall 0.6 1.,

5. Smitherman 0.7 3.8

6. White 0.8

School: Aberdeen

7. Young 0.0 J.0

S. Devould 0.3 3.

9. R. Light 0.6 0.q

10. Jones 0.5 0.5

11. Dickey* 2.9 0.7

32. S. light 0.9 0.6

13. R. Eckford 0.4 0.8

14. J. Crosby 2.9 0.7

15. C. Holley 0.5 0.8

36. T. Strong 0.5 0.8

School: Amory .
.__....

17. Anderson 1.7 1.6

18. Payne 0.5 0.5

19. Law 0.7 0.5

20. Barnes U.4 0.8

21. smith 2.0 .5

137
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TAME X711

Comparison of Pre- and P.Thst-C.alitornia Priding Test Results
for Students in ;1ord,!en Non-,;ra.le(! i:lasses

for One 'fey (1969-70') or (1',70-29"1)

Reg. ,las5
Child Sex C.A. T.O. (4/0 5/7C lain

BA. cre - X-s.

1. J. Willis M 8-5' 59 NR 1,_:6 0.P C!C

2. I,. Ford M 10-5 75 1.2 1.9 C.7 ).1

3. R. West M ' 8-4 P4 1.2 2.9 0.9 0,

4. J. Bowen* M 9-0 88 2.% 1.9 .L.7 ., ..) r

5. Bnily Kicks* M 10-4 31 n
.,
n

.. 3.1 0.9 0.5

6. T. Claxton M 9-0 09 2.4 3.1 0.7 c).5

7. Clyde Ward* M 9-3 102 2.0 3.1 1.1 0.4

9/70 5/71
8. C. Card* F 9-7 67 2.7 3.5 0.8 0.6

D. R. Hacker* M 8-11 88 1.2 1.9 0.7 0.2

10. S. Griggs* F 7 -6 98 1.1 2.6 1.5 3.3

11. K. Reeves* M 7-8 102 1.4 3.3 1.9 0.6

12. C. Harrell M 8-6 107 NR 1.7 0.9 0.0

13. M. E. Ruth* F 7-6 112 1.2 1.9 0.7 0,4

9/70 5/71
14. J. Welch* M 8-8 124 1.4 2.6 1.2 0.3

15. H. Hanson* M 9-4 111 1.4 3.0 1.6 0.2

16. C. Cantrell* F 10-6 99 2.4 3.7 1.3 0.5

17. S. Trest* M 7-1) 111 1.2 2.2 1.0 0.4

18. J. Stoke* M 8-7 75 NR 2.9 2.1 0.0

10. D. Terry M 8-2 83 NR 1.3 0.5 c.0
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TABLE XVIII

Comparison of Pre- and Post-(alir^rnia Reading Test Results
for Students in Amory-Aberdeen Non Graied Classes (1969-1971)

School: Aberdeen

Sex C.A. 1.0.. 1/6,1 5/71
2 Yr.

Gain
Ave/r

Yeah

1. G. W. Ruth* M 8-6 75 NR n..- I.2 0.7

2. W. Allen* M 8-9 80 NR 3.8 3.0 1.5

3. D. Langston* M 9-10 81 1.2 2.7 1.5 0.8

4. J. West M 9-4 83 1.2 3.9 .7 1.4

5. R. Oliver M 10-3. 86 1.3 3.2 1.9 1.0

School: Amory

G. T. White M 9-5 63 NR 1.5 0.7 u.4

7. R. Edwards* M 8-0 64 NR 1.8 1.0 0.5

8. K. Steinke M 10-2 67 1.2 2.5 1.3 0.7

9. L. Lucas* M 9-3 85 1.4 3.6 2.2 1.1

10. K. White M 8-1 88 NR 1.5 0.7 0.4

11. W. Rakestraw M 10-2 97 1.8 3.8 2.0 1.0

12. A. Turnage* M 8-8 100 1.2 2.5 1.4 0.7

t
13. B. Pope* M 10-3 111 3.0 4.1 1.1 0.6
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I \
e. \Her a child reaches age 7. if the central nervous sy stem is organized properly. he

will show a consistent preference for the Ile and limb on the same side in any
activity that involves eve-lim coordination.

f. Inadequate neurological organization may be a function of child's being deprived
of enviromnental stimulation. having received ph% sical damage to the brain. or a
combination of both.
Language-visual functions such as reading and language-motor teri such as

g.
writing are affected by inadequate neurological organization.

If the above w+stimpt'ns were correct. then it followed that any perceptual-motor
curriculmn (night to be built around them. Thus the 103 children included in this
sample were administered the neurological organization test and all 103 were found to
be neurologically disorganized to some degree. The degree. of disorganization was
determined by assigning numerical values to each e, the mibtests arid adding up scores

for tacks that were satisfactorily performed. Table' . 'ndicates value assigned to each
subtest. A total score of 22 points represents completed neurological organization.
Table XIX shows the degree of neurological disorganizations noted in 24 students in-
cluded in the Hamilton non-graded classes. Scores ranged from I to 18. These were
representative of children's scores in the other non-graded classes in kmorY acrd Aber-
deen except that one Amory child with cerebral palsy had a 0 score. 13v comparing
neurological organization (N.O. hereafter) test m-ores to reading levels. the following
were derived for future predictive purposes:
a. Children with scores (T6 or below on the N.O. test will be unable to learn to read.
b. Children with scores 7 14 should learn to read some if poor teaching. cultural

deprivation, or speech disorders do not reduce desire and opportunity to do so.
(.. Children with scores of 15 19 should (given good instruction) achieve a reading

level that shows no more than 1 - 3 months loss per year.
d. Children with scores of 22 should achieve an average or better reading level if

good instruction is available.
2. Treatment

Since all the children were disorganized to some degree. the children were taught
correct mobility patterns and given visual pursuit training until these tasks could be
performed satisfactorily. Practice on these wa.. then limited to a 15 20 minute period
each- day.
Then the Kephart blackboard and rhythm exercises and the t3elgaw walking board.

balance boards. trampoline board. and visual motor hats were incorporated to inte-
grate lower level skills into balance. rhythm and eye-hand-foot coordination activities.
Finally , the Frostig visual perception sheets were used to delvelopnearpoint e'N eind
coordination. No attempt was made to reduce tonality or to transfer laterality.
Table XIX shows the N.O. scores as of May. 1972, for the 24 Hamilton children. 1s
can be seen. ne st of the children (ink. had a score of 19 for they had not completely
lateralized Fie itildren (5. 0, 7. 15. and 23) were completely organized. Three
others (9. 10, and, 17) had reduced scores because binocular skills and/or depth
perception were still inadequate. A check made in January . 1971, and May, 1971, in-
dicated that 19 level had been reached by most of the children. The five children who

lateralized did so after the perceptual-motor curriculum was continued into the second
year. Three other children in the Aberdeen classes had completely lateralized. one al
the end of two years and two at the end of one year.

:3. Interpretation of Results
It is not possible to parcel out what each separate part of a curriculum contributes to
over all deelopment. The dynamic ellNironment of a school would have to be reduced

y
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TALE C

Numerical Values Assigned to Subtf-cts
of Neurological Organization TL

Pons Tasks: Value

1. Crawling on stomach in cross pattern I

2. Simultaneous vision (Telebinocular Test 1) 1-

Midbrain Tasks:

1. Crawling on hands and knees in cross pattern 1

2. Following an object held by himself through four planes: '+

vertical, horlzontal, circular, and diagonal

3. Iiinocular vision: Telebinocular Tests of lateral aad r..)

vertical convergence and fusion at both farpoint and
nearpoint

Cortical Tasks:

1. Walking in a cross pattern 1

2. Depth perception 1

3. Color perception (figure-ground discrimination) 1

4. Following an object held by tester through four planes 4

Laterality (all or none) 3

Shows consistent preference for eye, hand'and foot on same
side of body.'

1 ol
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Gains -Made in Neliro2ogical 0rgan:,za-tion,

I.Q. and Fsycholinguistic Ages
for Hamilton Non-Graded Students (1970-:)

Years 1970-72
r.A.*

9/70
N/01

5/72

NO2 fain

Total '7,1in

WIS': Scales

F

Final
F- 1,,A

in=.1

FLA

t
1.\ J. Shinn 10-1 7 19 12 12 23 10 71 +Th. "--+_

2. J. Harris 10-6 6 19 13 11 25 26 '72

3. R. Harris 12-4 9 19 10 10 14 15 II , :'9
,

2

4. J. Spruill 8-9 6 11 13 , 31 13
- ,

I. P. Shinn 9-0 7 22 15 4 2'2 ..4 i).) 2C

6. D. Rush 9-4 8 22 14 6 .1. 15 82

7. C. Shinn 11-c, 14 , 22 8 13 1 9 76 .,.

1 1

8. :,. Thomas 11-7 14 19 r
.J 7 tl 12 70 z: c

9. B. Rye 11-L1 1 15 . 14 15 3' 24 -

10. J. Fields 8-7 11 16 5 4 24 15 88 .., C ,

11. B. Reed 11-7 9 11 10 10 9 11 8" q 1 -11

12. R. Little 8-3 8 19 11 2 . 18 8 85 11 -1-7
13. B. Gosa 11-7 8 19 11 0 10 1 78 14 7 -6

14. M. Raden 10-C 13 .19 6 0 12 3 84 25 '9-0

15..T. Smitherman 11-11 18 22 4 7 6 7 81 7 7-'1

16.. N. Horn 8-4 8 10 11 5 18 9 94 21 7-7

17. H. L. Smith 12-3 7 19 12 3 0 0 85 7 8-7

18. C. Winders 9-0 8 19 12 0 12 4 95 . 26 8-7

5/71

19. J. Stokesa 8-7 9 19 10 6 25 16 91 12 7-2

20. D. Terry* 8-4 14 19 5 4 5 88 0 5-11

21. C. Cantrell 10-6 15 19 4 10 18 99 10-6

22. S. Trest 7-5 7 19 12 4 35 20 111 la Q-11

'23. H. Hanson* 9-4 19 22 3 0 23 10 111 11 8-9

24. J. Welch 8-8 16 17 1 0 8 0 124 6 7-4

*Chronological age as of May, 1972

aChildron 19-24 were in project 1970-1971.
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to non-life if one were able. to do so. It is not possible to establkh an absolute valise-
and-effect relation between the perceptual-motor curriculum and improvement in
school tasks. For instance, there were 41 children at the beginning of the project who
recognized 0 - 2 words in isola)on. The neurological organization test indicated 29 of
the 41 were sufficiently organized to have learned to read sonic. Environmental de-
privation. inadequate instructiop. and speech difficulties seem to have been contribu-
tions to the child's inability to profit from previous instruction.
According to Dr. James Wilson. imehological consultant to the project. certain sub-
tests the A ISC and !TPA are somewhat sensitive to the effects of pexeptnal-motor
training. They were used, therefore, as criterion tests. Table Al \ shows the changes
that occurred in the A ISC Verbal (V). Performance (P). and Full Scale (FS) scores. the
total 'nerease in ITPA psy eholinguistie age (Pl. A) and the final psycholinguistie age
registered bs each of the 24 Hamilton children. AsioniThrological,u4anization scores in-,
creased, parallel rises on these tests were nailed for some children.
Only four the 24 children' made significant gains On the A ISC ,vetbal scale. (
eleseh point gain is neeem:ary fur significance because of the A ISC's standard error of
measurement. which is 20). The A Is49Performanee Scale is often useil for tlfil diagnO-
sis of visual perception difficulties.'Signifi ant and usually large gains were registered
1w 17 of the 24 children on the Performaliee.Scalc.. -

Because of the Performance Scale gains, thirteen of the Full Scale gains were signifi-
cant. The result was that instead five of the thirteen ENtli children moved into the ID
range. The results should also indicate the hazard in using IQ scores in assigning child-.ren to special education classes.
The most outstanding case in the Hamilton sample was child 9. (Ai video tape available
on loan was built around Bryan.) Fir was diagnosed as a cretin with an IQ of 44. He. had not been able to stay in school in previous years due to his extreme hyperactivity.
His major improvement in reading and on the WISC scales developed as he became
better organized neurologically. Complete binocularity has not vet developed and his
future progress should be followed to see if he continues to improve or regresses once
he is returned to a regular classroom.
Increases in Psychclinguistic Ages persisted over the two years. Test retest data was
available for 14 of the two-year children and five of the six one-year children. Eight of
the two-year children's PIA growth exceeded an expected growth of.18 months. Three
of the six one-Year children made gains that exceeded the nine months in the class.
The same kind of result was rioted in both the .mory and Aberdeen classes.
In summary, the/ Perceptual-Motor Curriculum appears to have'produced continuous
gains in the sisual- motor, visual-perception fnnctioning in the children in the project.
The gains appear to be significant for 23 of the 63 children for whom data was avail-
able. Complete organization was achieved for eight children.
There is no way of knowing why lateralization was not achieved for most children.
It is possible that insufficient time was spent on the organization exercises as part of
the perceptual-motor curriculum. No attempt was made to ehange handedness, reduce
tonality. or use the procedures prescribed by Orlacato to change eve dominance. It is
also possible that at the Amory and Aberdeen centers more children with actual brain
damage were included. Twenty-one of twenty-tune children who were in those centers
in 1970 to 1972 had visual difficulties that posisted despite treatment from ()phne-
trists and ophthalmologists.
All the children but two improved considerably their levels of reading with the majori-
ty of them making normal progress (See Reading Evaluation) by May. 1972. If



,uppleinentarN aid coulil be continued -until all their readik retardation ssa, gone.
rtiot %mild obtain a functional reading leel of ninth grade--a ogno:.1:. that inam of
the children did not have three Near, ago.

)

4
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tit MIARY ANI) CONC.1,t'Slil NS

Of the 103 children intuited intinction III the cla. 101 obtained achiNemill gain that

%%wild allot% them to read independentIN a sten a tinder intructioii. Set (mit -eight 441 the child-

ren %%ere non-readers !MIN 11,1%(' 1111'N 11,1(111ot been 1111111(11'11in thIe ion -grade el

41,1. The criterion for imr, ,ement included gains in comprehension as %%ell a- in Ntor(i

recognition.
Conclusions
The conclusions seen' IN,Irrallled from et idciice collected:
I. The )Reading Curriculum (see Interim Report. 1971) eein- to he %Nell enough 41eigned 10)

teach all children to read to accelerate progress in learning to read.
Children who complete the reading sequence through all letels included (see kddenduni.
Interim Report) should hate a middle third to fourth grade .fie lii.'tement 'etc'.

3. Mining!' the reading instructional program produced conidprable acceleration in Ilie rate

()I' learning to read. it .stas not sufficient to otereome pretion years' lose- in reading
achietement. Normal gams of I achietement Near per Chool Near should euniulne if the
regular school will hate them read at their inlructional letel. ith iipplementars instruc-
tion in reading wilt. 12 of the 32 children ho had been in Ilie program 2 Near, should shot%

normal achietemect bt \las 1973.

1. The Noiniger the children %%ere when put 111(0) the iron-graded clan e. the closertheir per-

forniance came to normalizing.
.). The usual in sight Nord masters and acquisition van he oterrome hs sufficient

intrtirtion.
6. IQ is not a cause of reading disabilities and sliii141 not be used to predict potential I: el% in

reading.
Recommendations
I. Children tt ho evIlibit charm-671%h% noted the screening process should receive Iwo tears

of instruction in a non-graded class mudded after this projert. They, then, should he moved

14) regular classrooms, and if achietemeut is not normalized. should he green continue('

-upplement-rt iiitruciion in reading ()ON.
.) Children ho 'ern ages 7 - 10 when fuylnd to he in nerd should receive I tear's instriic-

tion in a lion-graded class. a second tier of 1/2 l'as in reading perceptual motor actitities.
and then continued upplementars ntriiciion in reading onIN until achictement

normalized.
Children. 11 and up. .4114)0141 be Own reading and 1)4741-anal-motor training but left in
regular classrooms. Supplementary ititruction 11011141 rontimie throno144)111 their public

school line if necessars.
I. The reading-Imiguage currieulum deteloped in Hu. eh.. 41011141 breoilie die model for all

classroom, in the elementar chool.

I


